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Declaration.
The contents o f Section 3 are contained 1n a jo in t  paper ( CB&S]) 
w ith Klaus Schmidt, and we follow  very c lose ly  the exposition given there, 
which 1s mostly due to Klaus. The nature o f the jo in t  work 1s the 
fo llow ing .
The f i r s t  subsection o f Section 3 contains notation, and background 
results which are 1n general well known, apart from Lemma 3.5 which 1s 
o rig in a l and ny own.
With the exceptions o f  Theorem 3.25 and Lemma 3.26, the results 
contained 1n the subsections e n title d  "A cohomology", and "The Information 
cocycle" are due to me, but they were put Into th e ir present context by 
Klaus Schmidt. Theorem 3.25 and Lemma 3.26 should be viewed as jo in t  work.
The problems and re su lts  discussed 1n the subsection called "Entropy 
and the Information cocycle" arose from discussions with B i l l  Parry and 
Klaus Schmidt, the proofs however are due to Klaus.
In the fin a l subsection, e n tit le d  "The Information cocycle and the 
entropy o f Anosov maps", the proofs provided are ny own, and do not appear 
In  th is  form w ith in  [B&S]. A c lo se ly  related proof o f Theorem 3.29 Is  
however given there.
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Summary.
The primary aim o f th is thesis 1s to present an Information cocycle 
fo r groups of non-singular transformations.
In Section 1 we produce some coding results fo r U p scM tz partitions
that are la te r used to associate canonically an Information cocycle to Axiom 
*
A homeomorphisms.
As a sp ecific  example o f the use o f coding techniques, 1n Section 2 
we prove that a Markov s h if t  over f in it e ly  many states 1s Isomorphic to its  
Inverse, by a f in ita r y  Isomorphism with f in ite  expected code lengths. We 
also show that re v e rs ib il i t y  1s a generic property.
In Section 3, an Information cocycle 1s defined fo r groups o f non­
singular transformations. Some o f Its  properties are then Investigated, 
Including Its  close re la tion  to entropy, and an api.'1cat1on 1s presented.
The Information cocycle fo r  single non-singular transformations 1s 
considered 1n Section 4, where we also study several conditions that Imply 
that two o-algebras are I-re la te d .
In Section 5, the form o f the Information cocycle 1s calculated fo r 
generalised Markov s h if ts , and f in ite  co-ordinate changes on s h if t  spaces. 
Some Invariants o f the Information cocycle-coboundary equation are also 
produced.
Section 6 contains two constructions fo r producing ergodlc non-singular 
Bernoulli measuresthat are not equivalent to s h if t  Invariant p robab ility
measures.
Introduction.
Since reasonably comprehensive Introductions w i l l  be provided at the 
beginning o f each section, we shall give here only a b r ie f overview of some 
o f the connections between the various topics involved.
Of fundamental importance w ith in  th is thesis, is  the introduction 1n 
Section 3 o f an information cocycle fo r groups o f non-singular transformations. 
For measure preserving endomorphlsms th is information cocycle 1s shown to be 
in tim ately connected with entropy.
Using coding techniques produced in Section 1, we are able in  Section 4
*
to canonically associate an Information cocycle to Axiom A homeomorphlsms 
o f compact metric spaces. Coding results from Section 1 are also used 1n 
Section 3 to provide a simple proof o f a well known formula fo r the entropy 
o f an Anosov dlffeomorphism.
The constructions o f Section 6 are Included to provide examples o f 
ergodic transformations that do not admit an equivalent o -f in ite  In varia n t 
measure, and hence fo r which the extension o f the c lassical information 
function to non-singular transformations is  o f pa rticu la r in te rest.
In Sections 3 and 4, an information cocycle-coboundary equation appears, 
and w ithin Section 5 some invariants o f th is  equation are produced.
Section 2 Is  somewhat unrelated to the rest o f the thesis, however we 
do Introduce in  i t  many o f the de fin itions and notations used fo r Markov 
s h ifts . I t  also provides a sp ec ific  example o f the use o f coding techniques.
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SECTION 0.
BACKGROUND ANO NOTATION.
In th is  section we Introduce some of the de fin ition s and 
notation that w il l  be used throughout the re s t of the thesis . 
A 11st of properties of the conditional Information function 
1s also Included.
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Throughout th is  thesis (except where indicated to the contrary), 
(X ,8 ,m) w i l l  denote a Lebesgue p ro b a b ility  space, and a ll partitions 
w il l  be assumed (o r proved) to be measurable, in the sense o f Rohlin CR1].
0.1. DEFINITIONS.
For a,B f in ite  or countable ordered p artitions  o f X with the same 
c a rd in a lity  (where a -  (A f)«  - 6 ■ (B j)  • < ‘  I  some f in ite  or countable 
Index s e t ) ,  we define a distance between a and 0 by
d0 (a ,e ): ■ l  m(A> & B .) ,
0 i d  1 1
where a denotes the symmetric difference.
I f  o 1s a f in ite  or countable p a rt it io n , and C c 8 is  a sub-o- 
algebra, we define an asymmetric distance between a and C by
d (o ,C ): -  1nf{d0 (o ,e ) ; 0 e C, card(0 ) ■ card(a)} .
The above de fin itio n  o f d may be extended to a distance between 
two sub-o-algebras as fo llow s.
For sub-o-algebras A,C «  B , we define
d(A ,C ): > Sup(d(a,C)i a = A)
■ sup in f  (dQ(a ,e ); card(a) ■ card(e)) . 
acA 0cC
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We now 11st some properties o f the distance d .
0 .2 . PROPERTIES OF d .
From the above d e fin itio n s  we see that fo r and C
sub-o-algebras o f 8 , the distance d sa tis fie s :
0 * d(A,C) * 2 , ( 0 . 1 )
d(A,C) * 0 1f and only 1f A «= C . ( 0 . 2 )
As a consequence o f the trian g le  Inequality fo r  symmetric 
d1 fferences
d(Aj *Aj) s d(A<| *Ag) + ^ (A g .A j) , (0.3)
and hence using property (0 . 2 ) ,
d (A j,A 3) i  d(A1 ,A2) when c A j , 
d(A-| ,A3) i  d fA ^ A j)  when Aj c ^  .
(0.4)
(0.5)
I f  A,C ,An, n ■ 1 ,2 , . . .  , are sub-o-algebras o f B and A,, ♦ A , 
(1 .« .  A, e A j c . . .  and UAj^ generates A) , then
d(A,C) -  11m d(An ,C) . ( 0 . 6 )
I f  fu rth e r, a 1s a countable p a rtit io n , then
-  4 -
d(o,A) ■ 11m d(o,A ) . (0.7)
n->« n
We also have fo r sub-o-algebras A,C c 8
d(AvC,C) -  d (A ,C ), (0.8)
and I f  T 1s a measure preserving endomorphism o f (X ,8 ,m) then
d(A,C) -  d(T_1A ,T_1C) . (0.9)
One other useful property o f d 1s that fo r A^.Ag.Cj and 
Cg sub-o-algebras o f 8 ,
d ^ v A ^ v C g )  s d(A] ,C1) + diAg.Cg) . (0.10)
0.3. DEFINITION AND NOTATION.
Let us define a symmetric distance between sub-o-algebras 
A,C e 8 by setting
D(A,C): -  max{d(A,C),d(C,A)> ,
then D 1s a metric on the set o f a l l  sub-o-algebras o f 8 .
When no confusion can a rise , we shall often use the 1-1 
correspondence between (equivalence classes o f) sub-o-algebras and 
(equivalence classes o f) measurable p artitions (see [R1]) to  Id e n tify
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notationally a measurable p a rtit io n  with I ts  associated sub-o-algebra.
For situations where confusion could occur, i f  A 1s a sub-a-algebra, 
we use A to denote the associated measurable p a rt it io n ; conversely
A
i f  a 1s a measurable p a rtit io n  we denote by a the corresponding 
sub-a-algebra.
With a fixed  endomorphism T o f (X,B,m) in mind, and a p a rtit io n
t  ^  -1 "  -1a , we shall w rite  a . fo r V T a , a fo r V T a , and
' K 1— k 1-0
Of fo r V T 1a .
1 1 —
I f  more than one measure 1s 1n use, we shall use a subscript to 
Indicate the measure with respect to which we are working, fo r Instance 
dm( ',* )  denotes the dlstai. e d (•,•) taken with respect to the measure 
m .
Further deta ils  of the above defin itions and properties may be found 
1n CP2], CP3], CBu], and CT2].
0.4. DEFINITION.
I f  X 1s also a metric space, then fo r  a measurable p a rtit io n  a , 
we define
d1am(a): -  1nf {sup (d1am(A')>; a1 1s a p a rtit io n  with D (a ',a ) -  0} 
a* A '«a 1
We now define the concept o f conditional expectation, which w il l  be 
extensively used In Sections 3,4 and 5.
0 .5 . DEFINITION.
For a sub-o-algebra A c B and an Integrable function f  , we 
denote by Em(f|A) the conditional expectation of f  w ith respect to 
the o-algebra A , and the measure m . The conditional expectation 
Em(f|A) 1s uniquely defined (modulo A-measurable sets of measure zero ), 
by the conditions
a) Em(f|A) 1s A-measurable.
fo r a l l  sets A c A .
An Important and fundamental property o f conditional expectation 1s 
described by the fo llow ing  theorem.
0.6. THE INCREASING MARTINGALE THEOREM.
Let An be an Increasing sequence of sub-o-algebras o f B , and
le t  A be the sub-o-algebra that ( J A„ generates, then fo r every
n
integrable function f  ,
For a proof of th is  re su lt see CD] or CN],
Another concept extensive ly used 1n th is thesis, 1s the Information 
function. This w i l l  be defined 1n Section 3.
b)
E J f| A  ) *  **(*!*) ■-*••• *nd 1n L (X ,8 ,m) .
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0.7. PROPERTIES OF THE INFORMATION FUNCTION.
For convenience of reference we 11st here some of the basic properties 
of Information fo r p a rtitions (and hence by extension sub-o-algebras of 8 ) .  
I f  N denotes the t r iv ia l  o-algebra that consists o f sets of measure one 
and zero, then we w rite  I(A|M) as 1(A) .
Let a ,0 ,y  be countable p a rtit io n s , then
( 1 ) I ( o |y ) * 0 , with equality I f  and only 1f a c y . (0 .1 1 )
( 1 1 ) 1(a) z 1 (0 ) when a o 0 . (0 .1 2 )
( 1 1 1 ) I ( o |y ) * I ( 0 |y ) when a o 0 . (0.13)
( 1v) I ( av0) ■ 1(a) ♦ l(0|a) . (0.14)
(V) I ( oV0|y ) ■ I(o|y ) + I(B|oVy ) . (0.15)
(V i) I(aV0|y ) ■ I(a|y ) when 0 C Y . (0.16)
(V11) I(a|y )*T -  ¡ ( T '^ I T ^ y ) , (0.17)1
for T a measure preserving 
eidomorphlsm of (X,8,m) .
For further deta ils  and proofs o f the above properties, we re fer 
the reader to CB], CP13, CP4D, or CP1] . As general references fo r work 
related to the contents of th is  thesis, see fo r  example CM&E3, CP&T2] 
and CW13.
SECTION 1.
COOING OF PARTITIONS.
In [Bo2], R. Bowen used coding techniques to prove that small
2
smooth partitions o f C Anosov d1ffeomorph1sms are weak Bernoulli.
To do th is he Introduced the Idea of bounded coding between two f in ite
p a rtitions  (with respect to a transformation), and showed that fo r 
2
C Anosov dlffeomorphlsms, small smooth f in ite  p a rtit io n s  boundedly 
code each other. Subsequently, 1n CP3], W. Parry used the Ideas of 
bounded codes and e-bounded codes to produce the same Information 
cocycle-coboundary equation as appeared In [F&P]. Using Invariants of 
th is equation he was then able to distinguish between particu la r 
transformations w ith respect to various re s tr ic t iv e  types of Isomorphisms.
In th is section we extend R. Bowen's re su lt concerning bounded
*
coding, to the case o f L1psch1tz partitions of Axiom A homeomorphlsms 
on compact metric spaces. We also Introduce a p a rticu la r type of endo­
morphism of compact metric spaces, called L1psch1tz expanding, and prove 
a s im ila r resu lt fo r  these maps. Examples of U p s c h ltz  expanding maps 
are ^-expanding maps on compact, connected, C* R1emann1an manifolds.
The main use o f the coding results presented In  th is  section occurs 
w ith in  Section 4, where we use them to associate an Information cocycle 
to Axiom A* homeomorphlsms (see Corollary 4.12), 1n a canonical manner. 
S p e c if ic a lly , we use the Information cocycle corresponding to the past 
o-algebra of a small L lpsch ltz p a rtit io n , and then u t i l is e  the results of 
Sections 3 and 4 to show that such an association 1s canonical.
In Section 3 s im ila r coding techniques are used to prove a well known
2
formula fo r the entropy of a C Anosov d1ffeomorph1sm.
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1.1. DEFINITION.
I f  a,B are two pa rtit io n s  o f a Lebesgue p ro b a b ility  space 
(X ,8 ,m) , then B e-boundedly codes a , with respect to a non-singular 
endomorphism T:X -*• X and the measure m , I f  there exis ts  some positive 
Integer k -  k(c) such that
j/ n+k an+2k. /i i\
d'°k » eo '  e l 1*1)
fo r  a ll n > 0 , 1 , 2 , . . .  .
1.2. Remark.
In the case o f a measure preserving automorphism T , th is  
de fin itio n  1s equivalent to  the standard one ( b e-boundedly codes a 
1f  there exists a positive  Integer k ■ k(e) such that s e
fo r a ll n ■ 0 ,1 , . . . )  by v irtu e  o f property (0.9) o f d ( » , » )  .
I
1.3. DEFINITION.
We say that 6 boundedly codes a , I f  fo r  every c > 0 , s e-boundedly 
codes a .
1.4. Remark.
For a fixed  automorphism T , p ro b a b ility  measures ii,v  sa tis fy ing  
u «  v , and p a rtit io n s  a,B » B boundedly codes a w ith respect to T 
and v Implies th at a boundedly codes a w ith  respect to T and v . 
This 1s a consequence o f the fact that fo r such measures y and v i 
fo r  every c > 0 there exis ts  a 6 > 0 such that fo r any measurable 
set B , v(B) < 6 Implies that y(B) < c (see [H2; p.125, Th .B ]).
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1.5. LEMA.
Let T be a measure preserving endomorphism o f the Lebesgue 
p ro b a b ility  space (X.B.m) , and le t  a,e be two pa rtit io n s  that sa tis fy  
(w ith respect to T and m) ,
l  d(T- 1a ,&«1) < m t (1 -2)
1 -0  u
then 6 boundedly codes a with respect to T and m .
Proof.
Given e > 0 , choose k such that
t  d (T '1a,ej-1) s c/2 .
1-k  0
then
, ,  n+k an+2k. ^ n! k H/T-1 fln+2k.d(a. , 6q ) i  I  d(T a ,0o )
* w 1-k
* 2  l  d (T '1a ,0 ^ )
1-k  u
i  t  , fo r  a l l  n -  0 , 1 ,2 , . . .  .
Since the choice o f  e was a rb itra ry , by Defin itions 1.1 and 1.3, the 
re su lt 1s proved. □
1.6. Remark.
In the case o f T a measure preserving automorphism, condition 
( 1 . 2 ) can be rew ritten as
- 1 1  -
r  d(a,e i 1) < -  . (1.3)
1 -0  1
1.7. NOTATION.
Let f  be a homeomorphlsm o f a metric space (X ,p ) , then we 
define fo r x c X and e > 0 ,
W*(x) : -  { y iX ;p ( fn( x ) , f n( y ) )  s e fo r  a ll n i O )  ,
W“ (x )  : -  {ycX ;p (fn( x ) , f n( y ) )  s e fo r  a ll n s 0} ,
Ws(x ) : -  (y «X ;P( f n( x ) , f n( y ) )  -► 0 as n ♦ + - } ,
Wu(x ) : ■ (y «X ;p (fn( x ) , f n( y ) )  0 as n —  } .
The fo llow ing class o f transformations was Introduced and studied 
by R. Bowen 1n [B o l]. For such transformations we shall la te r prove a 
coding re su lt.
1.8. DEFINITION.
A homeomorphlsm f  o f a compact metric space (X ,p ) Is  said to 
aatiafy Axiom A* precise ly when a l l  o f the follow ing conditions are 
sa tis fie d :
A l. The periodic points o f f  are dense 1n X .
A2. For each e > 0 , there 1s a « ■ «(e ) > 0 such that 
W‘ (x ) n w“ (y )  A 9 whenever p (x ,y )  s « .
A3. There are e * > 0 , 0 < x < l  and c a 1 such that 
fo r a l l  n a 0 ,
-  12 -
P ^ M . ^ y ) )  * cxnp (x ,y ) 1f  y  e W**(x) , and 
P ( f " ( x ) , f " n(y ) )  s cxnp (x ,y ) 1f y  e t f ^ ( x )  .
1.9. NOTATION.
Let f  be a homomorphism o f a compact metrtc space (X,p) ,
*
sa tis fy in g  Axiom A . Choose e > 0 < e < e* /2  (see A3) so that 1f 
p (x ,y )  < e , then both P( f ( x ) , f ( y } )  < e* /2  and pCf“ 1 ( x J . f ^ C y ) )  < c* /2  . 
Let 6 -  6(e) be as 1n A2, then 1f p (x ,y )  < 6 ,
W*(x) n W“ (y ) -  W*V 2 (x )  n w“*/2 (y )
■ l-p o 1n t.
This 1s because c* 1s an expansive constant fo r  f  (see [Bo3]). I f  
x ,y  e X sa tis fy  p (x ,y )  < 6 , then we define a local product structure 
on X by setting
[x ,y ]  : -  W*(x) n w“(y ) .
The following resu lt 1s well-known fo r Axiom A dlffeomorphtsms. For 
reasons of completeness we Include a straightforward proof fo r the case o f 
Axiom A* homeomorphisms. The essence o f the proof Is  due to D. Ruelle 
(see [Ru; Ch.73).
1.10 LEMMA.
Let f  be a homomorphism o f  a compact metric space (X ,p ) , 
sa tis fy in g  Axiom A*. There e x is t constants 6 > 0 , C > 0 , and
-  13 -
0 < x < 1 such that 1f  p ( f* (x ) ,f* (y ) )  < 6 fo r a ll 1 e [ - n , . . . , n ]  , 
then p (x ,y ) < Cxn .
Proof.
Choose e and s corresponding to f  , as 1n Notation 1.9, and 
le t  c a l ,  and 0 < x < 1 be chosen as In  A3 o f D efin ition  1.8.
Suppose x ,y  « X s a tis fy  p ( f \ x ) , f ^ ( y } )  < s fo r a l l  1 £ [ - n , . . . , n ]  ,
then
p ( f ( x ) . f ( [ x , y ] ) )  < e*/2 , because PC x ,[x ,y ] )  < t  , 
and
p ( f ( [ x , y ] ) , f ( y ) )  < e*/2 . because p ( [ x , y ] , y )  < e .
Together these Inequalities Imply that
f ( [ x , y ] )  € W*V 2 ( f ( x ) )  n w“v 2 ( f ( y ) )
• W * (f(x )) nW“ ( f ( y ) )  ; as p ( f ( x ) , f ( y ) )  < s 
-  C f ( x ) , f ( y ) ]  .
S im ila r ly , fo r a l l  1 c C -n , . . . ,n ]  ,
f 1 ( [ x , y ] )  -  [ f* (x ) , f* (y )3  • W*(f1 ( x } }  n w“ ( f 1( y ) )  .
Since f " n(C x ,y ] )  < M*(f’ n(x ) )  c W**(f’ n( x ) )  , condition A3 (o f Defin ition  
1 . 8 ) Implies that
p ( x , [ x , y ] )  * cxne .
-  14 -
Also , as f n( [ x , y ] )  c w“ ( f " ( y ) )  c w“* ( f " ( y ) )  , 
p ( [ x ,y ] , y )  s cxnc ,
and hence
p (x ,y )  s 2 ecxn .
Because both e and c are Independent o f  x and y  , by defining 
C: -  3c.c , the resu lt 1s proved. ^
1.11. DEFINITION.
For a a p a rtit io n  o f a metric space, le t  us denote the set o f a ll 
points w ith in  a distance e o f the boundary o f some element o f a , by
1.12. DEFINITION. •
Let (X ,p ) be a compact metric space, and m be a Borel p robab ility  
measure on X . I f  a 1s a measurable p a rtit io n  o f X , then I t  1s called 
a Lipaahita partition  (w ith respect to the metric p and the measure m } 
precise ly when there exists a constant c ■ c(a) such that fo r a ll e > 0 , 
m(3Ea) S C.c .
For U p sch ltz  p artitions and Axiom A* homeomorphlsms we have the 
fo llow ing coding resu lt. Note that fo r C2 Anosov dtffeomorphlsms a 
s im ila r re su lt was proved by R. Bowen 1n [Bo2].
1.13. PROPOSITION.
Let (X .p ) be a compact metric space, and m be a Borel p robab ility
- 15 -
measure on X . I f  f :X  -► X 1s a homeomorphlsm sa tis fy in g  Axiom A and 
preserving the measure m , then with respect to f  and m , L ipsch itz 
p a rtit io n s  are boundedly coded by small p a rtit io ns .
Proof.
Let a be a fixed  L ipsch itz p a rtit io n , and le t  e be any (measurable) 
p a rtit io n  o f X with d1am(B) < fi , where 6 1s the constant appearing 
1n Lemma 1.10 and Notation 1.9. From Lemma 1.10, there exis ts  a constant 
C such that fo r a l l  1 c K  , dlam(B^) s Cx  ^ . Since a 1s L ip sch itz 
th is  Implies that
E d(a,01J  £ E 2 .c (a ).c x1 < • , (1.4)
1-0  1-0
where c(a) 1s the constant from D efin ition  1.12 corresponding to a , 
and d(<*,0^) * c(a).d1am (B^) fo r each 1 because the to ta l measure 
o f a l l  elements o f 0^  Intersecting more than one element o f a 1s less 
than c(a).d1am (0^) . Applying Lemma 1.5 together w ith  Remark 1.6 completes 
the proof.
□
1.14. COROLLARY (o f the proo f).
Let f  be as above, and le t  a be any L ip sch itz p a rtit io n  o f X . 
There e x is t  constants 6 > 0 (Independent o f a ) ,  c > 0 and 0 < x < 1 
such that 1f 0 1s a p a rtit io n  with d1am(0) < 0 , then
, ,  n an+k. „ _.k
d(a0 '®-k > * cx *
for all n,k ■ 0,1,2,...
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Proof.
Let 6 be as 1n Proposition 1.13, and le t  a , 6 be as tn the above 
hypotheses, then from equation (1.4) and property (0.10) o f d ( -,* )  we 
have
d(aQ»0n+k. -k  ' £
n
l  d(a,B 1-0
k+n-t
-k -1 )
• *
i l l  d(0 , e . )  
1-k 1
"  1
£ 4 E c (a).C x ,
1-k
fo r a l l  n,k -  0 , 1 ,2 , . . .  .
By defining
• <
c: ■ 4 E c (a ).C x  , 
1-0
the re su lt 1s proved. Note that 4 Is  Independent o f a .
□
The follow ing 1s an Immediate c o ro lla ry  o f Proposition 1.13.
1.15. COROLLARY.
Let f  and m be as above, then w ith respect to f  and n , 
small L lpschltz p a rtit io n s  boundedly code each other.
We now consider a p a rticu la r class o f endomorphlsms that possess a 
local expansion property. The existence o f  Invariant measures and equilibrium  
states fo r these and other c lose ly related maps was studied by P. Walters 
1n [W2].
4 *
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1.16. DEFINITION.
Let (X ,p ) be a compact metric space. A map f :X  X Is  called 
Lipeohitz expanding precise ly when 1t is  a continuous surjection sa tis fy in g :
a) There e x is t  constants b > 0 , a > 0 and X > 1  such that 
fo r a ll x ,y  « X , 1f fo r some m « N\{0>
p ( f 1( x ) , f 1 ( y ) }  < b fo r a l l  1 - 0 ,1 .........ra-1 ,
then
p ( fa ( x ) , f m(y ) )  * axrap (x ,y )  . (1.5)
1.17. Remark.
Note th at the constant b > 0 appealing 1n the ahove d e fin itio n  1s 
small enough to guarantee that i f  0 < p (x,y ) < b then f ( x )  A f ( y )  , l . e .  
lo c a lly  only expansion occurs. In p a rtic u la r , since the maximum c a rd in a lity  
o f a b-separated set In a compact m etric space Is  f in ite  (see fo r example 
[His T h .6 .4 .]) , th is Implies that f  ts  bounded-to-one.
The above d e fin itio n  o f a L ip sch ltz expanding map Is  va lid  fo r any 
equivalent m etric, however the constants that appear may d if fe r .
The main resu lt o f th is  section can now be stated as fo llow s:
1.18. THEOREM.
Let (X ,p ) be a compact metric space and m be a Borel p ro b a b ility  
measure on X . I f  f :X  X 1s a L ip sch ltz expanding map preserving the 
measure m , then w ith respect to f  and m , L1psch1tz partitions are 
boundedly coded by small p a rtit io n s .
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Proof.
Let b > 0 , a > 0 , and x > 1 (respective ly) be constants w ith  
respect to which f  Is  L ipsch ltz expanding (see D efin ition  1.16).
We shall f i r s t  prove that there e x is t real numbers & > 0 , C < 1 
and an Integer r  , such that fo r p a rtit io n s  6 sa tis fy in g  d1am(B) < 5 , 
the fo llow ing Inequality holds:
d1am(Bvf"r B v . . .v f "n rB) s Cnd1am(B) , (1 .6 )
fo r  a l l  n > 1 ,2 .............
The Idea o f the proof 1s to guarantee that d is jo in t "components" 
o f pre-images are s u ff ic ie n t ly  separated, despite the local expansion 
property o f  f  . We achieve th is as fo llow s.
Choose and f i x  an Integer r  such that axr  > 1 , and (using the 
con tinu ity  o f f  ) a positive  constant b' < b such that fo r any x , y  « X , 
i f  p (x ,y )  < b' , then p ( f1( x ) , f \ y ) )  < b , fo r a l l  1 ■ 0 , 1 , . . . , r  .
I
Since f  1s a L1psch1tz expanding map, fo r any fixed x < X , the 
set Ex : ■ { y « X ;f r (y )  ■ x )  1s f in ite .  Let
and
t x : ■ m 1 n{p (y,z);y ,zeEx and y  i  z) 
sx : ■ ^  m1n ( t x ,b '}  .
Using Inequality (1.5) and the choice o f b ' we choose fo r each x < X 
a real number ex > 0 such that
f ’ r (B (x;e  ) )  e U  B (y;s ) ,
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where fo r z e X and e > 0 , B (z ;c ) denotes the open b a ll o f radius c 
and centre z . The collection  of a l l  such sets {B(>c;ex )>X€)( covers X , 
and using compactness we choose a f in i t e  subcover, denoted by U -  { U. j 
From the construction o f U , to each set U. , 1 « I  , there corresponds
Note that fo r  any point z « f ’ r (Ui ) , 1 c I  , the point z 1s contained 
1n a unique set B (y;s„ ) , fo r some y t E,  , and we shall re fe r toXi a i
We now define the number a by setting <
a: ■ ^  m1n{L(U),d,b'} ,
where L (li)  denotes a Lebesgue number o f the open cover U (see [Du; 
Ch .X I, Th. 4 .5 ]).
I f  e 1s a p a rtitio n  o f X w ith  d1am(e) < a , then (neglecting sets 
o f measure zero), every set B e g  Is  contained w ithin some c U , and 
the components o f f " r (Ut ) (and hence o f f ‘ r (B )) are a l l  separated by 
distances o f at least a . The properties o f the constants a and b' 
now guarantee that fo r any two points x ,y  e X In the same component o f 
some set f*r (B) , B < 6 ,
we define
and
d : ■ min{di ;1cI} .
th is set as the component o f f " r (U j) containing z .
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p (f1 ( x ) » f 1 ( y ) )  < b fo r a l l  1 - 0 ,1 .........r  .
As f  1s a U psch ltz  expanding map th is  Implies that fo r any set B c 8 • 
and any component B' o f f ’ r (B) ,
diam(B') s a "1x " r " 1 .d1am(B) ,
and hence
d1am(0v f” r B) s a‘ ^x"r "^ .d 1am(e) .
Since the above argument 1s va lid  fo r  any p a rtit io n  with diameter less 
than 6 , 1f we define C: ■ a‘ V r “ 1 , then by applying a s tra ig h t­
forward Induction argument we have proved that Inequality ( 1 . 6 ) holds.
In  the fo llow ing , 8 w i l l  denote a fixed  (but a rb itra ry ) p a rtit io n  
s a tis fy in g  d1am(0) < 6 .
Le t a be a U p sch ltz  p a rtit io n  o f X , and le t  d • d(a) be the 
constant associated to 1t 1n D efin ition  1.12, l .e .  fo r  a ll c > 0 , 
m(3( a) s d.e . Since fo r  any p a rtit io n  y the to ta l measure o f  a l l  
elements o f y In tersecting more than one element o f a 1s less than 
d.d1am(Y ) i 1f d1am(Y) < ;  then d (o ,Y) < 2dc . Thus using Inequality 
( 1 . 6 ) .
d (a ,8g) * 2d.CC i/ r ] .d1am(0) 
< 2 d .«.Cc1/r] , (1.7)
fo r  a l l  1 ■ 0 ,1 ,2 , . . .  , where [x ]  denotes the Integer part o f  x .
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The properties o f d ( . , . )  ; Inequality (0.4) and equation (0 .9 ), together 
with Inequality (1.7) therefore Imply that
E <KT'1a,f?01) * E d (o .B l)1-0 u 1-0 0
s i  2d.fi.Ct1/r]
1-0
< -  , ( 1 . 8 )
since C < 1 and r  1s a fixed  In teger. By Lemma 1.5, Inequality (1.8) 
Implies that 0 boundedly codes a .
The choice o f the Llpsch ltz p a rtit io n  a was a rb itra ry  however, 
and S was only required to s a tis fy  d1am(B) < 6 , where 6 1s Independent 
o f a . We have therefore proved that L lpsch ltz partitions are boundedly 
coded by small p a rtit io n s .
□
The follow ing co ro lla rie s  are analogous to Coro lla ries 1.14 and 1.15,' 
and th e ir  straightforward proofs are omitted.
1.19. COROLLARY.
Let f  be as above, and le t  a be any Llpsch ltz p a rtit io n  o f X . 
There e x is t constants 6 > 0 (Independent o f a) , c > 0 and 0 < L < 1 
such that I f  0 1s a p a rtit io n  w ith  d1am(0 ) < 0 , then
a/ n kd(aQ»0Q ) s CL ,
for all n,k — 0,1,2,... .
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1.20. COROLLARY.
Let f  and m be as above, then with respect to  f  and m , 
small L1psch1tz p artitions boundedly code each other.
We now describe a class o f f in ite  partitions that are L lp sch ltz , 
and using these we prove a coding re su lt fo r a p a rtic u la r class o f 
L lpsch ltz expanding maps that have already been extensive ly studied (see 
fo r  example [S ] , [K&S], [W2] and [S h ]).
1.21. DEFINITION.
A f in ite  p a rtit io n  o f a d iffe ren tiab le  manifold M 1s smooth 1f 
the boundary o f each set 1n the p a rtit io n  Is a compact, plecewlse-C1 , 
submanifold o f H .
1.22. PROPOSITION.
Let a be a f in ite  smooth p a rtitio n  o f a Rlemannlan manifold M , 
then a 1s a L lpsch ltz p a rtit io n  with respect to any p ro b a b ility  measure 
m defined by a continuous volume form on M .
Proof.
Since the p a rtit io n  a 1s smooth, and the manifold M possesses a 
Rlemannlan m etric, we may cover the combined boundary o f  a l l  the elements 
o f a with a f in ite  number o f d iffe ren tiab le  charts (Uj .+j ) that sa tis fy :
(1) For each 1 , the Image under o f the boundary In 
1s e ith er a hyperplane or 2 (o r more) half-planes Joined 
along a common boundary*
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(11) I f  M 1s n-d1mens1onal, and we define on each set 
4^(U^) c Rn the measure equal to Lebesgue measure 
restricted  to • then the Radon-N1kodym derivative
dm/d(p^o4{ ) 1s bounded above m-a.e. on , by a constant 
(sa y), fo r each 1 .
As each map 4  ^ 1s d iffe re n tia b le , there also e x is t constants > 0 
( fo r  each 1 ) such th at 1f  (U  ^ n 3£a) represents that part o f 3£a that 
lie s  1n , then fo r  a l l  e > 0
n d£a ) )  £ C^.e (1.9)
Combining condition (11) and Inequality (1.9) we have that fo r  a ll e > 0 
m(U.| n 3£o ) s B^C^.c •
Let D: ■ m a x fC ^ } , le t  N be the number o f charts (U j,4^) , and 
le t  c: ■ ND , then fo r  a l l  c > 0 ,
m(3£a )  i C . c  ,
and thus a 1s a U p s c h ltz  p a rtit io n .
□
1.23. NOTATION.
Let M be a compact, connected, C* manifold without boundary, 
equipped with a Rlemannlan metric ||*|| , and denote by TM the tangent 
bundle o f M .
Following the notation used 1n [S ], a map is o f class c" 1f I t  1s 
o f class Cn-1 and I t s  (n -1 )#t derivative  Is  L1psch1tz. A map 1s o f
<
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class c" I f  1t 1s o f class Cn and Its  Jacobian 1s o f class c” .
1.24. DEFINITION.
A map $:M •* M o f class C1 1s called expanding 1f 1t 1s su rjective , 
and there e x is t real numbers x > 1 , a > 0 such that
l l (V )v | |  2 ax"||v|| ,
fo r  a l l  v c 1M and n • 1 , 2 , . . .  .
1.25. PROPOSITION.
Let $:M M be an expanding map, then with respect to the metric p 
on M Induced by ||'|| , * 1s 11 pschltz expanding.
Proof.
Let a' > 0 and x ' > 1 be the constants from Defin ition  1.24 I
corresponding to 4 . We f i r s t  note that the Rlemannlan metric ||*|| can 
be adapted to provide an equivalent C* Rlemannlan metric ||*|| 1 and a 
constant x > 1 such that
||(d«)v|| 1 a X ||v|| , ,
fo r a l l  v < TM . (For d e ta ils , see fo r example [K&S;Lemma 1 ].) Denote 
by p and P] the metrics on H Induced by |M| and ||-|| , respectively.
Since i  1s an expanding map 1t Is both an N -fold covering map, for 
some 1 < N < -  , and a local dlffeomorphlsm. As a consequence o f these 
properties, there exis ts  a f in ite  open cover V ■ of M such that
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(see [K&S; Lemma 4 ]):
a) The map 4 1s a diffeomorphism o f each (d is jo in t )
component o f onto Vj , fo r  a l l  j  t J .
b) Corresponding to each p a ir o f points x ,y  « Vj , there 
exis ts  a regular curve jo in in g  x and y  that 1s contained 
w ith in  V j , and the length o f which (using ||* || 1s equal 
to p j( x ,y )  , fo r a l l  j  < J .
Let L ((/) be a Lebesgue number o f V , then using L(l/) 1n the ro le  o f 
b , and 4_1 1n the ro le  o f  f ' r  , we can now use an argument analogous 
to part o f that used 1n the proof o f Theorem 1.18, to obtain a constant 
bj > 0 such that whenever x ,y  e X sa tis fy  p ^ x .y )  < bj , then 
P j (♦ (* ),4 (y )) * X p ^ x .y )  . Proceeding In d uctive ly : fo r any x ,y  « X , 1f
Pl(41(x)»41(y)) < bj for a11 1 ■ 0.1...... m-1 ;
some m e M\{0)
then
p , (♦ "(* ).♦ "(y ) )  * xmP l(x ,y )  .
The equivalence o f the metrics p and p] therefore Implies the existence 
o f  constants b > 0 , a > 0  and x > 1  (the same x ) , with respect to 
which 4 Is  L lpsch ltz expanding. n
The follow ing theorem 1s close ly related to Theorem 1.18.
1.26. THEOREM.
Let f:M ♦M be a c j  expanding map, and le t  m be a p ro b a b ility
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measure absolutely continuous with respect to  the Lebesgue measure (class) 
o f M , then with respect to ♦ and m , smooth f in ite  partitions are 
boundedly coded by small pa rtitions .
Proof.
By Remark 1.4, 1t 1s su ffic ie n t to prove the re su lt fo r some p robab ility  
measure u , with respect to which m 1s absolutely continuous. Choose a 
p ro b a b ility  measure u defined by a volume element o f class C° on M , 
then by assumption, m «  y . We now apply a resu lt o f R. Sacksteder 
[S;Th.5.1] which states that fo r 4 and y as above, there 1s a volume 
element o f class C° that defines a ♦ -Invariant p ro b a b ility  measure v 
sa tis fy in g  :
e ^u(A) s v(A) s 0y(A ) , ( 1 .10)
fo r every measurable set A , where e 1s a positive  constant Independent 
o f A .
Inequality (1.10) Implies that the measures y and v are equivalent, 
and hence we can use Proposition 1.25, together with Theorem 1.18 (with 
respect to the Invariant measure v) and Remark 1.4 to complete the proof.
□
We conclude th is  section by describing a well-known class o f examples 
o f Llpsch ltz expanding maps.
1.27. Example.
Let f  be a p1ecew1se-C , continuous endomorphism o f the un it 
c irc le  ¥ 1 . I f  there exists a constant X > 1 such that (where defined)
the de riva tive  o f f  1s greater than X , then f  1s a L1psch1tz 
1 2expanding map on T  . When f  1s also p iecew ise-C  , a re su lt due 
to A. Lasota and J . Yorke (see [LAY]) shows that f  possesses an Invariant 
p ro b a b ility  measure absolutely continuous w ith respect to Lebesgue measure.
S im ila r examples can be constructed on higher dimensional to r i .
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SECTION 2.
REVERSIBILITY OF TRANSFORMATIONS.
In CH&N], P. Halmos and J .  von Neumann proved (among other things) 
that any ergodlc measure preserving transformation w ith discrete spectrum 
1s Isomorphic to Its  own Inverse. They also conjectured (see CH&N; page 
3483) that the same 1s true fo r a rb itra ry  measure preserving transformations. 
As a counterexample to th is  conjecture, H. Anzai CA3 produced a measure 
preserving automorphism on the 2-torus that 1s not conjugate to I ts  Inverse.
I f  we define an automorphism to be reversib le p recise ly  when 1t 1s 
Isomorphic to I ts  Inverse, then with the above results 1n mind 1t  1s 
natural to ask: what types of transformations are reversible? Another 
In te resting question 1s: how re s tr ic t iv e  can we be about choosing the 
reversing map?
As an example of a transformation that 1s reve rs ib le , and fo r  which 
the reversing map has p a rtic u la r ly  nice properties, we prove 1n th is 
section that f in ite  state Markov sh ifts  are re ve rs ib le , and we produce 
a reversing map fo r  them that 1s f ln lta r y  and has f in it e  expected coding 
lengths. That th is re su lt should be true was suggested by W. Parry.
Having proved the above re s u lt, 1n the second subsection o f th is 
section we go o ff  at somewhat o f a tangent and p a r t ia lly  answer the 
related question: of what topological category 1s the set of reversib le 
transformations? We prove that w ith in  the classes o f non-singular and 
measure preserving automorphisms (on a non-atom1c Lebesgue p robab ility  
space) equipped with the uniform topology, there exis ts  a dense 
set of transformations that are revers ib le . To contrast with th is re su lt, 
we then use H. Anzal's example to prove that (w ith in  the same settings) 
the set of Irre ve rs ib le  transformations 1s also dense.
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2.1. DEFINITIONS.
Let A be a f in ite  or countable set, and define the doubly In f in ite  
product space
m
X : ■ n An , where AR ■ A fo r a l l  n « TL . 
n— »
Upon the space X we define the ( le f t - )  s h if t  transformation S by 
setting
(Sx)n: ■ xn+1 , fo r a ll n ( I  and x ■ (x fl) « X .
Depending upon whether A has f in ite  or In f in ite  c a rd in a lity , we 
shall Id e n tify  1t  w ith (as appropriate) e ith er { 0 , 1 . . . . , k - l > fo r 
k ■ card(A) , or {0 ,1 ,2 , . . . }  . The set A w il l  be referred to as 
the alphabet, and sets o f the form ,
{10 . . .1 t ]J : «  {x  -  (xn) c X; X j -  10 , . . . . x j+ l  • 1t ) ,
where lQ , . . . ,1 t  < A , are called oylindera. By 8 we denote the 
o-algebra generated by a ll cy linder sets.
I f  P ■ (P (1 ,J ) ;1 ,J  < A) Is  a matrix on A , then 1t 1s called 
atoohaatio 1f fo r a l l  1 «  A , P(1»•) 1s a p robab ility  on A .  The matrix 
P 1s called irreduc ib le  when fo r each 1,J < A there e x is ts  an Integer n 
such that Pn(1*J) > 0  .
I t  1s well known (see, fo r  example [F ] )  that fo r  any kxk Irreducib le  
stochastic matrix P , there e x is ts  a unique s t r i c t ly  positive  p rob ab ility  
vector p « ( p ( 0 ) , . . . ,p ( k - l ) )  such that p.P ■ p . Define fo r each cylinder
«(C10 . . . 1 Jt3J)s -  P(10 ).P (10 .11) .  —  .P(11. 1 .1 l ) .  (2 .1 )
then m extends to a unique p ro b a b ility  on X , which we shall also 
denote by m .
When P 1s a stochastic matrix over a countable alphabet A , we 
shall assume that we have been provided with a le f t - in v a r ia n t  s t r ic t ly  
positive  p robab ility  vector p , and using th is we construct the p rob ab ility  
(measure) m as before. Note that 1n general fo r such matrices P , neither 
the existence nor the uniqueness o f a suitable vector p 1s guaranteed 
(see [F ] ) .
From equation (2.1) one sees that the p ro b a b ility  m 1s s h ift  
In va ria n t, 1.e. m iS '^ B )) ■ m(B) , fo r a l l  sets B < S . The process 
(X,8,m,S) or (sim ply) S , 1s called the (2-s1ded) Markov s h if t  defined 
by the matrix P . We shall a lso  re fe r to S as a Markov s h if t  over 
f in i t e ly  o r countably many states (as appropriate), or more prec ise ly , over 
the ( f in ite  or countable) sta te  space A .
2.2. Remarks.
The above defin itions are standard, and we re fe r the reader to [F ] ,
[D ], o r [Se2] fo r further d e ta ils . The follow ing d e fin itions are based on 
those given by A. del Junco and M. Rahe 1n CJ&R], and by W. Parry 1n [P2].
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I t  1s well known (see, fo r example [F ] )  that fo r any k*k Irreducib le 
stochastic matrix P , there exists a unique s t r ic t ly  positive  p robab ility  
vector p ■ ( p ( 0 ) , . . . ,p ( k - l ) )  such that p.P ■ p . Define fo r  each cylinder
- P(10).P(10.1l ). -” .P(1t_l .1t). (2-1)
then m extends to a unique p robab ility  on X , which we shall also 
denote by m .
When P 1s a stochastic matrix over a countable alphabet A , we 
shall assume that we have been provided with a le ft - in v a r ia n t  s t r ic t ly  
positive p ro b a b ility  vector p , and using th is we construct the p robab ility  
(measure) m as before. Note that 1n general fo r such matrices P , neither 
the existence nor the uniqueness o f a suitable vector p 1s guaranteed 
(see [F ] ) .
From equation (2.1) one sees that the p ro b a b ility  m 1s s h if t  
Invariant, l . e .  m iS '^ B )) ■ "(B ) . fo r a l l  sets B < B . The process 
(X ,8 ,m,S) o r (sim ply) S , 1s called the (2-s1ded) Markov » k i f t  defined 
by the matrix P . We shall also re fe r to S as a Markov s h if t  over 
f in ite ly  o r countably many states (as appropriate), or more prec ise ly , over 
the ( f in ite  or countable) state space A .
2.2. Remarks.
The above defin itions are standard, and we re fe r the reader to [F ] ,
[D ], or [Se2] fo r further d e ta ils . The follow ing de fin itions are based on 
those given by A. del Junco and M. Rahe 1n [J4R], and by W. Parry 1n [P2],
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2.3. DEFINITIONS.
I f  ( X j t B j , S j ) »  (X2 , 82 ,m2 ,S2) are 2-s1ded Markov s h ifts , then 
a measure preserving Isomorphism 4 between and S2 1s called f in ita ry  
1f  fo r m^ -  a.e. x « (x n) « X^  , there corresponds a pair of Integers 
( s . t ) ,  s < 0 < t  , such that fo r  m1 -  a .e . y  t  Cxsxs+i " * x t ] S »
(♦(x ) ) 0 ■ (4 (y ))o  •
For a cy linder C ■ £xsxs+i •••X^ S , s < 0 < t  , x  ^ t A , s < 1 < t  , 
we define the length of C to be t-s+1 . We may then define a 81-measurable 
function i : X j  K by setting t ( x )  to be the minimum value of t -s +1 
aris ing from pairs of Integers ( s , t )  associated to  the point x « X^  1n 
the above d e fin itio n  of f in ita r y .  The function t  1s defined m^ -  a .e ., 
and 1s called the oode-lengih of the f in ita r y  Isomorphism 4 .
The f in ita r y  Isomorphism 4 1s said to have f in i t e  expected, code length
when
The inverse code length of 4 1s defined as above with 4 replaced by 4’ 1 . 
C o lle c tiv e ly , the code length and Inverse code length of a f in ita r y  map 4 1 
are referred to as the code lengths of 4 •
2.4. Remark.
The present d e fin itio n  of f in ita r y  1s stra ightforw ardly equivalent to 
that given by W. Parry 1n CP23.
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2.5. DEFINITION.
An In ve rtib le  measure preserving (resp. non-singular) transformation 
T from a measure space (X,B,m) to I ts e lf  1s ca lled  revereib le  i f  there 
exis ts  a measure preserving (resp. non-singular) Isomorphism +:X X 
between T and T"^ , l . e ,  $T * T’ ^  m -a.e..
2.6. Example.
One straightforward example of a reversib le transformation 1s provided 
by a transla tion  Tg on a compact group G , by a fixed element g < G .
A reversing map + fo r  1s given by *(h) -  h’ \  h < G . In th is example 
both Tg and + preserve the Haar probab ility  measure on G .
The follow ing re s u lt , together with an Idea fo r  Its  proof, was suggested 
to me by W. Parry.
2.7. THEOREM.
Let S be the Markov s h if t  defined by an Irred u c ib le , f in ite  stochastic 
m atrix, then S 1s reversib le by a reversing map + that Is  measure 
preserving, f ln l t a r y ,  and has f in ite  expected code lengths.
. Proof.
The proof w i l l  be divided Into f iv e  parts. We f i r s t  need to define 
the reversing map + we shall be considering.
(1) D e fin ition  o f the reversing map ♦ .
Let Xg denote the doubly In f in ite  product space on which the s h if t  S 
Is  defined as the le f t -s h i f t ,  1 .e .
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X. -  n {0 ,1 .........k-1 > ,
* 1—
fo r some fixed Integer k > 2 , and (Sx)n ■ xn+  ^ , fo r n c Z , and 
x * ( x n) e X$ . (Notice that 1f k ■ 1 , then X$ Is a single point, 
and the theorem 1s t r i v i a l .  For th is  reason, we assume that k > 2 . )
We shall denote the defining matrix fo r S by P$ , and the 
o-algebra and p ro b a b ility  measure associated with P$ 1n Defin itions 2.1 
by 8$ and m^  re sp ective ly . Let us also make s im ila r defin itions with 
respect to the s h if t  S-1 , noting that S"^ 1s to  be the le f t -s h if t  on
(resp. X , )  of the form
e" ■
where x^,X2 , . . . , x r  « { l , . . . , k - l >  , and j  < Z  . We define a map 
*:CS + C by se ttin g
The map + can be extended to countable unions and Intersections of 
cylinders from C j , by defining
S
V
(2.2)
♦ ( H  C . ) :  -  n  f t C J4 .i * i . r  >1*1 1 Ic I
(2.3)
and
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♦ ( U c . ) : « U * ( C f ) ,  (2.4)
1cl 1 1 eI 1
where I 1s a countable Index set, and Cj « C$ fo r a l l  1 c I .
Since the se t, Y $ , of points x e whose associated sequence 
(xn) contains In f in ite ly  many 0 's has fu l l  measure, l . e .
m^ix * (xn) £ xs » cardin e Z;(x)n ■ 0> ■ •)) ■ 1 ,
the above map 4 may be considered as a map from 7C to 7 , , or
* S '1
from X . to X <
* S
(Note that fo r conceptual c la r it y  we ca re fu lly
1d istingu ish  between the spaces on which S and S are defined.)
Henceforth, we consider * as a map from X^ to X ; by Its  d e fin it io n ,
S _ i
4 1s seen to be 8^-measurable, and to have an Inverse 4 which 1s
B .-measurable, thus 4 1s an Isomorphism.
S "1
(11) The map 4 sa tis fie s  4S ■ S " ^ .  m r-a .e ..
By th e ir d e fin itio n s , the sh ifts  S and S~^  sa tis fy
S ' ( H  C .)  -  n  S '( C J  , 
1c I 1 1cl 1
(2.5)
s* (U C .)  -  U  S '(C .)  , 
I d  1 1d 1
(2.6)
where I  1s a countable Index set such that Cj c Cs , fo r a ll 1 < I , 
and S' -  S , S-1 . Equations (2 .3 ), (2 .4 ), (2 .5 ), and (2.6) together 
Imply that to prove 4S ■ S_14 m j-a .e. on Y$ , 1t Is su ffic ie n t to prove 
4S(C) ■ S- 14 (C) fo r  a ll cylinders C < Cs .
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Let C be an a rb itra ry  cylinder chosen from Cj , then I t  1s of 
the form
C -  C0x1x2 . . . x r _1xr 0]J
fo r some j  « 1  , and x^ ,x2 , . . . , x r  e { 1 , 2 , . . . , k - l }  . We also have
♦S(C) «  ♦(C0x1x2 . . . x r _1xr 0]J ' 1)
■ [Oxpxr _^...XgX^O ] ^ ” 1 ; a cy linder set 1n X^_ 1
■ S"1 ([0xr xr _ ^ . . .x 2x10]’^ ) ; since S’ 1 Is  the
le f t -s h i f t  on X ,
S" 1
-  S‘ 1*(C0x1x2 . . . x r _1xr 0]j )
»  S '% (C ) .
Thus +S ■ S"1# ms-a .e . on , and since m$(Xs) ■ 1 , *S ■ S_1* ms-a .e .
Parts (1) and (11) together prove that + 1s an Isomorphism between 
S and S" 1 .
(111) The map ♦ 1s measure preserving.
From the general theory o f Harkov s h if ts , the unique s t r ic t ly
positive  p ro b a b ility  vector ps associated to P$ In Defin itions 2.1 1s
the same as that fo r P , , (see [F ; V o l . I ,  XV .12]) and w il l  be denoted 
S"'
by p . The matrices Ps and P are also related by
P ( 0 >  ^ ( U )  -  P U i .P s U .1) (2.7)
fo r a l l  1,J « { 0 , l , . . . , k - l } .  By v ir tu e  of equations (2.3) and (2 .4 ), 
to prove that 4 1s measure preserving, 1t  1s s u ff ic ie n t to prove that 
4 preserves the measure o f a ll cylin d ers C c C$ .
Let C -  C O x .x ,.. .x  .|X 0]^ e C$ , then by equations (2.1) and (2 .2 ), 
the fo llow ing calculation 1s va lid :
"> _ ,(4 (C ))
S 1
-  p(0).P , (0 ,x ) .........P _•« (x , ,0)
S 1 r  S 1 '
P ( X ) -M l
; using equation (2.7)
-  p(0).Ps(0 ,X l ) . . . . . Ps (x r ,0 )
-  m$(C) .
The map 4 1s therefore measure preserving.
(1v) The imps 4 and a" 1 are f1 n ita r y .
Every point x « 7 s lie s  1n a unique cy lin d er C (x) < C$ of the
form
C(x) -  C01l 12 . . .1 M 1r 0]J
fo r some J i Z  , 2 -1ength(C(x))<J < 0 , and ^<|»l2*****^r * •
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Since ms (^s ) ■ 1 , the map ♦ 1s defined n ^ -a .e ., and hence by 
equation (2 .2 ), fo r m$-a .e . y  « C (x ) , (* (y ) )Q ■ (♦ (x))Q . By 
D efin itions 2.3, ♦ 1s therefore f ln lta r y .  Proceeding In a sim ilar 
manner, 1s also shown to be f ln lta r y .
(v) The maps ♦ and ♦~1 have f in ite  expected code length.
To provide estimates fo r certain recurrence p ro b a b ilitie s , the 
fo llow ing well-known resu lt w i l l  be useful.
Claim.
There exists a constant 0 < X < 1 such that fo r a ll n »  card(A) ■ k , 
n>s(tx»(xn)«Xs ;(x)Q«0  and (x)^jK) fo r a ll 1«1, 2 , . . .,n>) < p (0 ).Xn . 
Proof o f claim.
By assumption the defining matrix fo r S , denoted P$ , 1s 
Irre d u c ib le , and hence fo r a l l  1 , j  < <0 , 1 . . . . , k - l } ,  there exists a 
smallest positive Integer m ■ m(1,J) such that P™(1,J) ► 0 . However, 
since th is  Implies that 1t  1s possible to get from state 1 to state j  , 
we can do so In (k -1 ) steps or less, and therefore m(1,J) < (k-1) fo r  
a l l  states 1, J c { 0 , 1 , . . . , k - 1> .
Le t us define
r :  -  m1n {P7( 1 , J ) (1,J)> , (2.8)
1,JcA 5
and note that r  > 0 . He now define
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t y  * <x -  (xn) c X$ ; ( x )Q « 0}
and Inductively define the sets Au , u * 1 , 2 , . . .  , by setting
Au+1 : "  {x  “ ( xn) £ Au; ( x ) i  i  0 fo r  a l l  1 ■ uk+1 . . . . . (u+1 )k> .
The Markov property (see, fo r example [F ;V o l. I ,X V .13]), together with 
the d e fin itio n  of r  1n equation (2 .8 ) ,  Implies that
ins(Au+1) < (1 -  r ) . ^ )  ,
fo r  a l l  u ■ 0 ,1 ..........  and hence
n»s(Au) < (1 -  r ) % s (A0)
(2.9)
■ P (0 ) . ( l - r )u ,
fo r a l l  u ■ 1 , 2 , . . .  .
Choose and f i x  a constant X , 0 < X < 1 such that
Xn > (1 -  r ) Cn^k] , fo r a l l  n ■ k ,k + l, . . .  ,
where [ z ]  denotes the Integer part o f z , then Inequality (2.9) Implies 
that fo r a l l  n > k ,
ms((x-(xn)«xs»(x)o" 0 and Wi A 0 ior -  p(0)**n •
The proof o f the claim Is complete.
We now proceed with the proof that * and have f in ite  
expected code length.
Using the same notation as 1n part (1 v), we define a function 
L:Xg + F  by setting
L (x ) :  ■ length (C (x)) fo r x « .
(In  fact we have only defined L on , but has f u l l  measure 1n 
Xs . )  The function L 1s 8$-measurable and sa tis fies  L (x )  > t (x )  n^-a.e. 
where t  denotes the code length o f * , as 1n D e fin itions 2.3. To prove 
that + has f in ite  expected code length, I t  1s therefore su ffic ie n t to 
show that L « L1 (Xs ,8s ,ms ) , th is  we do as follows.
m ^tx c Xgt L (x ) ■ n})
■ (n - lJ .m ji ix  »  (xn) < Xs ; ( x ) 0 -  0 ■ ( x )n-1 and
( x ) 1 i  0 fo r a l l  t  ■ l , 2 , . . . , n - 2 >)
; because the number of cylinders of the correct 
form and length n , Is  (n -1 )
< (n - l j .m ^ ix  -  (xn) < X$ ; (x )Q ■ 0 and ( x ) i  i  0
fo r a l l  1 - 1 ,2 ......... n -2 })
< ( n - l ) .p ( 0 ) . x n-2  , fo r a l l  n > k+2 , 
by the above Claim.
Therefore,
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E M i x  c Xs ;  L (x) > n}) 
n-1
a* oo
- E E  ( M ix  e X - i  L (x) -  1}) 
n-1 1-n * a
< J(k+l)(k+2) ♦ E E p (0 ) .(1 - l)x 1' 2
n-k+2 1-n
; since fo r n ■ 1 ,2 , . . . ,k + l  ,
O j i i x  £ Xs ; L (x) > n>) < 1
< i ( k +T)(k+2) ♦ E (J -k + 1 )(j+ l)x J
j - k
< • ; because 0 < X < 1 .
Since L 1s a s t r i c t l y  positive , Integer valued function, and 
t ( x )  < L (x) n y a .e . ,
| A(x)dms(x ) < L(x)dms (x )
S —
m
m t  «^ ({x  £ Xs ; L (x ) > n>) 
n-1
< • •
and hence by Defin itions 2 .3 , ♦ has f in ite  expected code length. A 
s im ila r calculation shows that also has f in ite  expected code length
The proof o f Theorem 2.7 1s complete. □
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2.8. COROLLARY.
Let S be the Markov s h if t  defined by a f in ite  (not necessarily 
Irreducib le ) stochastic m atrix, and a le f t - in v a r ia n t , s t r ic t ly  p o s itive , 
p ro b a b ility  vector; then S 1s revers ib le  by a reversing map + that 
1s measure preserving, f ln lta r y  and has f in ite  expected code lengths.
Proof.
Decompose the Markov s h if t  In to  I ts  (d is jo in t )  Irreducib le  components, 
Aj (sa y). By hypothesis, positive  measure 1s given to each Irreducib le  
component, and we can therefore find  a measure preserving reversing map 
fo r each S|A .
Combining the maps , which are defined on d is jo in t parts o f Xg , 
produces a reversing map 4 fo r S , that preserves the Invariant measure 
a ris in g  from the le ft - in v a r ia n t  vector. By a s im ila r argument to that used 
1n the proof o f Theorem 2.7, each map w i l l  be f ln lta ry  and have f in ite  
expected code lengths with respect to S|A and the appropriate restricted
(renormallsed) measure. The map + , w i l l  In h e r it these same properties.
□
2.9. Remarks.
Let us define (c f.[P 3 ])  two measure preserving automorphisms T j ,  T2 
with preferred p artitions  <*], <*2 to be boundedly equivalent when there 
1s a measure preserving Isomorphism + , +T^  > T2+ , such that aj and 
+~^a2 boundedly code each other. In [J&R], A. del Junco and M. Rahe proved 
that f ln lta r y  codes with f in ite  expected code lengths give rise  to bounded 
codes. Th is , together w ith Theorem 2.7 and C oro lla ry 2.8, Implies that a
( f in ite  state) Markov s h ift  S 1s boundedly equivalent to Its  Inverse 
S' 1 , where here the preferred p a rtit io n  fo r both S and S’ 1 is  the 
state partition  that consists o f the sets [ 1 ]® , fo r 1 t { 0 , 1 , . . . , k -1 } .
Let us denote by R(n) the p rob ab ility  that sta rting  from the state 0 
the f i r s t  re -entry to the state 0 , under the s h if t  S , occurs at the 
nth . step. S im ilar calculations to those used 1n the proof of Theorem 2.7 
prove that for a (p ro b a b ility) measure preserving Markov s h ift  S defined 
by a countable Irreducib le stochastic m atrix, the reversing map + defined 
as above 1s f ln lta ry  and has f in ite  expected code lengths 1f S possesses 
a state 0 (say) fo r which
• ?
l  n R(n) < • . 
n«l
As an example o f an Irreducib le  stochastic matrix where the state 0 
(and 1n fact any other state) has f in ite  mean recurrence time, 1 .e. ,
t nR(n) < • , (2.10)
n«l
but where
i  n2R(n) ■ -  , (2.11)
n»l
we provide the follow ing.
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2.10. Example.
Define the m atrix P$ by
By Inspection o f the matrix Ps . fo r a l l  n > 3 , we have
R(n) * 7 X* 5 " ( n - l ) J
1
“ 3
and hence
3
nR(n) -  (n - l )R (n - l)  * ( (“ ^ 7 t ) •
(n -l)n
3
nZR(n) ■ ( n - l ) 2R (n -l)  * ( ^ ¡ r ) •
(n -1 ) n
fo r a l l  n > 3 .
As
(n -1 )3-1 < (n -1 )2 
(n - l )n 2 rT
fo r n > 3 , comparison with a suitable multiple o f the sequence
2.11. Remark.
For some ( f in ite  state) Harkov sh ifts  a reversing map can be 
constructed with the stronger property of being a "block Isomorphism". 
Further d e ta ils  o f  th is  can be found 1n Section 5.
THE SET OF REVERSIBLE TRANSFORMATIONS IS RESIDUAL.
*n ■ - jr  Implies Inequality ( 2 . 10) .
n
To prove Inequality (2.11) we f i r s t  note that
fo r a ll n > 3 , and that
-1 1ir - )  > 0 because i  ----------* < •
n-3 (n -1 )
Since fo r a fixed  n > 3 , and any m <H
2
comparison o f the sequence n R(n) w ith a suitable positive  multiple 
o f the sequence aR ■ ^  Implies Inequality ( 2 . 11 ) .
Having shown that fo r f in ite  state Markov sh ifts  a reversing map 
can always be constructed, we shell now give some Indications as to the
extent to  which the property o f re v e rs ib ility  1s generic w ithin the 
classes o f non-singular automorphisms, and measure preserving automorphisms 
on a Lebesgue p ro b a b ility  space.
2.12. NOTATION.
Let (X ,8 ,m) be a non-atomic Lebesgue p rob ab ility  space, then by 
I/ * V (X ,8 ,m) we shall denote the set o f classes o f Identical (modulo sets 
o f measure zero) non-singular automorphisms o f the space (X ,8 ,m) . By 
(1 ■ U (X ,8 ,m) we denote those elements o f 1/ that preserve the measure m . 
For reasons of both c la r it y  and b re v ity , we re fe r to the elements o f U 
and V as automorphisms. Both o f the sets U and V become groups 
under the operation o f composition of automorphisms.
We now define a topology on the sets U and V .
2.13. DEFINITION.
For automorphisms S ,T  e V (X ,8 ,m) , we define
p(S,T) : -  m({x « X; S (x) i  T(x)> ) ,
then p 1s a m etric, and the topology I t  defines 1s called the uniform 
topology. Upon the subset U o f V , the uniform topology 1s defined 
as the re la tive  topology. We shall use p to denote the metric both on 
U and V .
2.14. Remarks.
The uniform topology 1s discussed fo r the measure preserving case 
by P. Halmos 1n [H I]  and V. Rohlln In CR23. For the more general situation
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o f non-singular automorphisms, we re fe r the reader to the book [F r ] 
by N. Friedman, and the paper [C&F] o f R. Chacon and N. Friedman. I f  
we denote by Up (resp. Vp) the space U (resp. V) equipped w ith  metric 
p , then (see [R2]) Up ( and by a s im ila r argument l/p) 1s a complete 
metric space. With respect to the uniform topology, both U and V are 
topological groups.
The automorphisms o f both U and V may be further c la s s if ie d  as 
fo llow s.
2.15. DEFINITIONS.
Let Id denote the Id e n tity  transformation on X . We define an 
automorphism T e V to have period p 1f both
p C ^ .Id )  > 0 , for a l l  1 < n < p 
and
pfT P .Id ) -  0 .
I f  T also sa tis fie s
P( f \ l d )  ■ 1 , for a l l  1 < n < p 
we say 1t  has s t r ic t  period p .
An automorphism T 1s called periodio  (resp. e tr io t ly  period ic ) I f  
T has period (resp. s t r ic t  period) p , fo r some p c M . The automorphism 
T 1s called aperiodio  I f
pC T^Id ) ■ 1 . fo r a l l  n ■ 1 ,2 ............
I f  T 1s an automorphism fo r  which there e xis ts  a constant « > 0 
such that
p C ^ .Id ) > a , fo r  a ll n ■ 1 ,2 , . . .  ,
we say that T has an aperiodic component. I f  5 1s the la rgest such 
constant fo r which the above Inequality holds, then T has an aperiodio 
component o f  measure 6 .
2.16. Remarks.
Given an automorphism T e l / ,  the space X can be decomposed 
Into d is jo in t , measurable, T-1nvar1ant sets Xk ■ Xk(T) , k ■ 0 ,1 , . . .  , 
such that fo r k > 1 , T has s t r ic t  period k on Xk , and on Xq ,
T Is  aperiodic.
This decomposition 1s very useful when approximating transformations 
In the uniform topology, fo r  more deta ils the reader 1s referred to [F r ] .
The follow ing resu lt Indicates to what extent periodic automorphisms 
may be used to approximate, w ith  respect to  the metric p , any automorphism 
from V.
2.17. THEOREM. (Ref. [F r ]  and [R2])
Let P denote the set o f periodic automorphisms In V , then 
P (resp. P o d )  1s dense 1n V (resp. U ) , w ith respect to the uniform 
topology.
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2.18. Remarks.
The above resu lt 1s proved 1n the measure preserving case.
P o l l  , by V. Rohlln In [R2]. The non-singular case 1s due to 
C. Linderholm, and 1t 1s stated 1n [ I ] .  A proof o f th is  resu lt can be 
found 1n [F r ;T h .7 .7 ].
As 1s to be expected, periodic automorphisms are "well behaved", 
and 1n p a rticu la r we have:
2.19. PROPOSITION.
Non-singular automorphisms with no aperiodic component are reversib le .
Proof.
Let T be a non-singular automorphism possessing no aper1oJ1c 
component, then by Remarks 2.16, we may decompose the space X Into 
d is jo in t , measurable sets ■ Xk(T) , fo r k ■ 1 ,2 , . . .  , such that on 
each Xk , T has s t r ic t  period k . Each set Xk w ith positive  measure 
can be fu rther decomposed (see [ I ]  and [F r;Th .7 .5 ]} In to  k d is jo in t , 
measurable sets X ® ,x J , . . . , x {^  sa tis fy in g
T (x J )  -  x j +1(m0d k) , fo r  a l l  1 ■ 0 ,1 ,. . . . k - l  .
The map +:X X defined by
+ (x) : ■ T " ^ ( x )  when x c x j , 1 ■ 0 , l , . . . , k - l  ;
k ■ 1 ,2 , . .  * ,
1s a reversing map fo r T , that 1s measure preserving when T Is ,  
and thus T 1s revers ib le . □
Note that since periodic automorphisms have no aperiodic component, 
the above resu lt applies to them. Let us now recall the following 
d e fin itio n s .
2.20. DEFINITIONS.
In a topological space X , a set B c X 1s called nouhere dense 
1f the closure o f B In X has empty In te r io r . A countable union of 
nowhere dense sets 1s called a set o f  f i r s t  category, and a set not of 
f i r s t  category Is  said to be of second category. A topological space X 
1s called a Bairs space 1f and only 1f fo r any set B c X o f f i r s t  
category, the complement X\B Is  everywhere dense In  X . In a Balre 
space, the complement o f any subset of f i r s t  category 1s called residual. 
Examples o f Balre spaces Include complete metric spaces, and lo c a lly  
compact Hausdorff spaces. Note that 1n a Balre space, any dense G£ set 
1s a residual set.
With the above defin itions 1n mind, one natural question 1s: of 
what category Is  the set o f reversible automorphisms? In answer to th is we 
have:
2.21. THEOREM.
The set o f reversib le  automorphisms 1n V (resp. U) 1s residual
1n V (resp. U ) . p ' p
Proof.
Let us denote the set o f  reversible automorphisms In V by R , 
and fo r c > 0 , le t  Af  denote the set o f automorphisms 1n V that 
have an aperiodic component o f measure less than c .
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He shall f i r s t  show that fo r every e > 0 , the set Is  open. 
For a fixed  but a rb itra ry  e > 0 , le t  T £ A£ , then 1f Xfc -  Xk(T) , 
k -  0 ,1 ,2 ,...  1s the decomposition o f X associated to T in Remarks 
2.16, we note that
a : -  m(Xp(T)) < c .
Choose K > K(T) large enough that
n>(0 Xk(T ) )  < ,
k-K K 3
and then pick « ► 0 small enough that fo r a l l  S < V , with 
p($,T) < 5 i
m(Xk(S )) > m(Xk(T ) )  -  ,
fo r a l l  k ■ 1 ,2 ,... ,K -1  , where Xk(S) , k ■ 0 ,1 ,2 ,.. .  denotes the 
decomposition o f X associated to S . (Such a choice o f a 1s made 
possible by the control we have over the measures of the sets {x  «  Xk(T) 
T*(x) • S1(x )  fo r  a l l  1 -  1,2........ k} , fo r  k -  1,2.........K -l . )
For these choices of K and 6 we have 
K-l
■(X0 ( S ) ) £ l -  E m(Xk(S ))
0 k - l  K
<1 -  ( V  (m(Xk(T ))  -  ( ^ ) ) )
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11 + ( ^ )  - 0  - m(X0(T)) - ( i f ) )
< E *
and thus A£ 1s open, since we have shown that the open ba ll o f centre 
T and radius 6 (dependent only on T) 1s contained in  .
We now define
and note that P Is  a Gfi set. The set P consists, by construction, 
o f a ll non-singular automorphisms In V with no aperiodic component. By 
Proposition '2.19, every automorphism In P 1s reve rs ib le , 1.e. P e p .  
Since periodic automorphisms have no aperiodic component, we see that 
P n l / c P .  However, the set ? n V 1s dense In V by Theorem 2.17, 
and thus the se t P 1s a dense Gfi . As V equipped with the metric p< 
1s a complete metric space, P 1s a residual se t, and hence so too 1s the 
set o f reversib le  automorphisms 1n V .
I f  we replace If by U everywhere 1n the above proof, the same 
argument proves that the set o f revers ib le  measure preserving automorphisms 
1s residual 1n U .
□
2.22. Remark.
Given the above re s u lt, another natural question 1s to ask about 
the existence o f  automorphisms that are not reversib le. In [A ] , H. Anzal 
produced an example of a measure preserving automorphism on the 2-torus
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that 1s not conjugate to I t s  Inverse, and hence 1s Irre ve rs ib le . Using 
th is example, we provide a complementary resu lt to Theorem 2.21, as 
fo llow s.
2.23. THEOREM.
Let I  denote the set o f Irreve rs ib le  automorphisms 1n V , then 
I  (resp. I  n U) 1s dense 1n Vp (resp. Up) .
Proof.
Let T be a non-singular automorphism 1n V , and le t  e > 0 be 
chosen a r b it r a r i ly .  By Theorem 2.17, there exis ts  a periodic automorphism 
Tj 1n V such that p (T ,T j)  < e/2 . Since Tj 1s periodic, we can find 
a ^ - In v a r ia n t  set A c  X with measure s t r ic t ly  between 1 and 1 -  c/2 .
Denote by S , H. Anzal's (see [A ] )  Irre ve rs ib le  ergodlc measure
preserving automorphism on the 2 -torus, T2 , with Lebesgue p rob ab ility
2
measure x . By choosing an Isomorphism e:T X\A that sa tis fie s  • 
m(e(C)) -  m(X\A).X(C)
fo r  a l l  measurable sets C cTT2 , we can define an automorphism Tg 
1n V that contains a "small copy" o f  H. Anzal's measure preserving 
Irre v e rs ib le  automorphism by se ttin g :
Tg(x) : ■ p , ( x )  for x « A
leSe_1(x) fo r x c X\A .
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Since p 1s a metric on 1/ , we have 
p(T.T2) < o ( U } ) ♦ p(Tr T2)
< e/2 + m(X\A) < e •
The constructed automorphism T  ^ • 1s now claimed to be Irre v e rs ib le .
To see th is ,  ju s t note that any reversing map 4 fo r Tg must preserve 
the decomposition o f X associated to T  ^ 1n Remarks 2.16. Thus e_149 
would be a reversing map fo r S on IF* , a contradiction.
In the measure preserving s itu a tion , the resu lt 1s proved by replacing 
V by U wherever I t  appears 1n the above argument. g
2.24. Remark.
Another In te resting topology defined on both U and V , Is  the 
weak topology (see C H I]). The weak topology on V 1s the one fo r  which a 
sequence Tn from V converges to T c V 1f and only 1f fo r each 
measurable set E ,  m(Tn(E) aT(E)) -*■ 0 as n , where a denotes 
symmetric d ifference. By using the re la tive  topology, we define the weak 
topology on U .
Since the uniform topology Is  f in e r than the weak topology (see , for 
example CHI]) a l l  o f the density results discussed above are true with 
respect to the weak topology. However, the Balre category o f the set of 
reversib le  automorphisms w ithin II o r H with the weak topology (although 
Investigated) 1s not as ye t known.
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SECTION 3.
AN INFORMATION COCYCLE FOR GROUPS OF NON-SINGULAR TRANSFORMATIONS.
This section 1s fundamental to the present thesis. Its  contents 
are contained 1n a jo in t  paper w ith  K. Schmidt (tB&S]), the exposition 
of which we shall fo llow  very c lo s e ly . The nature of th is jo in t  work 
1s detailed 1n the Declaration.
The Information function Is  an Important and often very useful tool 
1n Isomorphism and coding problems of ergodlc theory. Its  main lim ita tion  
lie s  1n the fact that, 1n order to  define an Information function fo r an 
ergodlc endomorphism T of a Lebesgue p robab ility  space (X,S,m) , one 
has to find a suitable 'In v a r ia n t' o-algebra A c  s fo r T , which, by 
abuse of notation, means that T"^A e A . E x p lic it  constructions of such 
o-algebras are Intim ately linked w ith the non-tr1v1a1 problem o f finding
I
generators fo r T . A much more fundamental d if f ic u lt y  a r is in g  from the 
use o f Invariant o-algebras 1s the Imposition of a total order on the 
co llec tion  of o-algebras (T nA ;n  a 0} , o r, 1f T 1s an automorphism, 
on (T nA;n < Z ) .  This lim its  the use o f Information functions to actions 
o f to ta lly  ordered semigroups.
In th is section we define, fo r  every non-singular endomorphism T 
o f the Lebesgue space (X,S,m) , and fo r every o-algebra A e $ which 
1s not altered too much by T (the precise condition Is  that the 
conditional Information functions IB(A|T-1A) and I||(T” 1A|A) are both 
f in ite  m -a .e .), a function J^ iA .T )  with the following properties: 
Jm(A ,« )  1s a 1-cocycle on the semigroup a(A) of endomorphlsms of
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(X,S,m) on which 1t 1s defined, and Jm(A,T ) coincides with the 
c lass ica l Information function of T with respect to A I f  T 1s 
measure preserving and T_1A c A . For a rb itra ry  measure preserving 
T e a(A) , Jm(A ,T ) 1s defined as I||1(A|T”1A) -  Im(T-1A|A) . This 
extension o f the classica l Information function turns out to have a 
number of In teresting properties, and we shall describe some 
applications 1n th is and la te r sections.
The section 1s organised as fo llow s . We f i r s t  Introduce some 
background material to establish notatlonal and terminological conventions. 
The follow ing subsection describes an Important cohomology on a p a rticu la r 
equivalence re la tion  o f o-algebras. This cohomology lie s  at the root 
o f the Information cocycle's cohomologlcal properties. In the next sub­
section we define the Information cocycle and prove some o f Its  basic 
properties. Within the follow ing subsection we discuss a connection 
between Jm(A ,T ) and the entropy h(T) o f a measure preserving 
transformation T . In  the fin a l subsection we use the Information
cocycle , together with some coding results from Section 1, to give a
2
simple proof of a well known formula fo r the entropy o f a C Anosov 
dlffeomorpMsm.
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3.1. NOTATION AND BACKGROUND.
For convenience o f presentation, throughout th is section we shall 
use (X,S,m) to denote a Lebesgue p robab ility  space.
Unless we have reason to be p a rtic u la rly  careful we shall Id e n tify
functions which coincide m -a.e.. I f  A and 8 are sub-o-algebras of
S we say that A «  8 (mod m) 1f sup 1nf m(AaB) -  sup In f  m(AaB) ■ 0 .
Ac A Be 6 Be8 AeA
In p a rticu la r we choose and f i x  a countably generated o-algebra SQ c s 
w ith  Sq ■ S (mod m) and such that (X,Sq ) 1s a standard Borel space.
For a given sub-a-algebra A of S , A w il l  stand fo r the measurable 
p a rtit io n  o f X given by A , and {m*;xeX} the associated decomposition 
o f m Into conditional measures. Since we shall have to manipulate these 
objects very ca re fu lly  we shall describe them 1n a l i t t l e  more d e ta il.
We choose a countably generated o-algebra AQ c Sq with Aq ■ A (mod m) 
and define an equivalence re lation  on X by c a llin g  two points x^ .X j c X 
equivalent, 1f and only 1f, fo r every A c Aq , x  ^ e A <■> Xg « A . The 
equivalence class o f a point x « X with respect to th is equivalence
A
re la tio n  1s denoted by [ x ]A , and A 1s defined as the measurable 
p a rtit io n  { [ x ] A ;x«X> o f X . The sets [ x ]A , x < X , are referred to 
as the atom  o f A . I f  p 1s a p rob ab ility  measure on (X.S) equivalent 
to  m (p * m) , the p a rtit io n  A Induces a decomposition o f p Into 
conditional measures: there exists a fam ily {p*;x«X} o f probab ility  
measures on (X,SQ) with the following properties. 1
(1) For every x < X , p^(Cx3A) ■ 1 . (3.1)
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(11) For every B « SQ , the map x -► p*(B)
1s Ag-measurable, and
P(B) -  fpJ(B )dp(x) . (3.2)
A AThe objects A and {p ";x «X } are essentia lly  unique and Independent 
o f the choice o f Sq and Aq . Furthermore, I f  f t  L ^ X .S .p ) , and 
1f Ep(f|A) denotes the conditional expectation of f  , given A , 
with respect to the measure p , then
Ep(f| A )(x )  ■ j f  dpj p -a .e . . (3.3)
The uniqueness properties o f conditional measures Imply that, fo r 
m-a.e. x « X , the measures p* and m* are equivalent, and
dPî  .  di
Ei r f |A) V a.e. .
(3.4)
I f  we denote by pA and mA the res tric tions  of p and m (respective ly)
to the o-algebra A , then EJ^JjjlA) 1s equal to the Radon-N1kodym 
dp,
derivative  ^  on (X ,A ) . In particu lar we get, fo r  equivalent 
" a
p ro b a b ility  measures rn.p.q on (X,S) ,
Ep $ l A>-E„ < & lA> ■ E. ( i l * )  • (3.5)
I f  8 e S 1s another sub-o~a1gebra, we define A v 8 to be the 
refinement (A n B;A < A , B t  8} .
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3.2. DEFINITION.
Let A,B be sub-a-algebras o f S , and le t  p be a probability  
measure equivalent to m on (X,S) , then the oonditional information 
of 8 , given A , w ith  respect to the measure p , 1s defined by
Ip (8 |A)(x): -  -  log p J ( [x ]Av8) ,  xeX . (3.6)
3.3. Remark.
An a lternative , but equivalent, d e fin itio n  o f conditional Information 
Is  contained 1n [P33.
C lea rly , Ip(B|A) < -  p -a .e . 1f and only 1 f, fo r p -a .e . x c X ,
P^(Cx Davb ) > 0 o r » equ iva len tly, I f  8 partitions p -a .e . element o f A
(e ssen tia lly ) Into a countable number of subsets. Another way of expressing
AvBth is 1s to say that p -a .e . measure p£ 1s absolutely continuous with 
respect to p j . In th is  case we have, fo r p -a .e . x c X ,
dpAv8
log - j - ( y )  "  V 8|A)(y) * (3,7)
dpx
fo r pA-a .e . y  * Cx]Av8 • as a consoRu«1^ 6 o f th* uniqueness of 
conditional measures.
For notatlonal convenience and b re v ity , we shall make the following 
d e fin itio n .
3.4. DEFINITION.
For p a p ro b a b ility  measure on (X,S ) sa tis fy ing  p « m ,  and
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A a sub-a-algebra o f S , we define 
I(p .m lA ): -  -  lo g  E j j j j l A )  .
The next resu lt re la tes the conditional Information functions 
a ris in g  from two equivalent measures.
3.5. LEMA.
Let (X,S,m) be a Lebesgue p ro b a b ility  space, and p be a 
p ro b a b ility  measure equivalent to m . For sub-o-algebras A ,8 c S ,
Ip(8|A) -  I n(B|A) ♦ I(p,m|Av8) -  I(p,m|A) . (3.8)
Proof.
Combine equations (3 .4 ) and (3 .7 ),and use D efin ition  3.4.
□
We now Investigate how these expressions are transformed by a 
non-singular endomorphism T o f (X,S,m) .
The straightforward proof o f the fo llow ing lemma Is  omitted.
3.6. LEMMA.
Let T be a non-singular endomorphism o f (X,S,m) , and le t  A 
be a sub-o-algebra o f S . For every measurable function f :X  -*-F 
fo r  which f»T  1s m-1ntegrable, we have
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Em("f«T |T_1 A) -  E , ( f| A ) .T  . 
mT
(3.9)
3.7. Remark.
I f  A 1s a sub-o-algebra o f S , and T 1s a non-singular 
endomorphism, the atoms o f T'^A can be chosen to sa tis fy
[ x ]  .1  -  T_1[T x L  . x e X , (3.10)
T 'A  a
and th is together w ith equation (3.3) and Lemma 3.6, y ie lds
(m T '^ T x“ t f V  • (3 *n )
fo r  m-a.e. x < X .
3.8. LEMMA.
Let A,B be sub-a-algebras o f S , and p be a p robab ility  
measure on (X ,S ) equivalent to m , then
a) I(p,m|T’ 1A) ■ I(pT"\mT~^ |A)*T
b) I_(T*18|T’ 1A) -  I  ,(8|A )«T  .
m mT
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Em
r-1
V ^ J T  - T IT''* 1 mT 1 dmT 1
as required.
b) The following calculation proves the resu lt.
I m(T ‘ 18|T*1A )(x )
T-1A
■ -  log in ( [ x ]  , , ) ; by Defin ition  3.2
x T 'AvT ' b
T ^ A  -1■ -  log mx (T CTx]^vg) j from equation (3.10)
• -  log (mT ^ ^ ( [ T x ] ^ )  ; using equation (3.11)
■ I _t (® IA)(Tx)
mT
fo r m-a.e. x < X .
□
A COHOMOLOGY.
We shall now describe a cohomology on a certain equivalence 
re la tion  o f  «-algebras. This cohomology Is  fundamental to the 
properties o f the Information cocycle th at we shall la te r Investigate .
3.9. NOTATION.
Let (X,$,m) be a Lebesgue p ro b a b ility  space, and le t  fl(S) 
denote the collection o f a ll sub-o-algebras o f S .
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3.10. DEFINITION.
Two o-algebras A ,8 e n(S) are called I -re la te d  (denoted 
by A j'B ) 1f
V A | B ) ♦ I m(8|A) < -  ro-a.e. .
3.11. PROPOSITION.
The re la tion  ^ does not depend on the choice o f m w ithin  Its  
equivalence class. Furthermore, f  1s an equivalence re la tion  on n(S) .
Proof.
The f i r s t  assertion follows from Lenina 3.5. Symmetry and re f le x lv lt y  
o f f  are Immediate, and I ts  t r a n s it iv it y  1s an easy consequence o f 
Remark 3.3.
□
A general recipe fo r constructing cohomologies from equivalence 
re la tions 1s contained In [FAM], and th is construction can, o f course, 
be applied to the p a ir (n (S ) ,f )  . Rather than go Into th is  1n any 
g e n e ra lity , we shall Instead consider one p a rtic u la r example.
3.12. NOTATION.
Let (J(X,m,R) denote the additive group (under polntwlse addition) 
o f m-equlvalence classes o f measurable real valued functions on X .
For every Integer n a 1 , define R ^  c n (S)n+  ^ by
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R(n) »  {(A 0.........An) < n(S)n+1 ; f  Ak fo r k -  1......... n> ,
and put ■ n(S) . Let C’ 1 ■ U(X,m Jl) and denote by Cn , n 2 0 , 
the group o f a l l  maps from R ^  Into  U(X,m,F) with polntwlse addition 
as composition. The group Cn 1s called the n-th cochain group. For 
n 2 0 we have coboundary operators i n_j : Cn"^ + Cn given by
( sn - l f ) iA 0*, , , , A n) "  k^ " 1)kf(A0, , , ' ,Ak ........ V  ’
where ^  Indicates the term to be omitted. As usual one puts 
z " :  -  ker a , Bn: -  J C " ' 1) and Hn : -  Zn/Bn fo r n 2 0 , and
c a lls  these groups the group o f n-oooyolaa, n-ooboundariaa and the 
n -th  cohomology group,  respective ly. Our reason fo r Introducing these 
cohomology groups 1s that they provide the framework fo r the following 
observation which 1s crucial to the rest o f th is section.
Define, fo r every p robab ility  measure p % m , a function 
Kp : R^1) U(X,mJR) by
Kp(A ,B ): -  I p(A|8) -  I p(8|A) (3.12)
fo r every A.8 < n(S) with A | 8 .
3.13. THEOREM.
For every A .8 .C  < n(S) w ith A f  8 f  C , and fo r every
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prob ab ility  measure p on (X ,S ) with p m we have
Kp(A,8) ♦ Kp(8,C) -  Kp(A,C) .
In other words, K « Z1 .
P
Proof.
Kp(A,8) + Kp(8,C) -  Kp(A,C )
-  Ip(A|8) + I p(C|Av8) -  I p(C|8) -  I p(A|8vC)
♦ I p(8|C) + I p(A|8vC) -  I p(A|C) -  I p(8|AvC)
+ I p(C|A) ♦ I p(8|AvC) -  I p(8|A) -  I p(C|Av8)
-  I  I (Av8vC|P) -  I_(Av8vC|P)
Pc{A,8,C } P P
■ 0 .
Note that th is  computation 1s va lid  since, fo r
A.8.C c Q(S) , A |  8 | C »  A v 8 | C .
a
He now show that Kp does not depend essen tia lly  on the 
p w ith in  the equivalence class o f m .
(3.13)
choice of
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3.14. PROPOSITION.
For every A ,B ca (S ) w ith A ^ 8 ,
Kp(A.B) • K JA .B ) ♦ I(p.m|A) -  I(p,m|8) . (3.14)
In other words, Kp and are cohomologous, t .e .
Proof.
Equation (3.14) follows from Lemma 3.5. To see that the map 
sending the p a ir (A ,8) « R ^  to I(p,m|A) -  I(p,m|8) is  a coboundary, 
ju s t note that i t  is  the Image under o f the map that sends A c R ^  
to I(p,m|A) . Q
3.15. Remark.
In passing we derive two more expressions which w i l l  be useful 
la te r . Using equation (3 .7 ), Kp can be w ritten  In terms o f conditional 
measures as
dp*
K (A,8)(x) -  log - i ( x )  (3.15)
dpx
fo r  m-a.e. x  « X . Equation (3.15) gives another "quick" proof o f 
the cocycle equation (3.13).
For the next statement we assume T to be a non-singular endo­
morphism o f (X,S,m) . Using Lemma 3.8 (part b) together with equations
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(3.12) and (3.14), we obtain
k j t ' V t ' ^ )
-  K ,(A ,B )«T
mT 1
-  y A . B J . T  + I(mT"^,m|A)oT -  I(raT_1 ,m|8)<>T . (3.16)
A d iffe re n t In terpreta tion  o f equation (3.13) leads to a 1-cocycle 
fo r certain group actions on (X,8,m) 1n the sense o f [FiM] and [Sc] 
which extends d ire c t ly  the concept o f the c lassica l Information function 
1n ergodlc theory, and which has a number o f In teresting properties.
THE INFORMATION COCYCLE.
3.16. NOTATION.
Let (X,S,m) be a non-atom1c Lebesgue p ro b a b ility  space and le t  
U(X,m,R) be defined as 1n Notation 3.12. We denote by End(X,S,m) the 
semigroup o f a l l  non-singular endomorpMsms o f (X,S,m) , and w rite  
Aut(X,S,m) fo r the subgroup o f a l l  In v e rtib le  elements 1n End(X,S,m) .
For the rest o f  th is subsection we choose and f i x  a sub-o-algebra 
A o f S . Using th is  o-algebra we shall define a distinguished sub­
semigroup a (A) c End(X,5,m) and an Information cocycle 
J J A , - ) :  4(A) ■*> U(X,mJR) .
The f i r s t  step 1n defining the Information cocycle consists of 
describing Its  domain. For the d e fin it io n  of the equivalence re la tion  
^ we re fe r to D e fin ition  3.10.
3.17. DEFINITION.
a (A ): -  {T e End(X,S,m); T-1A f  A }. (3.17)
r (A ) : > a (A ) n Aut(X,S,m) . (3.18)
C lea rly  a (A )  1s a semigroup and r (A )  a group. Both depend 
only on the measure class of m , and we have ¿(A) ■ a (8 )  , and 
hence r (A ) ■ r (8 ) , whenever 8 c s 1s a c-algebra sa tis fy ing  
8 f  A .
3.18. DEFINITION.
Let p be a p ro b a b ility  measure on (X tS) equivalent to m , 
and le t  T « a (A )  . Recalling the d e fin it io n  o f Kp(A ,T ’ ^A) Inequation 
(3.12) and o f I(p T ‘ \p | A ) 1n D e fin ition  3.4, we put
Jp(A.T): -  Kp(A ,T_1A) ♦ K p T ^ .p lA J .T  . (3.19)
The next two results w i l l  ju s t i f y  the name 'Information cocycle' 
fo r  the function J ^ A , - )  .
3.19. THEOREM.
For every S,T « A(A) ,
Jm(A,S)°T ♦ J J A .T )  -  J^ A .S T ) . (3.20)
Proof.
Jm(A,S)eT + Jm(A,T )
• K|||(A ,S "1A)«T ♦ I(mS"^ ,m|A)cST 
♦ K (A,T-1A) + I(m l-1 ,ra|A)oT ; by D e fin ition  3.18
-  K J T ' V t ' V ’ a ) ♦ I  (»T*”1 , w|S” 1A )oT
+ I(mS‘ \m|A)o$T + K JA .T ^A ) ; from tquatlon (3.16)
.  K J A .T 'U ) ♦ y T ^ A . T ' V ’ A)
+ I(*T"^S~^,mS~^|A)#ST ♦ I(mS_1,m|A)oST ; using Lemma 3.8 (part a)
■ K j A . r V ’ A) ♦ ¡(mT’ ^S'1 ,m|A)*ST ; by Theorem 3.13, and
equation (3.5) with 
D efin ition  3.4
-  ^ (A .S T )  .
□
3.20. THEOREM.
Let p be a p robab ility  measure on (X .S ) equivalent to m ,
8 c S be a sub-o-algebra with 8 f  A , and le t  T < a(A) , then
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J p (8 J )  -  Jm( A J )  ♦ , (3.21)
where
• -  ^ (A .S )  -  I(p.m|B) . (3.22)
Proof.
The follow ing calculations prove the re su lt.
Jp(S.T)
-  Kp(8,T“ 1B) + I(p T "\ p | B ).T  ; by D efin ition  3.18
• K JB .t " ^ )  + i ( p ,m|8) -  I(p,ra|T"18) ♦ I(pT_1 ,p|8)eT
; from Proposition 3.14 
■ J J B .T )  “ I ( « T “ 1, b |8)*T
♦ I(p.m|8) -  I(p,m|T"^8) ♦ I tp T '1,p|8).T
-  ^ (8 .1 )  -  I(mT~^ ,m|8)»T
-  K pT’ ^ T ' V H  -  I(p*pT-1 18 )*T
♦ I(p ,«| 8 )
i using Lenina 3.8 (part a ) , and equation (3.5) 
with D e fin ition  3.4
• Jb (8,T) + I(p,m|8) -  I(p,m|8).T (3.23)
; from equation (3.5) and D e fin ition  3.4.
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We also have
Jm(B ,T) » y B . T ^ B )  + I(mT"\m|8)»T
-  1^(8,A) + K J A .T ^ A )  + K||(T“ 1A ,T '1B) + IOnT"1 ,m|8).T 
; by Theorem 3.13
• 1^(8,A) + y A . T ' V )  ♦ K J A .B H
♦ I(mT-1 ,m|A).T -  I(mT-1 ,m|8).T + IOnT'1 ,m|8).T 
; from equation (3.16)
» Ora(A,T) ♦ yA .B J .T  -  KJA.B) .
Combining th is with equation (3.23), we obtain equations (3.21) and 
(3.22), as required.
□
The fo llow ing d e fin itio n  uses the terminology o f CF&H] and [S c ]. 
3.21. DEFINITION.
A map a :r (A )  U(X,m,F) 1s a 1 -oooyal*  I f
a(S )«T + a (T ) ■ a(ST) (3.24)
fo r every S,T < r (A ) . A 1-cocycle a 1s called a ooboundary 
1f there exis ts  a map b < U(X,mJR) w ith
a(S) ■ b»S -  b , (3.25)
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fo r a l l  S e r(A ) , and two cocycles a1 and a¿ are said to be 
oohomologoua 1f a^-Bg 1s a coboundary.
3.22. Remarks.
Theorem 3.19 shows that the re s tr ic t io n  of Jm(A,*) to  r(A )
1s a 1 -cocycle, and Theorem 3.20 states that Jm(A,* ) and Jp (8 ,-)  
are cohomologous whenever m * p and A ^ 8 . The fact that the 
re lations (3.20) and (3.21) extend to A(A) 1s not ju s t an empty 
generalization , since t ra d it io n a lly  both the Information function, and 
Its  In te g ra l, entropy, have been associated with measure preserving 
ergodlc endomorpMsms as much as with automorphisms. We shall discuss 
the connection between Jn(A,* ) and ti.« classical Information function 
1n more d e ta il 1n the next subsection. F irs t ,  however, we shall derive 
an a lte rn a tive  expression fo r the Information cocycle.
3.23. Remark.
I f  T « r (A ) , we can re-wr1te Jm(A ,T ) as follows:
Jm(A.T)(x)
• l^ (A ,T '1A ) (x )  ♦ I(m T '1,m|A)(Tx)
djjjA _ j
-  log — r H x )  -  log E ( J I - | A ) ( T x )
-  ' a
; by equation (3.15) and D e fin ition  3.4
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■ log (Tx) m-a.e. (3.26)
; using equation (3.11) and the remark 
preceding equation (3 .5 ).
In the special case where T c r (A )  preserves m we get
3.24. Remark.
I f  S,T c r (A ) preserve the measure m , then equation (3.20)
1s an Immediate consequence of the cocycle equation (3.13) (o r, 1n fa c t, 
o f equation (3.27) and the chain ru le  fo r Radon-N1kodym d e riva tive s ).
We conclude th is subsection w ith a technical p o in t. Let G c r(A ) 
be a countable group and le t  [G] ■ (V < Aut(X,S,m );Vx < Gx fo r 
m -a.e. x < X} denote the fu l l  group of G (see COy], [K r1 l]) .
3.25. THEOREM.
1) EG] e r (A )  .
2) For every V < EG] and g c G we have
Jra(A .T )(x )  -  log (3.27)
JB(A ,V )(x ) -  Jm(A ,g )(x ) (3.28)
m-a.e. on the set B ■ (x  a X; Vx • gx) .
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Proof.
Let V « [6 ] , and g « G . I f  m(B^) > 0 we have, fo r 
m-a.e. x < Bg
" i (Cx] -1 ) i  « i (9 -1 (Cgx]A n gB ) )  > 0 x AvV 'A x A 9
from equation (3 .10), and th is shows that ¡ m(V"^A|A) < • m-a.e.
(c f .  equation (3 .6 )) .  Using equation (3.11) one can s im ila r ly  prove 
that I m(A l v"^A ) * "  m -a .e.. Having proved part 1) we note that 
equation (3.28) 1s equivalent to
J||(A ,g ’ 1V) ■ 0 m-a.e. on Bg (3.29)
fo r every g « 6 . The proof of th is  theorem 1s thus completed by 
the fo llow ing lemna.
3.26. LEMMA.
Let T c r (A )  and put Itj-: ■ ( x  « X;Tx ■ x) , then 
J ^ A .T )  ■ 0 m -a.e. on Nj .
Proof.
Assume that m(Nj) > 0 -  otherwise the assertion 1s t r i v ia l .  
Equations (3.26) and (3 .4) Imply th a t, fo r  m-a.e. x < Nj ,
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Om(A,T)(x)
dm* dm.
-  109 --------^ ( x ) .  --------^ - ( x )
d ( « T ') J  d(mT ')^
-  lo g  ~ ~ t { x )  -  0 .
dmT" □
3.27. Remark.
Theorem 3.25 has several useful Im plications. I f  G <= r(A ) 1s 
a countable group, 1t expresses Jffl(A ,V ) In terms o f Jm(A ,g ), g « G , 
fo r every V c CG] . As a consequence of equation (3.28) we see that, 
fo r V e CG] and x c X , Jm(A ,V )(x )  depends only on the pa ir o f 
points (x .V x ) and not on what V does to the re s t o f the space (we 
are Ignoring m-null sets at the moment). For a much more detailed 
discussion o f th is  type o f cocycle we re fer to CF&M] and CSc]. The 
f i r s t  assertion 1n Theorem 3.25 also shows that r(A ) 1$ a very large 
group. In the most In te resting case, where m¿ 1s non-atom1c and where 
m-a.e. /  , x  i  X ,  Is  non-atom1c, Theorem 3.25, together with 
H.A. Dye's theorem CDy] Implies that r(A ) contains Isomorphic copies 
o f, fo r  example, a l l  measure preserving ergodlc automorphisms of 
(X.S.m) .
3.28. Remark.
I f  t  < r (A )  sa tis fie s  T-1A c  A , the Information cocycle 
reduces to
J J A .T )  -  I J A I T ’ U )  -  log Em( ^ - | A ) . T  ,
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and th is  expression already appears 1n [P5;Lemna 1.2] (with a minor 
m isp rin t). In Section 4 we shall study th is s itu a tion  1n more d e ta il.
Theorem 3.20 1s a generalization of [P2 ;Coro lla ry 13.
In  the fo llow ing subsection we shall discuss the connection between 
the Information cocycle Jm(A,T) and the entropy h (T ) of T .
ENTROPY ANO THE INFORMATION COCYCLE.
3.29. NOTATION.
Le t (X,S,m) be a non-atom1c Lebesgue p ro b a b ility  space and 
denote by End^X.S.rn) and A u tV .S .m ) the set o f  measure preserving 
elements 1n End(X,S,m) and Aut(X,$,m) , respective ly.
In  th is  subsection we reverse the point of view adopted so fa r 
w ith in  th is  section and consider the collection  o f «11 sub-o-algebras 
which allow  us to  define Information cocycles fo r a fixed  semigroup 
G c End(X,S,m) .
3.30. DEFINITION.
I f  G c End(X,S,m) 1s a semigroup we put 1(G) ■ (A c Sj A 1s a 
o-algebra with g-1A f  A fo r every g « G) . For G c End\x,5,m) we 
define
r 1 (G): -  (AcE(G); | ( I|p(A|g '1A) ♦ I|>( 9 ' 1A|A))dm «  -  , fo r every g c G)
I f  T e End(X,S,m) we shall w rite  i ( T )  Instead of 
E ({T .T2,T 3, . . . } )  . S im ila r ly , 1f T c  E n d V .S .m ) , z V )  w il l  
stand fo r Z ^ iT .T 2, ! 3, . . . } )  .
3.31. Remark.
For a fixed  endomorphism T « End^(X,S,m) , one of the commonly 
used defin itions o f the entropy h(T) o f T 1s the fo llow ing (c f .  
CPI; Theorem 5.141):
h (T ): • sup | Im(A|T_1A)dm . (3.30)
AcX1(T ) j 
AcT"1A
Bearing 1n mind th a t, fo r A c z\ t ) w ith A c t ' a  ,
J J A .T )  -  ¡ „ (A lT - ’ A) ,
equation (3.30) can be rewritten as
(3.31)
Our next proposition allows us to express h(T) more natura lly  
1n terms o f the Information cocycle.
3.32. PROPOSITION.
For T « End^X.S.m) we have
h(T) -  sud  | Jm(A,T)dm 
Acl (T)
(3.32)
Proof.
I t  suffices to consider the case where h(T) < • . From equation
(3.30) we know that h(T) s sup { Jra(A,T)dm . In order to establish
A «eV )
the converse Inequality we f i x  A « e^(T) . By Theorem 3.20 we have, 
fo r  every Integer n i l ,
JB(A v .. .v T "nA J )  -  Jm(A ,T ) + *n.T  -  ,
where ♦„ 1s e a s ily  seen to H e 1n L^X.S.m ) . Hence n
|  ^(A.TJdm  ■ |  Jm(A v ...v T "nA,T)<ln 
i  |  In,(A|T’ 1A v .. ,v T 'n_1A)d» , (3.33)
fo r  every n a 1 . Since I ^ T ^ A )  « L^X .S .m ) , the la s t  term 1n 
In e q u a lity  (3. 33) decreases to  j  Im(A |T "1A")dm , where
A“ j ■ V T“ kA (cf.CPI(Theorem 5.5] )  , and equation ( 3. 30) y ie ld s
k-0
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| Jra(A,T)dm s | IB(A|T‘ V )d m
m f  I« ^ " l T" 1A")dm *  h(T) .
For the remainder o f th is  subsection we assume T to be a 
measure preserving automorphism of (X,S,m) . I f  T has f in ite
entropy we can give a precise expression fo r  j  Jffl(A,T)dm fo r every 
A c E1 (T ) .
3.33. THEOREM.
Let T be a measure preserving automorphism o f (X,S,m) w ith 
f in ite  entropy, and le t  A « z^(T) . Put
A+: -  V TkA 
k-0
(3.34)
and
A": ■ V T’ "A , 
k-0
(3.35)
then
J j B(A,T)dm -  | l||(A"|T’ 1A’ )dm -  | l|>(A+|TA+)dm . (3.36)
Proof.
Using Theorem 3.20 and the fa c t that A f  AvT_1A v ...v T ’ nA fo r  
every Integer n we get
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j j m(A,T)dm -  j j m(AvT"1A v . . . v T 'n+1A,T)dni
-  | lm(A|T"1A v . . . v T 'nA)dm -  J l m(T*nA|Av...vT_n+1A)dm
-  J l m(A|T"1A v .. .v T "nA)dn -  J l m(A|TAv:. .vTnA)dm .
Le tting n ■*> -  and using a martingale theorem o f entropy theory due 
to Chung (see CPI(Theorem 5.5]) we obtain equation (3.36).
G
3.34. COROLLARY.
| Jm(A,T)dn -  h(T) 1f and only 1f 
h(T) -  j l B|(A "|T"V )< tn  and A+ -  TA+ .
3.35. COROLLARY.
Let C be a f in ite  algebra with
• b
CT : -  V TKC -  S
1 I t - .
and le t  A < eV )  sa tis fy  
C e A e C’  
and
A+ -  TA+ ,
(3.37)
(3.38)
then
J j m(A,T)«*n -  h(T) .
Proof.
From condition (3.37) 1t 1s clear that A* ■ C~ and that 
V A i r V ,  a y C l T ' V )  . Since Cy -  S , by [P I;C orol1ary 3.12] 
we also have
h(T) -  | I m(C|T-1C’ )dn 
s | Jm(A,T)dm .
Now apply Proposition 3.32.
□
3.36. Remark.
Even I f  A < e^(T) sa tis fie s  | jm(A,T)dm ■ h(T) , 1t need not 
be the case that A 'jr A " .
3.37. COROLLARY.
I f  T c Aut^(X,S,m) has zero entropy then 
j j n|(A,T)dm ■ 0 fo r every A c l^ (T )  .
We conclude th is  subsection with an In structive  example.
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3.38. Example.
«• 0»
Let Y: ■ n {0 ,1 }, p: ■ n p. , w ith p .(0 ) ■ p. (1) ■ 1/2 
k**“  k«—  "  x k
fo r a l l  k t  D , T the product o-algebra, and S the Bernoulli s h if t  
on (Y ,T ,p ) given by (S (y ) )n ■ y n+1 fo r a l l  n cZZ and every 
y  ■ (yn) « Y . We define C to be algebra generated by the state 
p a rt it io n , 1.e. C: ■ {0 ,Y , i y ; y Q ■ 0 ), ( y ;y Q ■ 1}} , and put
T: ■ S*S and A: ■ C'xC+ . The transformation T 1s the Bernoulli 
s h if t  on four symbols with equal p ro b a b ilit ie s , and thus h(T) ■ log 4 A 0 
The o-algebra A sa tis fie s  the follow ing conditions:
a) A c E1(T) .
c) J J A .T )  -  0 .
THE INFORMATION COCYCLE AND THE ENTROPY OF ANOSOV MAPS.
In th is subsection we shall use the Information cocycle to prove a 
well known formula fo r  the entropy o f Anosov dlffeomorphlsms. The proof 
we shall give u t il is e s  some o f the coding results from Section 1, but 
a s im ila r argument avoiding the use o f these results 1s also possible 
(see [BAS]). For further deta ils of both notation and defin itions we 
re fe r to Section 1 and [Bo4].
«  ,
C": -  V S_lcC , C+: -  
k«0
V S^C . Next put (X,S,m): ■ (Y*Y,TxT,pxp) 
k-0
•  .
b) A,. ■ S , and H  TKA -  N -  {0 ,X } 
1 k—
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The re su lt fo r which we shall given an a lte rn a tive  proof appears 
1n [Bo4], and we rephrase Its  statement as fo llow s.
3.39. THEOREM.
2
Let T be a C Anbsov d1ffeomorph1sm of a compact, connected,
C" Rlemannian manifold X , preserving a smooth p ro b a b ility  measure m , 
then
h(T) -  j  log|det(0TI u)|dn(x) .
X |EX
where DTl „ 1s the re s tr ic t io n  of the derivative  DT of T a t x to 
E1 x
the tangent space at x of the unstable manifold o f T through x .
Proof.
*
F irs t  note that Anosov diffeomorphlsms s a tis fy  Axiom A , and we 
shall therefore be able to apply results from Section 1.
Let a ■ 6(T) > 0  be the constant appearing 1n Notation 1.9, that
corresponds to T . Choose and f i x  a smooth f in it e  p a rtit io n  a with
d1am(a) < « , then w ith  respect to T , a generates the Borel
o-algebra S , l .e .  a ,  ■ V T‘ 1a ■ S , and thus (see [P I;  C o ro lla ry . 
1 1—
3.12]),
| jm( « ’ ,T)«ta -  h(T) .
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Let 0 denote the measurable p a rtit io n  whose elements consist of the 
connected components (o f stable manifolds) that resu lt from Intersecting 
the p a rtit io n  a w ith  the co lle c tio n  of a l l  stable manifolds 1n X .
Since d1am(a) < 6 , the elements o f the p a rtit io n  a" are pieces 
of stable manifold, and hence J c « "  . This Immediately Implies that 
I  0 I O  * 0 m -a .e ..
To prove that IB(a"|e) < «  m -a .e., we apply Coro lla ry 1.14 together 
with a resu lt of W. Parry CP3; Theorem 3] (which although only stated for 
a f in ite  p a rtit io n  0 , 1s however va lid  fo r general measurable p a rtit io n s ). 
This argument a c tu a lly  shows more, 1t shows that l m(a~|0) < Lp(X,S,m) , 
fo r a l l  1 i  p < • .
A
For la te r convenience we shall fin d  1t useful to denote 0 by 8 , 
and with th is notation we have now proved that a ' 8 .
2
In [Pu&Sh] I t  1s shown that C Anosov diffeomorphlsms have smooth 
measures on the leaves o f the stable (and unstable) fo lia t io n , and hence
P
fo r m-a.e. x « X , the measure mx 1s equivalent to the le a f measure 
Ax Induced by the R1emann1an structure o f X on the element of the 
p a rtit io n  0 containing x . The measures Ax , x c X , also sa tis fy
where E* denotes the tangent space o f the stable manifold o f T a t x .
(3.39)
Using the above prelim inary re su lts , we can make the follow ing
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ca lcu la tion , which w i l l  complete the proof.
| log|det(DT| u)|dm(x)
' Ex
■ -  | log|det(0T| s )|dm(x) ; since T preserves m
' Ex
t ^X
■ log — — (x)dm(x) i using equation (3.39)
1 * t » t
r dx dm® dn®T
■ log (— r ( x ) — b— ( x ) )*(><)
> dm® dm? T dxT T
J  O .O .T ) « -  
J  V * ' - T >
h(T) .
the chain-ru le fo r  Radon- 
Nlkodym derivatives
<*8
i log — g— (x)d n (x) i because both -1og|det(DT|
* T xT ,  11
, ) l
and log ■ g— (x )  are Integrable 
‘‘ "Tx1 
functions
from equation (3.27) 
as S’ f 8
3.40. Remark.
When T 1s only a C1 Anosov dlffeomorphlsm o f X preserving 
■ , the above proof s t i l l  shows that
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h(T) -  | J^B.TJdm .
The fo llow ing proposition shows that fo r hyperbolic toral auto­
morphisms the cohomology class of the Information cocycle associated 
to the "past o-algebra" o f a small, smooth, f in ite  p a rtit io n  1s very 
c lo se ly  related to entropy.
3.41. PROPOSITION.
Let T be a hyperbolic toral automorphism of the n-torus X , 
with Borel o-algebra S and normalised Haar measure m . There e x is ts  
a constant «  ■ 6(T) > 0 such that fo r  any f in ite  Llpschltz p a rtit io n  a 
with d1am(a) < 6 ,
J „ ( « ’ .T )  * h( T ) ♦ 9 -  g»T ,
fo r some function g c Lp(X,S,m) , fo r  a ll 1 s p < • .
■m
Proof.
*
Since hyperbolic to ra l automorphisms sa tis fy  Axiom A , and 
preserve Haar measure, we shall be able to apply results from Section 1.
Let a ■ a(T) > 0  be the constant associated to T In Notation 1.9 
and note that as a consequence of C oro lla ry 4.12, 1t 1s s u ffic ie n t to  
prove the re su lt fo r ju s t  one L lpsch ltz p a rtit io n  a , with d1am(a) < 4
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By considering the n-torus as the un it n-cube with opposite 
faces Id e n tif ie d . I t  1s straightforw ard to construct two measurable 
pa rtit io n s  a ,6 with the follow ing properties:
1) a 1s a f in it e ,  smooth p a r t it io n  with d1am(a) < 6.
2) Each element of 0 consists of a single  connected 
component of a stable m anifold, and a l l  such elements are 
tra n s la tlo n a lly  congruent.
3) d1am(8) < « .
4) The p artitions a and 8 sa tis fy  6 e a" .
For such p artitions a ,8 we can now apply a s im ila r argument to 
that used 1n the proof of Theorem 3.39, to show that I_(8|a") * 0 m -a .e., 
and I|||(a “ |B) « Lp(X,S,m) , fo r a l l  1 * p < • . To complete the proof 
we use Theorem 3.20, noting that condition  2 Implies both 8 ^ T , 
and J_ (8 ,T ) ■ h(T) .
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SECTION 4.
THE INFORMATION COCYCLE OF SINGLE TRANSFORMATIONS.
Having Investigated the Information cocycle fo r groups o f non-singular 
transformations 1n Section 3, 1n th is section we shall re s tr ic t  our 
attention  to the Information cocycle associated to a single transformation 
(and I t s  powers).
We f i r s t  consider to what extent the measure determines the l p-spaces
1n which the Information cocycle l ie s .  Then, fo r an ergodlc automorphism
T , and T-1nvar1ant o-algebras A,C we study conditions that Imply
T-1A ^ - A ' j ' C f T ^ C  . A s a  consequence o f some o f th is  work together
with coding results from Section 1, we are then able to canonically
*
associate an Information cocycle to measure preserving Axiom A homeo- 
morphlsms of compact metric spaces.
F in a lly ,  motivated by the work on R. F e llg e tt and U. Parry [FAR] on 
"re gu la r pairs" o f o-algebras, we look at another condition between two 
o-algebras A and C that also Imples T A j ' A ^ C ^ T  C •
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Throughout th is section (X,8,m) w il l  denote a Lebesgue probab ility  
space, and we shall make frequent use of notations and de fin ition s from 
the previous sections.
Our main tools are Theorem 3.20, together with the follow ing lenmas 
and th e ir c o ro lla r ie s . As Indicated, several of these results are due 
to W. Parry.
4.1. LEMMA. (Ref. CP2iLemma 3])
For sub-o-algebras A,C c 8 , d ^ A .C ) < 2 1f and only 1f 
Im(A|C) < • on a set of pos itive  measure.
4.2. COROLLARY.
For p a p ro b a b ility  measure on (X,B) equivalent to m , and 
sub-o-algebras A,C c 8 , dp(A ,C ) < 2  I f  and only 1f dm(A,C) < 2 . ,
Proof.
Combine Lemma 3.5 with Lemma 4.1.
□
4.3. LEMMA.
Let A,C and V be sub-o-algebras o f 8, such that IM(A|C) < • 
m -a .f. and Im(C|P) < -  m -a .e ., then IM(A|P) < -  m -a.e..
Proof.
The re su lt follows stra ightforw ardly from Remark 3.3.
□
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4.4. LEWA. (C f. [P2 ;C oro lla ry to Proposition 1])
I f  T 1s a non-singular endomorphism of the Lebesgue p robab ility  
space (X,8,m) , and t  I s a  f in ite  p a rtit io n , then the function 
I^ a lT ^ a " )  « Lp(X,8,m) , fo r  a l l  1 s p < • .
4.5. COROLLARY.
I f  a 1s a f in ite  p a rtit io n  of the Lebesgue p ro b a b ility  space 
(X.B.m ), and T 1s a non-singular endomorphism of X fo r  which there 
exis ts  a constant c > 0 sa tis fy in g
1 * dmT  ^ <-  * s c m -a .e .,
then the Information cocycle 4 Lp(X,8,m) , fo r  a l l  1 s p < • .
As can be seen from the follow ing proposition together with Corollary
4.5. to some extent 1t 1s the sub-o-algebra A that determines the 
Lp-spaces to which the Information cocycle belongs, provided we are 
prepared to consider other measures w ith in  the measure class of m .
More p rec ise ly , we have:
4.6. PROPOSITION.
Let T be a non-singular automorphism o f the Lebesgue p robab ility  
space (X.B.m) , then fo r  any c ► 0 , there exists a p rob ab ility  
measure p ' «  sa tis fy in g
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-1
+ c m-a.e..
Proof.
Choose a real number c such that
1 •  t  < 7 <  1 <  C <  1 ♦ t  ,c
and fo r  a l l  sets B < 8 define
P(B) : ■ ( f j } )  . I  c" I 1L ( T 1B) . 
\ / 1
(4.1)
By the Vital1-Hahn-Saks Theorem (see CFr; Theorem 3 .8 ]), p 1s a 
measure. I t  1s also a p ro b a b ility  measure equivalent to m , fo r which
+ c m -a.e..
4.7. Remark.
I f  m 1s a T-1nvar1ant measure, then the measure p constructed 
In  equation (4.1) Is equal to m .
We now describe more precise ly to what extent the cohomology class 
o f the Information cocycle ¿ „ ( A J )  depends on A , fo r T-1nvar1ant 
sub-o-algebras A ; th at 1s fo r sub-o-algebras A that sa tis fy  
T‘ ^A e A . Recall from Remark 3.28, that fo r  such o-algebras the 
Information cocycle has the s im plified  form:
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0„<M> • I . W T - 'A )  -  log E . ( " 1 '| * ) . T  . 
or using D efin ition  3.4,
J J A .T )  -  I ro(A|T_1A) ♦ I(mT_1 ,ro|A)*T .
4.8. THEOREM. (C f. [P2 ;Coro llary 1])
Let T be an ergodlc non-singular automorphism o f the non-atom1c 
Lebesgue p ro b a b ility  space (X,8,m) , and le t  A,C be sub-o-algebras 
such that T-1A c A , T-1C c C , and D JA .C ) < 2 . I f  I m(A|T"1A) < -  
m -a .e ., then Jm(A ,T ) and Jm(C ,T) d if fe r  by a f in ite  measurable 
function o f the form *»T -  * , and a l l  o f the functions I m(C|T_1C) , 
I m(A|C) , I m(C|A) are f in ite  m -a .e ., hence T~^A ^ A ^ C ^ T’ ^C .
Proof.
Provided a l l  o f the terms appearing are f in ite  m -a .e ., Theorem 3.20 
Implies that
Jb (A ,T )  -  J JA v C .T ) ♦ I m(C|A).T -  I m(C|A) . (4.2)
To prove that these functions are f in ite  m -a.e., f i r s t  note that from 
the condition Dm(A,C) < 2 and Lemma 4.1, we can conclude that the 
function I m(C|A) 1s f in ite  on a set o f positive  measure. Let us define 
the sets
E: -  {x  € X ; Im(C|A)(x) < -  } ,
F: -  { x  « X ; Jm(AvC ,T)(x) < -  }
-  { x  e X ; ¡„ (A v C lT 'V v C J M x )  < • ) ,
where the above equality of sets follows from the fin iteness m-a.e. 
of the function I(mT"\m|AvC)oT . By assumption, Im(A|T~^A) < • m -a.e., 
and hence J ^ A .T )  < -  m -a .e .. As a consequence, from equation (4 .2 ), we 
have
E ■ F n T-1E c T-1E .
The e rgod lc lty  of T , together with the fin iteness of Im(C|A) on a 
set of positive  measure, therefore Implies that m(E) ■ 1 ■ m(F) , and 
thus both Ir (C|A) and Jm(AvC,T) are f in ite  m -a.e.. ,
Reversing the roles o f A and C , Theorem 3.20 s im ila r ly  Implies
that
Jm<C' T> "  J« ( AvC*T > + y A l 0) » 1 * V A IC) • (4- 3>
whenever a l l  o f the terms appearing are f in ite  m -a.e.. Again using 
Lemma 4.1 and the condition Dm(A,C) < 2 , we can also prove that the 
function I^ tA jC ) 1s f in ite  on a set of positive  measure.
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Now define the sets
V :  -  (x  c X ; I m(A|C)(x) < - }  ,
F ' :  -  (x  £ X ; Jm(C ,T )(x ) < -> .
Since Jm(AvC,T) equation (4.3) Implies that
T ' V  ■ E' (i F ' c E' .
The e rgo d lc lty  o f T_1 , together with the fin iteness o f I m(A|C) 
on a set o f positive  measure, shows that m (E ') > 1 ■ m (F ') , and 
thus the fin iteness m-a.e. o f the functions I m(A|C), Jm(C ,T ) and
y c i r ’ c ) .
Combining equations (4.2) and (4 .3 ), a l l  the terms o f which have 
now been proved f in ite  m -a.e., we obtain:
Jn (A ,T ) -  Jn(C ,T) + y A . C )  -  ^ ( A . O . T .  (4.4)
and th is completes the proof.
□
4.9. NOTATION.
I f  T 1s a non-singular automorphism o f  the Lebesgue p ro b a b ility  
space (X,B,m) , then by a s lig h t abuse o f notation, we shall (as 1s 
usual) c a ll a real valued measurable function o f the form 4 *T -  4 , a
T-ooboundary (or a coboundary w ith respect to  T ) , and two functions 
which d if fe r  by a T-coboundary w il l  be called T-aohomologous.
4.10. COROLLARY.
Let T be an ergodlc non-singular automorphism of the non-atonric 
Lebesgue p ro b a b ility  space (X,8,m) , and le t  A,C be sub-o-algebras 
such that T " V  c  a  ,  T'^C c  C ,  and fo r which there e x is t positive  
Integers M and N with dm(A,7it )  < 2 and (^(C.T^A) < 2 . I f  
I b (A|T- 1A ) < -  m -a.e., then T_1A j* A j  C ^T^Cand Jm(A,T) 1s 
T-cohomologous to Jm(C ,T ) .
Proof.
The fo llow ing ca lcu lation  1s va lid  provided a ll o f the terms that 
appear are f in ite  m -a.e..
y A i r ' A )  ♦ Im( T 'NC|A)
- 1 ( A v r l c i r U )
-  I (|(A vr,tv T 'M' 1C|T*1A)
-  I1 (AvT‘ ,t | T ‘ N"1CvT"1A)
♦ I . i (T‘ NC|A).T (4.5)
mT
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; from Lemma 3.8 (part b ).
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By combining Lemma 3.8 (part b) with Lemma 4.1 and C oro lla ry 4.2, we
see that dm(C ,TNA) < 2 precise ly when dm( T 'NC,A) < 2 . The condition
dB(C,TNA) < 2 , together with Lemma 4.1, therefore Implies that
I (T"^C|A) < • on a set o f positive  measure, and by using the same
method as 1n the proof of Theorem 4.8, we can then apply the e rgod lc lty
o f T to prove the fin iteness m-a.e. of a l l  o f the functions 1n equation
(4 .5 ). (Note that here we have used the fa c t that I  _-j(T“NC|A) < •
roT
when and only when Im(T”^C|A) < • ; th is follows from Lemma 3 .5 .) 
Provided a l l  the terms that appear are f in ite  m -a.e., we also
have
Im(c lT”1C) ♦ Im(T“MA|C)
-  IB(CvT“MA|T‘ 1CvT’ M" 1A)
♦ I , ( T 'MA|C).T . (4.6)
mT"1
To prove that a l l  o f these terms are f in ite  m -a .e ., we proceed as 
fo llow s.
From above, I  ( A v T '^ lT '^ C v T ^ A )  < • m -a .e ., and using Lemma 
3.8 together w ith Lemma 3.5 we obtain I^T^AvC lT  C^vT** ^A) «  • m -a.e.. 
This Implies that
I|i)(T "MAvC|T‘ 1CvTN‘ 1A) < • m -.a .e .. (4.7)
Since Im(A|T-1A) < -  m -a .e ., by repeatedly using Lemma 4.3, we have
m -a.e., and therefore (as a consequence o fW ^ A I ^ A ,  < -
Remark 3.3)
I ib(T "1CvTN' 1A|T '1CvT 'M‘ 1A) < • m -a.e.. (4.8)
Combining Inequalities (4.7) and (4.8) via Lemma 4.3, we get
y r ^ i r W ^ A )  < -  m -a.e.. (4.9)
We now use the same technique as 1n the proof of Theorem 4.8 (and 
above) to Imply from the condition d|T|(A,TMC) < 2 , and the e rgod lc lty 
o f T_1 , that a ll of the terms 1n equation (4.6) are f in it e  m -a.e..
Using Lemma 4.3 repeatedly, the fin iteness m-a.e. o f Im(A|T“^A) 
and Im(T"^A|C) Implies that I m(A|C) < • m -a.e.. S im ila r ly , the 
fin iteness m-a.e. of I—(C|T_1C) and I m(T "NC|A) shows that 
I|||(C|A) * • "»■•.••• Me have therefore proved that T’ ^A ^ A ^ C 
From th is and Lemma 4.1, 1t 1s Immediate that 0^(4,C) < 2 .
To prove that Jm(A ,T ) and Jm(C ,T) are T-cohomologous, and 
thus complete the proof, we apply Theorem 4.8.
□
The next re su lt relates the concept o f c-bounded code (see 
Definition 1.1) to the T-cohomology class o f the Information cocycle.
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4.11. COROLLARY. (C f. CP3;Corollary to Theorem 1])
Let T be an ergodlc non-singular automorphism o f the non- 
atomlc Lebesgue p robab ility  space (X,8,m ). I f  a,a are f in ite  
pa rtit io n s  that c-boundedly code each other fo r some 0 s e < 2 , 
then Jm(a’ ,T ) and J  ( i “ ,T )  are T-cohomologous.
Proof.
I t  1s e a s ily  seen that
a) T‘ V  c a ' , T‘ V  c e" .
From Lemma 4.4 we also have
b) Im ia lT"1« “ ) < • m -a .e ., I  (®|T“ *a” ) < -  m -a .e ..
By assumption, a e-boundedly codes 0 , fo r  some 0 s c < 2 , and 
hence there exists a k < M fo r which
<\n(a j+k,0 jf2k) i  c < 2 , fo r  a ll n < h  .
This Implies that
c) < y f ka",0 ‘ ) s c < 2 .
S im ila r ly , there exists an t « i i  such that
d) < y T " V , « ’ ) < 2 .
t
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Using properties a ,b ,c  and d, we can apply Coro lla ry 4.10, 
and thus complete the proof.
□
We now show that 1t 1s possible to associate an Information cocycle,
*
1n a "canonical" manner, to Axiom A homeomorphlsms. For defin itions 
of some o f the terms used, we re fe r to Section 1.
4.12. COROLLARY.
Let (X ,p ) be a compact metric space, m be a non-atom1c Borel
p ro b a b ility  measure on X , and f :X  X be an ergodlc homeomorphlsm 
*
that sa tis fie s  Axiom A and preserves m . There exis ts  a constant 
6 > 0 such that 1f a ,a  are f in ite  L1psch1tz p a rtit io n s  with 
d1am(a) < 6  , and d1am(B) < 6 , then Jm(“ " » f )  and JB( 8"* f) d if fe r  
by a function o f the form 4<>f -  4 , where (denoting the Borel o-algebra 
by B) 4 « Lp(X ,8 ,m) , fo r  a l l  1 * p < -  .
Proof.
Let 6 be the constant appearing 1n the proof o f Proposition 1.13, 
and note that the term "small p a rtit io n s " In  Proposition 1.13, Includes 
a l l  pa rtit io n s  with diameter less than 6 . By combining Proposition 1.13 
(with I ts  p roo f), C o ro lla ry  1.15, and Coro llary 4.11, the Information 
cocycles J„(® "»f) and Jm(a " , f )  are seen to be f-cohomologous, 
l .e .  to d if fe r  by a function o f the form 4 « f  -  4 . From equation (4.4) 
of Theorem 4.8 we also have 4 ■ I„ (B ” |a’ ) -  IB(a‘ |a") .
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To complete the proof we require to show that + « L^X.B.m ) 
fo r a l l  1 s p < • , but th is  follows from C oro lla ry 1.14, used 
together with a re su lt of W. Parry (see [P3;Theorem 3 ]) .
□
Next, we Investigate another s ituation  where 1t 1s possible to 
produce a cocycle-coboundary equation fo r the Information cocycles of 
two sub-o-algebras. The conditions re la ting  the two sub-o-algebras were 
motivated by the work of R. F e llg e tt and W. Parry on "regular pairs" of 
sub-o-algebras (see CFe], [F&P]), and we shall give an extension of one 
o f th e ir results as a co ro lla ry  to the follow ing theorem.
4.13. THEOREM.
Let T be a non-singular automorphism of the non-atom1c Lebesgue 
p ro b a b ility  space (X,8,m) , and le t  A,C be sub-o-algebras o f B fo r 
which there e x is t Integers M,N with ^ (C lT ^ A ) < • m -a.e., and 
V A |TNC) * * *-»•••• I* A f  T_1A , then A f  C fT -1C and Jm(A,T) Is 
T-cohomologous to Jm(C ,T) .
Proof.
By combining Lenina 3.8 (part b) with equat1on(3.8), we can conclude 
from the condition Im(A|TNC) < -  m -a .e., that
. ( r M A l r t )  «  .  m -a .e.. (4.10)
Applying Lemma 4.3 repeatedly, a s im ila r argument shows that
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I m(A|T“ ^A) < • m-a.e. Implies
y i V ^ A )  < - ( 4. i i )
Using conditions (4.10) and (4.11), together w ith  ^ (C lT ^ A ) < • m-a.e. 
and Lemma 4.3, we now prove that I m(C|T-1C ) < • m -a.e..
The same technique proves that I m(T-1C|C) < -  m -a .e ., and hence 
(by Defin ition  3.10) C ^ T-1C .
In a s im ila r way one can also show the fin iteness m-a.e. o f both 
functions I m(A|C) and Im(C|A) . Thus the sub-u-algebras A and C 
sa tis fy  A f  C .
To complete the proof, we apply Theorem 3.20.
□
4.14. COROLLARY. (C f. [Fe;Theorem 2 o f Section 1])
Let T be a non-singular automorphism o f the non-atom1c Lebesgue 
p ro b a b ility  space (X,8,m) , and le t  A.C be sub-o-algebras such that 
T-1A c A , T'*C c C and fo r which there e x is ts  an Integer M with 
C c T*A , and A c T*C . I f  I J A lT ^ A )  < -  m -a .e ., then J ^ A .T )  and 
, y c , T )  d1ffer by a funct1on o f the fonn ♦•T -  ♦ • furthermore, when 
I (A|T-1A) < L"(X,B,m ) , the function + c L*(X,8,m) .
Proof.
The conditions C c T^A and A c  T*C stra ightforw ardly Imply that 
V C|l"A) ■ IJA IT ^ C )  ■ 0 m -a.e., and hence by using Im(A|T-1A) < -
m -a.e., Theorem 4.13 proves that Jm(A,T) Is  T-cohomologous to 
Jm(C ,T) , and that T’ ^A j* A ^ C ^ T ^ C . From Theorem 3.20 we therefore 
have
Jm( M )  -  Jm(C .T) -  y A ,C ) .T  ♦ K JA .C ) .
I . e .  ♦ -  -K J A .C )  .
To prove the f in a l conclusion, we need to estimate ^ (A .C )  1n 
terms of I m(A|T-1A) . This we do as follows:
K JA .G )
-  K J A .t A )  + I^ ( t A , C )  ; by Theorem 3.13 with A j  T-MA J  C
’  I« ( A IT’ Ha> ‘  » us1n9 t A  c a  *nd t "Ma  c c •
As A c A  and C c A  , the fa c t that I ra( A | T  MA) c L"(X,8,m) 
whenever I|J|(A |T” A^ ) < L"(X,8,m ) shows that both of the functions 
V AIT"Ma> and y c l T_MA) are also in  L" ( x *8*m) • and 1,11s completes 
the proof.
□
4.15. Remarks.
When T 1s measure preserving, the proof Just given shows that with 
the hypotheses o f C o ro lla ry  4.14, I f  I|||(A |T“1A) < Lp(X,8,m) , fo r  1 * p * -  
then 4 « Lp(X,8,m) .
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The conditions re la tin g  the sub-o-algebras A and C In C o ro lla ry 
4.14 occur n a tu ra lly  w ith in  the se tting of "regular Isomorphisms" 
between transformations. For results concerning such Isomorphisms 
between measure preserving transformations we re fer to CP&T2].
With s lig h t m odifications, many o f the preceding results can be 
extended to Include the p o s s ib ility  o f an In f in ite  o-f1n1te measure, 
as a consequence o f the follow ing observation.
4.16. Observation.
Let (X,B,m) be an In f in ite  o-f1n1te Lebesgue measure space,
A be a sub-o-algebra o f B , and G be a group of non-singular 
automorphisms o f (X.B.m) .
Select a f in i t e ,  s t r ic t ly  po s itive , measurable function f  , that 
sa tis fie s
[ f<ta -  1 ,
Jx
(such functions e x is t )  and define a p rob ab ility  measure p on (X,8) 
equivalent to m by putting
p(B): ■ f fdm ,
fo r  a l l  sets B « 8 .
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A l l  p robab ility  measures constructed 1n th is way are mutually equivalent, 
thus 1f
6 c r p(A) -  {T  < A u tiX .B .p h T ^ A  * A } ,
then we can define the (G -) cohomology class o f the Information cocycle 
associated to A and T « G to be the (G -) cohomology class o f  Jp(A ,T ) .
By considering cohomology classes o f  functions. Instead of functions,
1t 1s therefore possible to work w ith in  the setting o f In f in ite  o-f1n1te 
Lebesgue measure spaces.
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SECTION 5.
THE FORM OF THE INFORMATION COCYCLE AND SOME INVARIANTS OF THE 
RELATED COCYCLE-COBOUNDARY EQUATION.
Our aim In the f i r s t  subsection o f th is section 1s to calculate the 
form o f the Information cocycle (w ith  respect to the past o-algebra) of 
generalised Markov s h ifts , and f in it e  co-ordinate changes on s h if t  spaces. 
The expression produced fo r f in ite  co-ordinate changes has recently been 
found to provide an Invariant of f ln lt a r y  Isomorphisms with f in ite  expected 
coding lengths (see CP&S]).
The second subsection concerns Invariants o f the Information cocycle­
coboundary equation. For block Isomorphisms between measure preserving 
Markov s h ifts  over countably many states we produce an Invariant that can 
d istingu ish  between measure preserving Bernoulli sh ifts  over countably many 
states whose associated p rob ab ility  vectors are not permutations o f each 
other. This Invariant 1s then shown to be c lose ly  related to the zeta 
function to  be found 1n [PATH . A straightforward example 1s given to 
show that I t  1s possible fo r "d iffe re n t" Markov sh ifts  to be block Iso­
morphic. Next, we produce two Invariants o f the cocycle-coboundary 
equation 1n which a l l  the functions that appear are essen tia lly  bounded. 
These Invariants are "calculated" fo r  measure preserving Markov sh ifts  
over f in i t e ly  many states, and then related to the 0 (t) function 
described 1n [ T I L  F in a lly , we produce some examples o f Bernoulli sh ifts  
that although neither block Isomorphic nor "re gu la rly  Isomorphic", are 
not distinguishable using any presently known Invariants o f other types 
o f Isomorphism.
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5.1. Remark and Notation.
m
Let X -  n { 0 , l , . . . , k - l>  , and le t  T :X  ■*> X be the ( le f t - )
1 «-«
s h i f t  transformation defined by (T x )n: ■ xR+1 , fo r a ll n e Z  and 
x ■ (x  ) e X . Upon the o-algebra B generated by a ll cy lin der sets, 
we sh a ll define a p ro b a b ility  measure m with respect to which T w il l  
be ca lled  a (generalised) Markov s h if t ,  or (generalised) Bernoulli s h if t .  
The p rob ab ility  m 1s obtained from a system o f stochastic matrices and 
p ro b a b ility  vectors as fo llow s.
5 .2 . DEFINITION.
For each Integer n , le t  Pn be a k*k stochastic m atrix, and 
le t  pn be a s t r ic t ly  p ositive  p ro b a b ility  vector of length k . Assume 
a ls o , that the matrices and row-vectors Pn,pn, n c I  , s a t is fy :
a) pnPn ’  pn+l • fo r a11 n 4 Z *
b) Pn(1 ,J ) > 0  1f and only I f  PQ(1 ,J )  > 0 , fo r a l l  
n ( Z a n d  a l l  1,J c ( 0 , l , . . . , k - l )  .
Me now define a (generalised) Markov p ro b a b ility  measure m on 
(X ,B ) , by defining the measure of a cy lin d er set C ■ Cx_^x_i+1. . . x ^ ^ X j ] '1 
to  be
m(C)s ■ ,X-1+1 )•**‘ ,Pj - i ( xj - i * xj )  •
As a consequence of Kolmogorov's consistency theorem ( re f .  CPa; Chapter V ]) ,
m can be extended to a p robab ility  measure (also denoted by m) on the
fu l l  o-algebra 8 . The measure m w il l  be called a (generalised)
Markov measure on X , and the s h if t  T w il l  be called a (generalised)
Markov s h ift  on X whenever 1t 1s non-singular with respect to m . I f
1n the above we had also required that a l l  of the matrices Pn were equal
and that the vectors p„ were the same, we would have obtained a measure n
preserving Markov s h if t ,  as defined 1n Defin itions 2.1.
5.3. DEFINITION.
For a ll Integers n , le t  Pn and pn be matrices and row-vectors 
(respective ly) that sa tis fy  the conditions o f D efin ition  5.2. I f  the 
further condition
c) PR(1* j) ■ PntjM ) • fo r  a l l  n * Z and a ll
1.J € (0 ,1 ........ k-1)
1s also sa tis fie d , then the measure m constructed as 1n D efin ition  5.2 
w il l  be called a (generalised) Bernoulli measure on X . When the s h ift  
T 1s non-singular with respect to m , 1t w il l  be called a (generalised) 
Bernoulli s h ift  on X .
5.4. NOTATION.
For every integer n ,  le t  <»n be the p a rtit io n  o f X that 
consists of the cylinder sets C1]n , 1 « ( 0 , l , . . . , k - l )  , then by A
m
we shall denote the sub-a-algebra generated by V a . The o-algebra
n-0
A Is  called the past a-algebra.
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5.5. CALCULATION OF J_ (A ,T ) FOR A GENERALISED MARKOV SHIFT T .— — — — —  ITT ' ■ 1 1 — ■—  ■ ■ —
We assume, as 1n D e fin ition  5.2, that the s h if t  T 1s non-singular 
with respect to the Markov measure m constructed from the matrices Pn 
and row-vectors pn s a tis fy in g  conditions a) and b) o f the same 
d e fin itio n .
Let a be the state p a rtit io n  of X , 1.e. the p a rtit io n  o f X 
consisting of the cylin der sets C1]° , 1 c  ( 0 , 1 , . . . , k-1> , then fo r  a 
fixed  but a rb itra ry  positive  Integer t  , and a po in t x -  (x R) c X , we 
have
Im(a lT’ 1°0>(x >
■ -  log mx 0 (C x i , 0 0  ; by D e fin it io n  3.2
m([xftx . . . . x , x  ,]° )
.  -  l o g --------2 J ---------* .
m fC x ^ . .  .x l xjl+1] 1)
l0>
Pl<x l>
; since m 1s a (generalised) Markov measure
By le tt in g  i  -  , and using ^ ( a lT " 1« " )  ■ 11m I ^ a l T " 1«^ ) , (see 
[P1 ;Th .2 .2 ]), we obtain
I||(a|T '1« " ) ( x )  ■ -  log
Pq ( xo ) pq ( xO»xi )
P ,(x ,)
Thus, since T" A c A ,
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K JA.T-'a K x ) -  y A lT ^ A H x )
-  I ¡i(a"|T”1o” ) (x )
-  Ip|(« |T ‘ 1'»’ ) (x )
. Po^xO^O^xO’ x l^
■ -  log — —— -  •
P ,(X ,)
(5.1)
For a fixed  p o s itive  Integer i  , we also have fo r m-a.e. 
x -  ( x n) c B < o j ,
■ ■ L  (x)dm(x)
P l(xo ) ,p l ( xQ»x l ) , , , , , P i (x i - l >Xi ) .
P0( x{)) *P0 (X0,X1) * - Pt-1 (x t-1 • Xt )
Since T 1s non-singular with respect to m . the function dnT'Vdm 
1s »-In teg ra b le , and le tt in g  i  • we can apply the Increasing Martingale
theorem to give
j.T-1 Pi(*i) * ,P1^ X1,X1+1^  \ /x 9 \
E ( M  A )(T x  -  - — —  n ( - — -------------------) •
' P o (X l) 1-1
By applying D e fin it io n  3.18. we get from equations (5.1) and (5.2) 
that fo r  x ■ (x n) «  X ,
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Jra( M ) ( x )
. . , ogfo<WvV ; (V ¥ w L ( . ,5.3)
Pq ( x i ) pi «1 ( x -| ,X1+1)
5.6. THE FORM OF J_ (A ,T ) FOR A GENERALISED BERNOULLI SHIFT T .
—  —  ■ 1 ' 1 1 III 1 1 ' - ’
We shall use the same notation as 1n Calculation 5.5. Since for 
the (generalised) Bernoulli s h if t  the matrices Pp and row-vectors 
P n sa tis fy  condition c) o f D e fin ition  5.3, we may express equation 
(5.3) as:
J „ (A ,T ) ( x ) -  -  log p ^ x g ) .  I  ( P- " - )  . (5.4)
P i - r xr
5.7. Remark.
On s h if t  spaces, the concept o f " f in ite  co-ordinate change" or 
" f in ite  dimensional homeomorphlsm" has proved very useful 1n providing 
Invariants o f various types of Isomorphism between "topological Markov 
chains", see fo r  example CC&KJand [Kr123. We shall now calculate the 
form o f the Information coqycle, with respect to the past o-algebra, 
fo r such transformations.
5.8. DEFINITION.
Let m be a generalised Markov measure on the s h if t  space X 
with Its  product o-algebra 8 . A non-singular automorphism V of 
(X,8,m) 1s called a f in ita  oo-ordinata changa 1f there exis ts  a positive 
Integer t  such that fo r  a ll x ■ (x R) < X ,
-  n o  -
X1 "  * ^or a11 * « Z  with |1| 2 i  . (5.5)
5.9. NOTATION.
Under composition, the countable set o f a ll f in ite  co-ordinate 
changes becomes a group which we shall denote by H .
As before we use T to denote the le f t -s h i f t  on (X,S,m) , and 
we assure that T 1s non-singular with respect to  m . I f  A 1s the 
past o-algebra then H = r(A ) (see D efin ition  3.17). A lso , the group
H 1s normalised by the s h if t  T , l . e .  T_1HT ■ H , so that 1f we
define G: ■ (T^Vik e Z ,  V e H) , then G 1s e a s ily  seen to be a 
countable subgroup o f r(A ) that contains H .
We sha ll find  1t convenient to define one more subgroup of r(A ) , 
as fo llow s. Let H_ be the subgroup o f H consisting of a ll those 
automorphisms V such that fo r a ll x ■ (x R) c X ,
x^ ■ (V x )j , fo r a l l  1 at 0 .
5.10. THE FORM OF J J A .V )  FOR TRANSFORMATIONS V c H .
For any V < H , le t  £ ■ £(V) denote the smallest non-negative 
Integer such that t S t" 1 c H_ , and to s im p lify  some la te r expressions, 
le t  S: ■ t N t ’ 1 .
Using equation (3.20) (the coçycle equation) from Theorem 3.19 we have
- in
J J A .V ) 5 Jm(A‘ T" lsT * )
Jm(A ‘ T t ) * Jm(A *S) #Tt
♦ J . t A . r ^ -S T *
•  JB(A.T t )«T"*ST4 . (5.6)
Since S « H , SA ■ A , and thus
¡»(A lS* 1 A) “ I „,(S" 1A|A) -  0 m -a.e.. (5.7)
For each positive  Integer n we also have
Em(i r “  l“on) "  1
where a Is  the state p a rtit io n  o f X , and hence by the Increasing 
Martingale theorem,
V a ì r -  lA ) " 1 (5.8)
As a consequence o f equations (5.7) and (5 .8 ), equation (5.6) reduces
to
J .(A .V )  -  J - (A ,T A) -  J_ (A ,T* ).V  . (5.9)
We now use equation (5 .3 ) and a straightforw ard computation to give
Om(A .v ) 5 J J A . r W )
■ Jra(A .T l ) ♦ J J A .S l.T *
♦ Jm(A ,T - l ).STl  
-  Jm(A .T l ) ♦ y A . S K *
■ JB(A,Tt ) . r l STt  . (5 .6 )
Since S «  H_ , SA ■ A , and thus
y A l ^ A )  -  y ^ A l A )  -  0 m -a .e.. (5.7)
For each p ositive  Integer n we also have
Em(ST~ l°‘0) " 1
where a Is  the state p a rtit io n  o f X , and hence by the Increasing 
Martingale theorem,
Em < a r - IA > " 1
As a consequence o f equations (5.7) and (5 .8 ), equation (5.6) reduces 
I t
J m(A*v ) '  ’  J a,(A *T t) ,V  * (5 *9)
- n i  -
We now use equation (5 .3 )  and a straightforw ard computation to give
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Jm(A ,V )(x )
l0g P0((V*)0) t ;  ( P1((VX )1,(V X )U 1 ) ) t 
p0(x0) i»0  P ^ x ^ x ^ , )
(5.10)
where x ■ ( x n) e X .
5.11. Remarks.
The In f in ite  product appearing on the right-hand side of equation 
(5.10) makes sense because only f in i t e ly  many o f Its  terms take values 
that are d iffe re n t from un ity.
Using Theorem 3.19, together with equations (5.10) and (5 .3 ), 1t
1s possible to obtain e x p lic it  expressions fo r J (A ,V ) , when V c 6 .in
In the case of a s h if t  space, w ith a s h ift  Invariant Markov 
p ro b a b ility  measure, the corresponding groups H and G , anJ the form 
o f the Information cocycle fo r elements ot these group, have recently 
been used to provide an Invariant of f1 n itary Isomorphisms with f in ite  
expected coding lengths between such spaces. This Invariant 1s due to 
W. Parry and K. Schmidt, and further deta ils  can be found 1n CB&S] and 
CP&S].
Within several se ttings, the so called 'Information cocycle- 
coboundary equation' has been used to produce Invariants of re s tric t iv e  
types o f Isomorphism. For an exposition o f many o f these results see 
[P&T2], In the follow ing subsection we shall describe some further 
Invariants o f the same Information cocycle-coboundary equation.
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INVARIANTS OF THE INFORMATION COCYCLE-COBOUNDARY EQUATION.
F ir s t ,  we define a particu la r type o f Isomorphism that we shall be 
considering. For a de fin ition  o f a measure preserving Markov s h if t  over 
countably many states, see Defin itions 2.1.
5.12. DEFINITION.
Let (X j,B j,m 1 ,T^) ,  ^ »B g .n ^ tT g ) be 2-s1ded, measure preserving 
Markov s h ifts  over countably many states, then a measure preserving 
map 4 between Tj and T2 sa tis fy in g  4^  -  T2$ Is  ca lled  a block 
cods I f  there exis ts  a positive  Integer K such that fo r m.|-a.e. 
x -  ( j^ )  « X1 , and iftj-a.e. y  « Cx.Kx_K+1 . . . x JC] ‘ K , ( 4 ( x ) ) 0 -  (4 (y ) ) 0 . 
I f  4 1s also an Isomorphism, then 1t 1s called a block icomorphiem.
5.13. Remark and NOTATION.
Let X be a s h if t  space over countably many states, and le t  m be a 
Markov p ro b a b ility  measure defined on X (with I ts  product <r>a1gebra 8 ) 
by a stochastic matrix P , then there exis ts  a s h ift  In varia n t subspace 
X o f X defined by
X : ■ (x  ■ ( x ^  «  X ; P(*n»*n+] )  > 0 fo r a l l  n < 2 } .
The subspace X has fu l l  m-measure, l . e .  m(X) ■ 1 , and 1 f  we endow 
the alphabet A ■ {0 ,1 ,2 , . . . }  from which X Is  constructed (see 
D efin itions 2.1) with the discrete topology, and X with the corresponding
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product topology, then Y  1s a closed subspace o f X .
In the following we sh a ll consider Markov sh ifts  to be defined on 
th is subspace, with the re la tive  topology, and we shall use the (bar) 
notation Y  to Indicate th a t we are 1n th is s itu a tion .
Using the notation o f D e fin ition  5.12, we note that any block 
Isomorphism 4:Y j Y2 coincides m^-a.e. w ith a homeomorphlsm from 
Y 1 to Y2 .
5.14. NOTATION.
Let (Y,B,m,T) be a measure preserving Markov s h if t  over a 
countable state space A , defined by a stochastic matrix P . For 
n ■ 1 ,2 , . . . ,  we use ¿n ■ ¿n( p) to denote the ordered set c«. is1st1ng of 
a ll those positive numbers th at arise from expressions o f the form
P iX fl.x ,) .P (x 1 ,x2) .• •• .P (xn-1 ,xQ) , 
n
fo r  X Q X j...x n_j c n A , where numbers occurlng more than once are
Included 1n &n as often as they occur, and the elements o f ¿n are 
arranged 1n descending order.
5.15. THEOREM.
The sequence o f ordered sets (*n) n2l 1s an Invariant o f block 
Isomorphisms between measure preserving Markov sh ifts  over countably many 
states.
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Proof.
For 1 >1, 2 ,  le t  , 8 ^ ,T^ ) be a measure preserving Markov 
s h if t  over the countable alphabet , defined by the stochastic matrix 
, with past o-algebra A^  (see Notation 5 .4).
Let -*■ be a block Isomorphism, then there exis ts  an Integer 
K such that 4~^A2 c T*Aj , and A  ^ c T*(4'^A2 ) . Using the fact that 
1^ \ T l lA l * ^  can there^ore apply Theorem 4.13, and u t i l is e  equations 
(3.21) and (3.22) o f Theorem 3.20 to obtain the follow ing equations.
yvv
■ y  ♦ 1a2*v + yv* ]v
"  y Ar *  1a2 ^ 't i
"  Jm2(A2,T2)*4 + y Ar 4 S *
_ i^ ( a i »*"1a 2),T 1 * (5,11)
where the fin a l equality holds because fT j ■ , m^"^ ■ m2 , and
(c f . Lemma 3.8)
(♦ ^Ag|T^4 Ag) ■ Im^ -^1 (Ag|Tg^ A2)•♦ • 
I(*1 Ti ,m^ 14 A2)»Ti ■ I(m2T2 ,m2|A2)«T24 .
Since 4 1s a block Isomorphism the function 
Jm (A1 * V  " * y A2’ V ° *  ^P*0*15 on only  1^n1 te ly  many co-ordinates.
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From [P4T2;Corollary 2.42] (which although only presented fo r  Markov 
s h ifts  over f in it e ly  many states 1s nevertheless va lid  1n the countable
state case), th is  Implies that the function 1^  ( A ^ - ^ )  only depends
on f in i t e ly  many co-ordinates. By simultaneously a lte rin g  both equation 
(5.11) and the map 4 on a set o f measure zero, we may therefore assume 
that equation (5.11) holds everywhere on T j , that a ll the functions 
appearing 1n 1t are continuous, and that the map 4 (see Remark and 
Notation 5.13) 1s a homeomorphlsm. In the follow ing we shall In s is t 
that equation (5.11) and the map 4 have been adjusted 1n th is manner.
Let n * 1 be an In teger, and consider points x e ^  that are 
fixe d  by the map Tjj1 . Since 4 (a fte r adjustment) 1s a homeomorphlsm,
1t sends T^ -flxed  points to TjJ-f1xed po in ts, 1n a 1-1 way. Choose 
an a rb itra ry  T^ -flxed  po in t x «  (x t ) « 71 , and le t  y  ■ ( y t ) ■ 4 (x ) .
We now define measures on both 7  ^ and 7^ by placing mass 1/n 
on each point In  the o rb its  o f x and y  . With respect to these 
measures the homeomorphlsm 4 1s measure preserving. By Integrating 
both sides o f the (adjusted) equation (5.11) with respect to th is s h if t  
invarian t measure, m u ltip ly ing  each side o f the resu lting equation by -n  , 
and then exponentiating, we obtain:
pl ( x0 *xl ) ,^ ( xl ,x 2  ^•* ** »^ *1 ( xn -l ,x (})
■ ^*^2^1'^2^**’ ** ^ 2 ^ n -l’^0^ *
Since the value o f the expression on the left-hand side of th is equation
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appears 1n y P ^ )  . and that on the right-hand side appears In 
W  . by repeating the above argument fo r a l l  T”-f1xed points 
1n , and fo r  a ll n ■ 1 ,2 ,.. .  , the re s u lt 1s proved.
□
5.16. COROLLARY. (C f. CT1; Theorem 6] and COKKM&S; Theorem 1])
Let (X^,81,p ,T j ) ,  (X2,B2,q ,T2) be measure preserving Bernoulli 
sh ifts  over countably many states, then they are block Isomorphic 
precisely when the p robab ility  vectors that define the measures p and 
q are permutations o f each other.
Proof.
The resu lt follows from Theorem 5.15 by noting that fo r Bernoulli 
sh ifts  over countably many states, the ordered se t 1s a permutation 
o f the defining p robab ility  vector.
□
5.17. Remarks.
The above resu lt was o r ig in a lly  stated fo r  block Isomorphisms 
between Bernoulli sh ifts  over a f in ite  nunber o f  states. Two Independent 
proofs o f th is f in ite  state Bernoulli case appear 1n CT1] and [JKKMSSD.
One convenient form 1n which to display the ordered sets
a , n ■ 1 ,2 ,. . .  , 1s as a zeta function. There are several ways to n
do th is , but the following zeta function has been proved useful by 
W. Parry and S. Tuncel (see CP4T1]).
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appears 1n An( P j )  » and that on the right-hand side appears In 
An(P2) • by repeating the above argument fo r a ll T"-f1xed points 
1n ^  , and fo r  a ll n ■ 1 .2 , . . .  , the resu lt 1s proved.
0
5.16. COROLLARY. (C f. CT1; Theorem 6] and CJKKH&S; Theorem 1])
Let (X-j .B ^ p .T j ) ,  (Xg .B ^q .Tg ) be measure preserving Bernoulli 
sh ifts  over countably many states, then they are block Isomorphic 
precisely when the p rob ab ility  vectors that define the measures p and 
q are permutations of each other.
Proof.
The re su lt follows from Theorem 5.15 by noting that fo r Bernoulli 
sh ifts  over countably maqy states, the ordered set a^  1s a permutation 
o f the defining p robab ility  vector.
□
5.17. Remarks.
The above resu lt was o r ig in a lly  stated fo r block Isomorphisms 
between Bernoulli sh ifts  over a f in ite  nunber o f states. Two Independent 
proofs of th is  f in ite  state Bernoulli case appear 1n CT1] and CJKKM&Sl.
One convenient form 1n which to display the ordered sets
a , n ■ 1 ,2 , . . .  , 1s as a zeta function. There are several ways to 
n
do th is , but the following zeta function has been proved useful by 
W. Parry and S. Tuncel (see CP4T13).
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5.18. DEFINITION.
With the same assumptions as 1n Notation 5.14, fo r 1 > 1 ,2 , 
le t  r^ : « ca rd fA^P )) , where we allow the p o s s ib ility  r^ > -  . We 
now label the (possib ly In f in ite  number o f) values that occur 1n a^(P) 
by l is t in g  them as
*1,1 * *1,2 * ••• *
where a l l  values occurlng more than once 1n a^(P) are displayed the 
number o f times they appear. (Note that the above sequence of Inequalities 
may term inate.) We define the zeta function associated to the matrix P , 
to be the formal power series
-  J  r1 t
c (s ,t )  ■ c ( s , t ) p : -  exp £ i -  i  (a, , y  . (5.12)
Y 1-1 1 j - i  ’ 'J
I
5.19. Remarks.
For Markov sh ifts  over f in ite ly  many states, the same zeta function 
(although defined 1n a s l ig h t ly  d iffe re n t manner) has been used by W. Parry 
and S. Tuncel In CP&T1]. In particu la r they show that I t  has ( s t r ic t ly )  
positive  radius o f convergence, and hence that the zeta function can be 
considered as a power series.
Some o f the properties o f the zeta function ( fo r  Markov sh ifts  over 
f in it e ly  many states) that follow  straightforw ardly from Its  defin ition  
and Theorem 5.15, are lis te d  below.
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5.20. PROPERTIES OF c ( s , t ) .
Let (X2 .B2 tm2 .T2 ) be block Isomorphic Markov
sh ifts  over f in ite ly  many states, defined by stochastic matrices P 
and Q respective ly, then:
a) c ( s . t )p -  c ( s , t ) p
( I f  we consider th is  equality as being the equality 
o f formal power series, 1t 1s also va lid  fo r block 
Isomorphic Markov sh ifts  over countably many sta tes .)
b)
c)
c (s ,l)p  > stochastic zeta function o f P
c(s.t)p
1
d e t(I-sP )
1
d e t( I -s [P ]t )
see [P&W] and [B&L].
where fo r t  « F  , [P]* denotes the matrix whose ( 1 , j ) th 
entry 1s ( P ( 1 w h e n  P(1 ,J) t  0 , and equals zero 
otherwise.
d) I f  P and Q are p rim itive  matrices (that 1s, there e x is t
k •
positive Integers k , i  such that P >0  and Q > 0) , 
then defining the numbers , 1 2 1 , via the equation
r 1 t
• l( t ) :  "  *
(with the notation o f D efin ition  5.18) we have fo r any fixed  
t  c R , that
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■ maximum eigenvalue o f  CP]* ; see [S e l; Theorem 1.2]
-  B (t) ; re f. [ T l ]
and that th is 1s an Invaria n t o f block Isomorphism.
5.21. Remark.
The Invariant B (t) was found by S. Tuncel (see [ T l ] )  and 1s an 
Invariant of a wider class o f Isomorphisms than block Isomorphisms. For 
further deta ils we refer to [P&T3].
In order to show that 1t 1s possible fo r two "d iffe re n t" Markov 
sh ifts  to be block Isomorphic, we present the follow ing example due to 
S. Tuncel and myself.
5.22. Example.
For 1 > 1 .2 , le t  (X^ ,8  ^,m^  ,T^) be the measure preserving 
Markov s h if t  defined from the alphabet A^  ■ (0.1.2) by the matrix 
P^  , where
For an alphabet A, and J c Z . f t c M . f t a l ,  we denote by
[A]| the collection  o f a l l  c y lin d er se ts, with positive  measure, o f the
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form C101 l . . . 1Jl. l DJ , where e A *
We now define two maps 4Q: [ A ^ j 1 -*• [A2]° and 
♦¿: *-*2^ 3 * ’ as io11ows:
By applying the sh ifts and
1f C 
1f C 
1f C
1f C 
1f C 
1f C
' COO- ] ' 1 or [01 - ] -1
■ CIO- ] -1 or C20- ] " 1
i C12- ] " 1 or C22- ] “ 1
> C‘ 00] " 1 or M O ] -1
- C-0 1 ]-1 or C-02] -1
C-21] -1 or C-22] " 1
the maps ♦0 and 4q can be
"extended" to longer cy linders, and then used to construct maps
+:Xj X2 and 4 ' :X 2 X1 , In  a straightforward way. We shall now 
prove that 4 1s a measure preserving Isomorphism between Tj and T2 , 
w ith 4 ' as I t s  Inverse.
F ir s t  note that by construction both 4 and 4 * Intertwine the 
sh ifts  T j and T2 . To show that 4 1s an Isomorphism 1t 1s su ffic ie n t 
to prove that 44 ' ■ Id e n tity  on X2 , and 4*4  ■ Id e n tity  on X^  .
We shall prove that 4'4 ■ Id e n tity  on Xj by showing that fo r n y a .e .
point x • (x t ) c Xj , (4'4(x ) )q ■ xQ . Using powers o f the s h ifts , 
th is  Implies that (4 ' 4 ( x ) ) n ■ xR , fo r a l l  n < Z  , and hence that 
4*4  ■ Id e n tity  on Xj . To check th is condition we look at a l l  cylinders
In [ A ^ l j1 , and calculate the zero co-ordinate o f 4 ' 4 (x ) , fo r a
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typ ica l point x 1n each cy lin der. The results o f th is  calculation 
may be displayed as follows.
In Table (5.13), A,B and C are related by + '4 (A) c + '(B ) c C , 
and since the middle symbol o f each cylinder set A 1s the same as the 
symbol 1n the corresponding cylinder set C , th is  shows that ■ 
Id e n tity  on X1 . By a s im ila r method one can check that ++' -  Identity  
on Xg .
To prove that + 1s measure preserving we shall produce a continuous 
function g such that
y V i > -  * * * v '  • (S- ' 4>
(compare equation (5.11))where Aj and Ag are the past o-algebras 
associated to Tj and Tg respective ly. A simple calculation shows
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that and T2 have the same entropy, and the existence o f a 
continuous function g sa tis fy ing  equation (5.14) Implies (see [P&T2; 
Proposition 4.10]) that + 1s measure preserving. The function g 
1s defined by
g (x ) :  • 1 » 1f X C coo:0 or C01 ]°
( 1 + log p ; I f x c CIO]0 or C22]°
1 + log q ; 1f X c [12]° or C20]° ,
and using a straightforward calculation 1t can be shown to sa tis fy  
equation (5.14), thus 4 1s measure preserving.
We have now shown that the Markov sh ifts  Tj and T2 are block 
Isomorphic. I t  should be noted that 1n th is example the Markov sh ifts  
Tj and T2 are very c lose ly related; In fact T2 1s the Inverse o f 
Tj , as may be seen by using equation (2.7).
5.23. Remark.
In several s ituations, fo r Instance when using block Isomorphisms 
or "regular Isomorphisms" between Markov sh ifts  over f in ite ly  many states, 
a l l  the functions that appear In the Information cocycle-coboundary 
equation (an example o f which Is  equation (5.14)) are essen tia lly  bounded. 
The following calculation produces two Invariants o f  such a cocycle­
coboundary equation.
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5.24. CALCULATION.
For 1 > 1 ,2 , le t  (X^.S^.m^) be a Lebesgue p ro b a b ility  space, 
Tj be a non-singular automorphism o f (X^,B|,m{ ) and le t  Aj c 8^  
be a sub-o-algebra sa tis fy in g  T^A^ ^ A^  . Suppose also that 
4 : Xj X2 Is  a measure-class preserving Isomorphism sa tis fy in g  
*T1 “ T2* * and the cocycle-coboundary equation,
Jm /Al ‘ Tl l  "  + h#Tl ‘  h • (5.15)
holds, where a l l  the functions appearing are 1n L*>(X j,8 j,m j)  . Then 
the following calcu lation 1s v a lid .
11m sup 1 (11^ -ess.sup J  (A j.T ^ ))  
n-H, n
■ 11m sup ^  (m^-ess.sup(J_ (Ag,T^ )« 4  + h*T!| -  h ))
n-H, ”2
; using equation (5.15)
■ 11m sup ^  (rfc|-ess.sup Jm
n-H» c
> 11m sup 1 ( lye s s .s u p  J (A2,tJ ) )
fH* Cm
; since 4 preserves measure-class.
S im ila rly
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11m 1nf 1 (ifcj-ess. 1nf (Aj , t!J))
■ 11m 1nf 1 (mg-ess. 1nf Jffl (Ag .T^)) . 
n-*» 2
I f  we define
h+(Jm (Ai*Ti ) ) : ■ 11m SUP ^ - e s s .  sup J (Aj . tJ ) )
1 n*H»
and
h’ ( Jm (A1 * V ) :  "  l1ra l ^ ^ - e s s .  1nf Jm (A1 ,T^)) , 
1 n-*» 1
then the above calculation shows that h+(Jm (Aj .T j ) )  and 
h"(Jm (Aj .T j ))  are Invariants o f equation (5.15).
The following theorem enables one to calculate the Invariant 
h+( Jm(A*T)) fo r Markov sh ifts  over f in it e ly  many states. A sim ilar 
re su lt holds fo r h "(Jm(A ,T ) ) .
5.25. THEOREM.
Let (X,8,m,T) be a measure preserving Markov s h if t  over 
f in i t e ly  many states, defined by a stochastic matrix P ■ P(1 ,J) ,
L<< H  a * *4 \ \ \  1
i* iH  *  W t y \ f  ( h 'v { / < v v  f j l 1! tfk’ l W t i  I 1 i
< » * * " M *, 1* t '> • \  1 h  '  A* i
V . * ' * * *  *' *
\  / l .  ' [ \  1, i
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with past 0 -algebra A , then 
h+(Jm(A ,T ))
«  max{- 1 log (P (x0,x 1) .P (x 1,x 2) . - - - . P ( x n. 1,x0)}  ;
n -  1 ,2 ,. . .  , the symbols Xq .Xj , . . . , xn_^
are pairwise d is t in c t , and m([XgX1 • ••xn_1x(j ] 0) >• 0 } .
Proof.
F ir s t  note that since T 1s a measure preserving Markov s h if t ,  we 
can conclude from equation (5.3) that fo r  x ■ (xn) t X ,
< y A ,T ) (x )  ■ * log P iXg .X j) ♦ log p (X j) -  log p(xQ) ,
where p 1s the (unique) s t r ic t ly  p ositive  probab ility  vector sa tis fy in g  
p.P ■ p (see Def1n1t1ons2.1). When ca lcu lating h+(Jm(A*T))  we therefore 
only need to consider the "adjusted" Information cocycle defined by
Jm(A *T> (x ): "  "  lo g p( xo*xl )  •
To enable us to work almost e n tire ly  w ith  strings o f symbols (1n 
preference to cy lin der se ts ), we shall use the 1-1 correspondence 
defined by associating each cylinder set [X g X j. . .x n]^ with the s tr in g
xOx r , , x n *
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Let A -  { 0 ,1 , . . . , k-1> be the alphabet from which the s h ift  space 
X was constructed. For the purposes o f th is proof we shall make the 
follow ing temporary de fin ition s .
(1) A s tring  XgX^...xn o f symbols from the alphabet A 1s 
called admiaaible I f  m( [XqX^. . . xn]®) > 0 .
(11) An admissible string  of the form XgX1. . . x nx0 1s called 
a cycle.
(111) A cycle XqX ^ .- .x^ q 1s called prime 1f Xq ,x , , . . . , x 
are pairwise d is tin c t.
(1v) For an admissible s trin g  s -  XgX1. . . x n , we define
h (s ): -  -  J  lo g W x Q .x ^ .P t X j . x ^ ........ p( xn_ r xn))  •
t ( s ) :  ■ n ,
and we ca ll t (s )  the length  o f s . I f  the string  xrXq 
1s admissible then we can construct a cycle s ' from s , 
by putting
s ' :  ■ xQX i.•*xnx0 .
For such a p a ir o f s trin gs  s and s ' , we define
h '( s ) :  -  h (s ')  , 
* '(* ): • K * ')  •
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Since there are only f in it e ly  many prime cycles , we can also 
define
h : ■ max{h(s) ; s Is  a prime cycle ) .
Let s ' be a prime cycle such that h (s ')  ■ h ^  , and define s*
to be the unique strin g  such that (s* )' ■ s ' , then h '(s* ) -  h is ')  « h ^ ^ .
The following two facts w i l l  be useful:
(1) Any admissible s tr in g  consisting o f a t least k+1 symbols 
contains a repeated symbol, and hence contains at least 
one prime cycle.
(2) There 1s a smallest s t r ic t ly  positive  entry (denoted by 
Pmin ) In the trans ition  matrix P .
«
Let us define
H: ■ 11m sup ^  (m-ess. sup J_(A,11’ ) )  ,
fH*
then H exists and 1s f in i t e ,  because T 1s a Markov s h ift  over only 
f in i t e ly  many symbols.
For a fixed but a rb itra ry  c ► 0 , choose a corresponding Integer 
K ► k such that
- ¿ ( l 0 9 pm1nM l ' i ‘ * ) * k + 1 ) < t
(5 .16 )
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and fo r the same e , choose (and f i x )  an admissible s tring  
s ■ XqXj . . . xu o f length t(s )  ■ u > K , fo r which
|h(s) -  H| < J  . (5.17)
On the cylinder [XqXj . . . xu3° associated to the strin g  s , 
the adjusted Information cocycle sa tis fie s
1 -  M i )  ,
and the Idea of the follow ing proof 1s to show that by using the 
string  s* , 1t Is  possible to construct a cy linder o f the same 
length on which
1 j ; ( A ,T u) > h(s) -  f  .
The a rb itra ry  nature o f the choice o f c , and the subsequent choice 
o f the s trin g  s , w i l l  then Imply the re su lt.
Since i ( s )  > K > k , fact 1 Implies that the s trin g  s contains 
a prime cycle. Let s{ be the prime cycle that occurs closest to the 
le f t  1n the s trin g  s . I f  s| ■ x i xt+ i , , , x j+ jx i+ j+ i * where
X1 ’  X1+J+1 • and
s ■ xoxT ‘ ,x i - i xi x i+ i , , , x l+ jx 1+J+lx1+j+2, , , x u *
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then we shall denote by the strin g  x^x^+-| * * *xi+ j and s "  S1 
the admissible string
xox i • • * X1 -1X1 + j+1 X1 + j+2 * * ’ xu *
By removing 1n th is manner the left-m ost prime cycle a t each stage, we 
can continue th is process and obtain a f in ite  set o f strings 
S j,s 2, . . . , s t  (each constructed from a prime cycle by removing the 
right-m ost symbol) and a s trin g  s ^ :  «  s -  s1 -  s2 st  , that 
contains no prime cycles. (Note that the above operations on strings are 
to be carried out In the order determined by reading the expression from 
le f t  to r ig h t .)  From fact 1 the length of s ^  must be less than 
k+1 , and as a consequence o f the above defin itions we also have
h (s ) .t (s )  • h («w s ) . » ( s w ) + h'( s 1M '( S j ) + . . .+ h '( s t ) . t ' ( s t )
(5.18)
Using the de fin ition  o f the cycle s* , we have
h '( s * ) ( i '( s 1)'*>. . . + t ' ( s t ) )  a h, (s1) . i ' ( s 1)+ .. .+ h '(s t ) . t ' ( s t ) ,
(5.19)
and 1f r  1s the largest Integer fo r which
r . t '( s * )  i  » '( * , )  i ' ( * t ) .
then
r.i'(s*) a *'(*,) i '(*t) " »'(»*) •
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Combining th is la s t Inequa lity  w ith Inequality (5.19) gives
h '( s * ) . r . i '( s * )  a h ' (s 1) .£ '( s , ) ♦ . . .+  h '( s t ) . f ( s t ) -  h '(s * ) .t '(s * )  .
(5.20)
For a l l  j  ( H  , we shall denote by wj(s*) . the string 
consisting of the f i r s t  J symbols o f the In f in ite  s trin g  s* which 
1s obtained by concatenating s* with I t s e l f  In f in i te ly  often.
Noting that t (s )  ■ u , we now compare the values of h(s) and 
h(iru(s*)) as follows:
h (s ).u  ■ l U s ^ ) . t ( s w $ ) + h '( s 1) . t ' ( s 1)+ ...+  h '( s t ) . t ' ( s t )
; from equation (5.18)
* (k + l) ( - lo g  Pmin) + h '(s 1) . t ' ( s 1)+ ...+  h '( s t ) . t ' ( s t ) , (5.21)
and
K * u(* 2 ))-“ * h '(* * ) . r . t ' ( t* )
a h*(s1) .£ '( s 1) h '(s t ) . t ' ( s t ) -  h '(s * ) .t '(s * )
i by Inequa lity  (5.20)
a h (s ).u  -  ( k + l) . ( - lo g  PBin) -  l '(s * )(-1 o g  Pmin) (5.22)
; using Inequality (5.21). and notic ing that 
h '(* * )* (-1 o g  Pm1n) •
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Inequality (5.22) implies that
H (.u( » : ) )  * h (s) -  l . ( - l o g  ?n in ) { W + t '( t * ) )
* H -  f  -  f  ; from Inequalities (5.16) and (5.17) 
>• H -  e .
Since the choice o f  c > 0 was a rb itra ry ,
h '(s* ) -  11m h(w (s*)) 
u-m>
-  11m sup h(w (s*))
u-*-
-  H
■ 11m sup ^  (m-ess. sup ^ ( A .T 11)) ,
n-H»
and th is  completes the proof.
5.26. Remark.
A sim ila r proof to  that o f Theorem 5.25 shows that an analogous 
re su lt holds fo r h ( J B(A ,T ))  .
In the fo llow ing proposition we show that fo r Bernoulli sh ifts  
over f in it e ly  many states there 1s a connection between the two 
Invariants h + f J ^ A J ) )  and h " (^ (A ,T ) )  , and the function a (t)
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referred to 1n Remark 5.21. (For further deta ils o f B (t) see 
[T1] and [R&T3].) We conjecture that th is  re lation 1s also va lid  
fo r Markov s h ifts  over f in it e ly  many states.
5.27. PROPOSITION.
Let (X,8,m,T) be a measure preserving Bernoulli s h ift  over 
f in it e ly  many states, defined by a stochastic matrix P , and with 
past o-algebra A . For a l l  t  c R  , define e ( t ) :  ■ maximum eigen­
value o f [P]* , where [P]* denotes the matrix whose ( 1 , j ) th entry 
1s ( P f l . J ) ) 1 . Then
h '( J m(A ,T ))  -  log ( l l m l ^ j )  . (5.23)
and
h+( J m(A .T ))  -  log (11m . (5.24)
Proof.
Let p ■ (p (0 ) ,p ( l)*•••* p (k -l) )  be the (unique) s t r ic t ly  
positive  p ro b a b ility  vector sa tis fy in g  p.P ■ p , then (using a 
resu lt from [ T l ] )
k-1 t  
B (t) -  I  (p (1 ))1 .1-0
and the follow ing calculation therefore proves equation (5.24).
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k‘ 1 t  k*1 t+1
-  log (11m ( z ( p ( 1 ) ) V (  s (P (1 ))t+1))
t+ -»  1 »0 1 »0
■ -  log m 1 n {p (0 ) ,p ( l) ,. . . ,p (k -l)>
-  h+(Jm(A ,T ))  ,
where the fin a l equality follows from Theorem 5.25. Equation (5.23) 
can be proved by a s im ila r method.
□
To conclude th is section we shall now provide an example of two 
pairs o f Bernoulli sh ifts  that, although neither block Isomorphic 
nor "re gu la rly  Isomorphic" (as a consequence o f Coro lla ry 5.16 and 
[ T l , Theorem 12]), are not distinguishable using presently known 
Invariants o f other types o f Isomorphism.
5.28. Example.
Consider the Bernoulli sh ifts  constructed from the following 
p ro b a b ility  vectors, where we use the notation a*b to denote b 
copies o f a .
P1 ‘  S  * 2* TTf’ i  * 13, CT * '
ql  "  4* ff* TC * 7‘ ¿T * 10) *
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By straightforward calcu lations, these Bernoulli sh ifts  can be shown
O
to have the same entropy, Information variance o (see [F&P]), and 
group Invarian t A (see [P6 ]). Invariants depending on groups 
generated by elements, or ra tios o f elements, from the vectors p1 
and (see [P&S], CB&S]) are also seen to be the same fo r both 
sh1 f  t s .
I t  has recently been shown by W. Parry, that fo r Bernoulli sh ifts
rH
over f in i t e ly  many states the 3 -moment o f the Information cocycle 1s 
an Invaria n t of Information cocycle-coboundary equations where a ll the
3
functions are In L . Such an equation holds between the Information 
cocycles o f  "regu la rly  Isomorphic" Bernoulli s h ifts  over f in ite ly  many 
states. The follow ing pair o f p robab ility  vectors define Bernoulli sh ifts  
that s a tis fy  a ll the properties mentioned above fo r p-j and q1 , and 
they also have the same 3 -moment Invariant.
p2 "  ff* TC * 2* ¿T * 25’ W  25* * 18) '
q2 " S' 17’ i  *  9’ ¿T’ TTO * 33, *5 * * 2) •
We remark that fo r any fixed Integer n a 1 , I t  Is  possible to 
construct Bernoulli sh ifts  with a ll o f the above properties and with 
equal 1^-moments, fo r a ll 1 ■ 2 , . . . ,n  .
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Section 6.
ERGODIC NON-SINGULAR BERNOULLI SHIFTS.
In [K r] , U. Krengel produced an example o f a product p robab ility  
measure (or Bernoulli measure) on a s h if t  space over two states, with 
respect to which the s h if t  was non-singular and ergodlc. This measure 
was also not equivalent to any s h if t  Invariant p ro b a b ility  measure. By 
a lte rin g  Ms construction s l ig h t ly ,  we are able to use an a rb itra ry  
positive  p ro b a b ility  vector (o f length greater than one) to obtain an 
uncountable In f in i t y  o f mutually singular product p ro b a b ility  measures, 
a l l  on the same s h if t  space. With respect to each such measure, the s h ift  
1s shown to be non-singular and ergodlc, and to have a bounded Radon- 
Nlkodym deriva tive . A lso , none o f these measures 1s equivalent to a sh .ft 
Invariant p ro b a b ility  measure.
Since 1t was not known 1f the measure constructed by U. Krengel was 
equivalent to a s h if t  Invariant a-f1n1te measure, T. Hamachl [Ha] produced 
a product p ro b a b ility  measure on the s h if t  space over two states fo r  which 
no equivalent o-f1n1te Invariant measure e x is ts , and w ith respect to  which 
the s h ift  1s non-singular. By s lig h t ly  modifying T. HamacM's basic method, 
we produce an uncountable In f in i t y  o f such measures, a l l  mutually s ingular, 
and a l l  defined on the same s h if t  space. The calculations used by 
T. Hamachl to show that Ms measure sa tis fie s  the required properties 
are lengthy, and 1n order to avoid duplicating them, we provide a 
construction that allows us to use his work fo r  each o f the measures we 
obtain. Acompletecopy o f T. HamacM's paper 1s Included as an appendix.
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6.1. Remark.
In the follow ing construction we shall use a probab ility  vector 
o f length greater than one, to produce an uncountable In f in ity  of product 
p robab ility  measures pX , 0 s x s 1 , on an associated s h if t  space. The 
measures pX , 0 s x s 1 , a ll s a t is fy :
a) The s h if t  T 1s non-singular and ergodlc with respect to  pX .
b) The Radon-NIkodym derivative  dpXT/dpX 1s bounded away from 
zero and In f in it y .
c) There exists no Invariant p robab ility  measure u «  px .
d) I f  0 s Aj < a2 s 1 , then p 1 i  p 2 .
6.2. CONSTRUCTION. (Ref. CKrD)
Choose and f i x  a s t r ic t ly  p os itive  p robab ility  vector pQ , where
I
P0 ■ (P (1 ).p (2 ) . . . . .p (u )) , u i  2 . and p ( l)  ♦ . . . ♦  p(u) •  1 , Let X 
be a parameter, 0 s x s 1 , then we shall construct a product p robab ility  
measure pX on the In f in ite  product space
m
x ■ n ( 1 ,2 , . . . ,u }  ,
1 "-“
with the o-algebra generated by cy linders. For each X , 0 * X * 1 , 
we construct a sequence of p ro b a b ility  measures (pJ>"M  
{1 ,2 ,...,u >  , and define
on the set
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X „ Xp : ■ n p.
1 — “
For 1 * 0 ,  we define : * pQ , the construction of p* , fo r 
1 < 0 1s carried out below.
Choose and f i x  a real number d sa tis fying
0 < d < m1n(p(1),p(2)......... p(u)> (6.1)
and a decreasing sequence of real numbers {6^} sa tis fy in g  both
6^  i  1^+1 *  ^ * fo r a l l  1 ■ 1 .2 ,. . .  , (6.2)
•nd
n 6. < 2 . (6.3)
1-1 1
For j  ( H  we shall Inductively define natural numbers m j.n j.k j and 
t j  such that
nJ "  " j  + kJ * (6‘4)
V  "  nj + l j  • (6,5)
and real numbers e j s e j(1 ), 1 ■ 1 »2 , . . . ,u  ; 0 s x s 1 . From these 
numbers we define the measures p j , 1 < 0 t 0 s x s 1 ■ by setting 
p} : • (p }(1 ).p }(2 )........ p{ ( “ ) )  • wh#re
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pj(s) : - P0(s) - £j(s) ; 1 - • • • • t
(6 .6 )
p0(s) ; i • -nj* ‘nj _1
fo r s * 1 ,2 , . . . ,u  s 0 s X s 1 •
To s im plify  the construction, le t  us define C j(s ) :  ■ 0 , fo r
a l l  J c K , s ■ 3 ,4 , . . . ,u  ; and a ll O n s l  . We shall therefore
fo r  j  c H , a l l  s -  1,2.........u s  and a l l  0 s X s 1 . However the
construction 1s necessarily more complicated, and adds l i t t l e  to the 
present re su lt.
The numbers c j ( l )  , s j(2 )  , j  « H , 0 s x s 1 remain to be defined.
We s ta rt the Induction by setting : ■ d/2 , m1 : -  1 , and 
k j :  » 1  . From equation (6 .4 ), n^  ■ itij+kj ■ 2 . Define e*(1) ,
1 • 1,2 ; 0 s X i  1 by
only a lte r  the values o f cj O )  ®nd C j(2 ) , fo r  j  e H and 0 s X s 1 .
I t  1s possible to produce a construction that varies a l l  of the t j ( s )  ,
C j ( l )  : - 0  ♦ X ).e 1/2 , (6.7)
c }(2 ) : -  -c * ( l) (6 .8 )
Using the defining equation (6 .6 ), we have therefore defined p^  and 
p*2 , fo r a l l  0 s X i  1 . Now define
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The lumber e1 1s p o s itive , since at most two of the factors on the 
right-hand side of equation (6.10) can be d iffe re n t from 1 , and the 
range of values of the remaining factors 1s bounded uniformly away from 
zero, fo r a l l  0 s x s 1 , simultaneously.
Since > 0 , we can find  an « W fo r  which
r^Bj > 2 , (6.11)
and from such an r^ we define
: ■ 5 rj . (6.12)
The f i r s t  step of the Inductive construction 1s complete.
A t the end o f step t  o f the construction, we have defined natural 
ninbers
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^ ^  mg ^  ^ ^  • (6.13)
^  ¿ 2  ^  ^  i (6.14)
•«4-»
VVCVJ
V
(6.15)
sa tis fy in g  equations (6 .4) and (6 .5 ). and we have also chosen real 
numbers
e1 > e2 > . . .  > et  > 0 , (6.16)
e j(1 ) ; 1 -  1,2.........u ; J -  1......... t  ¡ O U s l  , (6.17)
together with natural numbers
^ , r 2, . . . . r t  . (6.18)
A t the beginning o f step (t+1) , mt+1 1s defined by equation (6 .5 ). 
We now choose an et+j > 0 fo r  which a l l  o f the conditions
‘ t+l * et /Z * (6.19)
£ < 2 - ( t + l )  
ct+l < 2 (6.20)
(po«! -  ‘ W  1 • • (6.21)
are sa tis f ie d . Let us define c ^ ( 1 )  » 1 ■ 1*2 } 0 U  i  1 by
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et+ l^  : " •T “ ; ,c t+1
^ + ](2) : -  - « L i d )  .• t + r
and find  a kt+1 < II that sa tis fie s
kt+1 * kt  ’
k (c 2 1Kt + T '  t+ V  ,Z * 1 •
kt+l "  5rt  ‘
(6.23)
(6.22)
(6.24)
(6.25)
(6.26)
From equation (6 .4 ), nt+1 ■ mt+  ^ + kt+  ^ , and therefore has
been defined fo r 1 > -n t+  ^ , 0 s \ s 1 . Now set
The number et+1 1s p o s itive  because at most 2nt+1 of the factors 
on the right-hand side o f equation (6.28) can be d iffe re n t from 1 , and
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the range of values o f the remaining factors is  bounded uniformly away 
from zero, fo r  a l l  0 s X s 1 , simultaneously.
Next, we find an r^+j « N sa tis fy ing
and define
* t . i : • 5r» i  ♦ \  • <6-
Step (t+1) o f  the Inductive construction 1s complete.
6.3. Remarks.
In order to show that the measures produced in  Construction 6.2 
sa tis fy  the required properties, some general facts are needed.
Suppose p,q are two product measures defined on the In f in ite  
product space X , with Its  product o-algebra. I f
(6.29)
(6.30)
and
q * n q. , q^  ■ (q ^ ( l) »q ^ (2 ) ,. . . ,q ^ (u ) )  , 
1»—
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where
CK3),
^ , fo r a l l  1 e TL , then by Kakutanl's Theorem (see
p and q are equivalent or singular according as the In f in ite
series
S 2(1 -  r (p W JJq ^ J ))* ) (6.32)
1—  j-1  1 1
1s convergent or divergent. However,
2(1 -  “ ( P ^ J J q ^ J ) ) * )  -  “ ( « f y ü )  -  ^ ( J ) ) 2 . 
j-1  1 1  j-1  1 1
and hence the series In (6.32) converges 1f and only 1f
1 — »  j-1
converges.
We also have
u ? u < \ A i ) - P * d )  i 9
j M / p 1(J )- 'q 1(J ))Z •  ^ P ,« » (1  ■ (1 ♦ P l( j )  )* )  •
I f  there e x is ts  a real number aQ > 0 such that
0 < Sq s Pj ( J ) - q^(J) * 1"*q * 1»  ^ J "  l»**»tU» V 1 c Z  , (6.33)
then the series 1n (6.32) converges 1f and only I f
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I  (1 -  (1 ♦ (6 .34)
converges.
The proof of the follow ing leitma Is straightforward and 1s 
omitted.
6.4. LEMMA.
Given apy aQ > 0 , there e x is t constants C j.Cg > 0 such that
fo r a l l  x sa tis fy ing  |x| s 1 -  ag .
6.5. Remark.
I f  condition (6.33) 1s sa tis fie d , then Lenina 6.4 Implies that the 1 
convergence of the series In (6.32) 1s equivalent to  the convergence of
which fo r  such measures converges or diverges according as the measures 
p and q are equivalent or singular.
We now prove that Construction 6.2 produces measures that sa tis fy  
the conditions of Remark 6.1.
c ,x 2 s (1 -  ( l+ x)* )2 s c2x2
(6.35)
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6.6. PROPOSITION.
Le t pX , 0 s x i  1 , be any one of the measures produced In 
Construction 6.2, then pX sa tis fie s :
a) The s h if t  T 1s non-singular and ergodlc with respect 
to the measure px .
b) The Radon-N1kodym d eriva tive  dpxT/dpx 1s bounded away 
from zero and In f in i t y .
c ) There exis ts  no Invariant p robab ility  measure u «  pX .
The measures px , 0 s x s 1 also sa tis fy
x, x«
d) I f  0 i  Xj < x^ $ 1 ( then p i p  
Proof.
The proof w i l l  be divided Into four parts.
a) The s h if t  transformation T 1s non-singular and ergodlc 
w ith  respect to px
The measures px , 0 * x s 1 , a l l  sa tis fy  condition (6.33), and 
hence we may apply Remark 6.5. For a fixed  x , 0 s x s 1 , the co-ordinate 
measures p j and p ^  only d if fe r  fo r numbers 1 of the form 1 ■ -mt  , 
o r 1 • -n t  . In both o f these cases |p1( J ) -  pi+1(J)| * *t  < 2_t , fo r 
a l l  J ■ 1 , . . . ,u  , and hence, using Remark 6.5, the follow ing calcu lation 
proves th at T 1s non-singular:
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I  ( £ (P< U )  -  P1+1(J ) )  )
1 »-« j-1
-  £ ( £ (P1(J) -  P1+1( J ) ) 2 )
1«-“  j-1
* 2 £ (et )2 
t-1 *
i  2 l  (2"t )2 < -  .
t-1
We now prove that T Is conservative with respect to pX .
Let x ■ ( x ^  be a point 1n X , then fo r an a rb itra ry , but temporarily 
f ixe d , Integer k a 1 , we shall look at
I f  t  1s such that
k i  r 1 + r 2 ♦ . . .  ♦ r t  
* 2rt  ; by Inequality (6.29),
and 1f 1 i  -n t  -  2rt  , then p{ ■ p } , ( t )  . »nd p£.k “ p } ; { t }  . 
the defining equation (6.27). Using th is and the d e fin itio n  of 
(equation (6 .30)), we have that fo r n s nt  ♦ 2rt  ,
(6.36)
by
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0 ,pi +k(x 1>n ( - I f f . 1 ) * B . 
1—  n p U x . )  t
(6 .37)
I f  i < -n^ -  2r^ , the ra tio  ( x^)/p^( )  can only be d iffe re n t
from 1 , 1f 1 1s 1n one of the d is jo in t sets I $ , s > t  , defined 
by
V  “ { ‘ V V 1 ,**, , ’ V k+1»‘ n*, " V 1»***»"n« " k+1> . (6.38)s ' s
I f  1 « I $ ,  then
Pp<x 1 ) - igs(xi ) |  ^ p j + i ^ )  Pp(x1 )•** Igs (x <) | 
P0(X1 )+|cs(xi )l P0<X1 )-|cs(x1 )|
(6.39)
S1 nee
n , i  • *
i  4rt ; by Inequalities (6.29) and (6.36) 
i  *t  i  using equation (6.31)
i  2m$ i from equation (6 .5 ), because s > t  ,
therefore, fo r  a ll n ■ 1 ,2 ,. . .
; ^
1 -n  p } ^ )
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* ®t* n ^7") » by  Inequalities (6.21) and (6.39)
s»2 °s
* » uslng Inequality (6 .3 ).
The above calculation proves that
- i
d L L 'k(x) a *t 
dp ^
fo r  pX-a .e . x « X , and k « r 1 + r 2 + . . .  + r t _^  + j  , where 
j  ■ l , 2 , . . . , r t  . C o llec ting  a l l  o f the above Inequalities together, 
./e obtain
* /4„xr*k " 6f .r.
* & r -  ) ( * ) *  1 r
k-l dpA t-1 e
p -  a .e .
■ • ; from inequality (6.30).
By a resu lt o f J .  Choksl CCh], th is  Implies that the s h ift  transformation 
T 1s conservative with respect to the measure pX .
I f  we now apply U. Krengel's re su lt (see [K r])th a t fo r measures of 
the form px , where fo r 1 * 0 , px ■ pQ , a f ixed  co-ordinate measure; 
conservative Implies ergod lc, then the resu lt of part a) Is proved.
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b) The Radon-NIkodym derivative  dpxT/dpx 1s bounded away 
from zero and In f in i t y .
For a fixed  x , 0 s x s 1 , the co-ordinate measures and 
d if fe r  only fo r  numbers o f the form 1 * -mt  , or 1 ■ -n t  . For 
such measures we have, as a consequence o f Inequality (6.21), that
dp}
< 5t - l
and hence using Inequality (6.3)
1
7 dpx
2
and th is  completes the proof o f part b ).
c) There exists no T Invariant p ro b a b ility  measure u «  p* .
Denote by P the past o-algebra consisting o f the product 
o-algebra generated by the non-negative co-ordinates, l .e .  by the 
co-ordinate maps Xj , fo r 1 a 0 . For a measure u • we use the
notation (p|P) to represent the re s tr ic t io n  o f p to P .
Choose and f i x  an a rb itra ry  x , 0 s x s 1 , and suppose u 1s an 
Invariant p ro b a b ility  measure, v «  px , then (p|P) «  (pX|P) ■ (q|P) . 
where the measure q 1s defined by
q : • n q1 , q1 ■ pQ fo r a l l  1 « Z  .
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Since the map T on (X ,P ,q ) 1s the one-sided Bernoulli s h ift  derived 
from the p ro b a b ility  vector pQ , 1t  1s therefore ergodlc. This Implies 
that (u|P) * (q|P) , and as u 1s Invariant, u * q . To show that 
q i  px and hence complete the proof that there exis ts  no T Invariant 
p ro b a b ility  measure w «  pX , Remark 6.5 together with the following 
calculation 1s therefore s u ff ic ie n t.
E ( E ( p } ( j )  -  q ^ j ) ) 2) 
1 »-«  j « l
i  Z k«..(ei ) Z • because there are p recise ly kt
t»2 * 1
values o f 1 fo r which
p} (s)  -  P0(s) •  *
s ■ l , 2 , . . . , u
-  • ; using Inequality (6.25).
This completes the proof o f part c ) .
A, A«
d) I f  0 i  A1 < A2 i  1 , then p i  P .
We use a s im ilar technique to that used 1n part c ) .  Suppose 
0 i  Aj < a2 i  1 • then fo r any Integer t  a 1 , there e x is t kt  values 
o f 1 fo r which
p ^ * )  -  p0(*) -  4 1 ( s ) '  ,nd
Pi (*) "  P0(*) ’  et  *
' i  ■>, •
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fo r s -  1,2.........u .
Applying Remark 6.5, the following calculation proves that p 1 i  p 2 , 
and hence completes the proof.
•  U Xs a
I  ( I  ( p1 i j )  -  p ^ j ) ) 2)
1 J*1
•  U Xs Xo n
i  I  k ( E ( e ] (J )  -  ct Z( j ) ) Z)
t"2 1 j-1  1 1
i  t  
t-2
k 2
kt*et*(— !»— }
2
; by Inequality (6.25).
The proof o f Propositicn 6.6 Is now complete.
□
6.7. Remark. •
In Construction 6.2 we produced an uncountable In f in i t y  o f mutually 
s ingular p rob ab ility  measures px , 0 s x i  1 , on a s h if t  space, with 
the property that fo r each measure px there existed no s h ift  Invariant 
p ro b a b ility  measure » «  px . I t  Is  not known 1f any o f these measures 
1s equivalent to an Invariant o-f1n1te measure. However, T. Karachi [Ha] 
has constructed a product measure fo r which no equivalent o-f1n1te Invariant 
measure e xis ts . By s lig h t ly  modifying his basic method, we produce an 
uncountable In f in i t y  o f such measures, a l l  mutually singular, and a ll 
defined on the s h if t  space over two symbols. In order to avoid duplicating 
T. HamacM's calcu lations, we provide a construction that Immediately allows
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us to use h1s work, fo r a l l  o f the measures. The measures are then 
shown to be mutually s ingular.
6.8. NOTATION.
Let X be the doubly in f in ite  product space over the two symbols, 
0 and 1 , 1.e.
X -  n {0,1} 
1*-»
and le t  T be the le f t -s h i f t  on X . We shall produce a set A c  [0 ,1 ] , 
o f pos itive  Lebesgue measure, together with a co llection  o f product measures 
p® , 0 i  a i  1 , on X , fo r which 1f a c A , then p® sa tis fie s  a ll 
o f the requirements o f  the measure p constructed by T. HamacM 1n [Ha] , 
and hence the measure p® , a c A , 1s not equivalent to any o-f1n1te
m
s h if t  In va ria n t measure. Each o f the measures p®: ■ n p? , 0 s a s 1 .
k—  K
w il l  be defined by
p® : - ; I f  k a 0 
; 1f -Nt  < k s -Ht _}
; 1f -Ht < k i  -Nt
(6.40)
fo r t  2 1 , where v 1s the measure on {0,1} given by p(0) ■ n ( l )  • i  
The measures are defined by setting
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-  1/(1 + x j )  ; s -  0
(
x“ / ( l + x j)  ; s -  1
(6.41)
where the X^ are real numbers ye t to be defined, and Mt , Nt  , nt  
and mt  are positive Integers that sa tis fy :
Nt  : »  Mt . 1 ♦ nt  . (6.42)
Mt  : "  Nt  + mt  • (6.43)
HQ : ■ 1 . (6.44)
To obtain the set A c [0 ,1 ] , and the co llection  o f measures p® , o e [0 ,1 ] , 
we shall Inductive ly define the sequences (x^ ,n t ,mt ) t ^  , a e [0 ,1 ] , and 
then use the above equations.
I
6.9. CONSTRUCTION.
Choose and f i x  sequences ( « t ) t i j  • (P ^ ta l * and ‘^ t^tal such
that
•V4-»
•O
,m
3 (6.45)
P-j > P2 ^ . . .  >0  ,
pt  0 as t  ■* • , (6.46)
m
E Pt  ■ -  . 
t-1 '
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ci > c2 > . . .  > 0 ,
“
E E l < • •
t-1 1
and define
(6.47)
\  : "  cu u -t
(6.48)
Let x^  be a positive  number greater than one, and define X® : -  X^  • 
fo r a l l  a c [0,1] . Now choose n] , an Integer greater than one, and 
, an Integer greater than 1 + n^  . Using equations (6 .42), (6.43) and 
(6.44), we now define HQ , N^  , and Mj . Let : ■ [0 ,1 ] .
Assume that (* yinu»mu)»mu > ^u* ^u* f°r  u * 1 , 2 , . . . , t -1 , and 
x1 > x2 > . . .  > xt-1 > 1 , are a ll chosen.
Choose xt  such that both
1 < x^ < |(1 ♦ x^_ j) , (6.49)
and,defining x® : - * ( ! - » ■  xt ) + f ( x t  -  1) , fo r  a ll a c [0,1] ,
(6.50)
fo r «11 a < [0 ,1] .
Now take pt  > 0 sa tis fy in g
2M
1 < (X j)  t-1 < (X j)  ” ,a ,pt (6.51)
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fo r a ll a e [0 ,1 ]  .
Let ct  > 0 be such that 
ct
- L  f exp (-s2/2)ds ■ p* . (6-5J
**  J -c t  1
For any fixed  a « [0,1] , we may use the normal d is trib u tio n 's  
approximation to the binomial d is tribu tion  to Imply that fo r a ll large 
enough Integers n^ > , both
U“ -  2pt  < |k -  n jx j|  <
(6.53)
and
(6.54)
where
for k ■ 0 , l , . t . ,n ^  , and
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U“ -  (n j )* ( x j )1 ct /(1 + x\) .
Since polntwlse convergence Implies convergence 1n p ro b a b ility , 
we can find an Integer nfc > Mt _^  , and a set c [0 ,1 ] with Lebesgue 
measure greater than 1 -  6^/2 , such that
and equations (6.53) and (6.54) are sa tis fie d  fo r a ll a « At  , with
n? replaced by n*. . Equations (6.53) and (6.54) Imply that 
t  »
Ef^(lc) > Pt /4 , (6.56)
fo r a l l  o < A^ .
For x < X , we define
fo r a c [0 ,1 ] , (6.57)
fo r u ■ 1 ,2 ,., .* t  , and fo r R < S  (to  be specified la te r)
H(x) ■ X[Rt$ ] ( x1+V , , , + x nt ) * (6 .58)
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We now use the same arguments as 1n T. HamacM's paper [Ha] to show 
that 1f q 1s the measure defined by
q : ■ n u , 
1 —
(6.59)
and 1f Eg denotes Integration with respect to q , then the following 
equations hold fo r a l l  a e :
11m
îr tf lW x )  E (F°tH)
l  F^(Tj x) 
J-0  t
Eq(F°t) B l  ‘
E (F?H) -  l  f > )  , 
* 1 RsksS 1
V W  -  2" t  •
(6.60)
(6.61) 
(6.62) 
(6.63) •
where 1s defined fo r x c X by
^ ( x )  ! -  xD (t,0) ( xi ♦ *2  ♦ ••• 4 xnt ) ' (6.64)
and D (t,a ) 1s the set given by
D (t,a ):
r n ,x0 nt x.
J _ t .  U“ , - 4  + u?
H X l+x:
(6.65)
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I f  L denotes Lebesgue measure on the In terva l [0 ,1 ] , 
then since polntwlse convergence Implies convergence 1n p ro b a b ility , 
equations (6.60), (6.61), and (6.63) Imply th at there exis ts  an Integer 
J > J ( t )  such that fo r a ll m i  J
l" i1F j(T Jx)H“ (TJx) a
L ({a c [0 ,l];q ({x < X ; ^ --------------------------- < 2pt >) > 1 -  ct >) > 1 -
E F“ (TJ x )
J - o 1
Choose an Integer m^  > J ( t )  such that both
nt  -  Nt  > J (T ) 
and
3NtNt  e x p ^ n ^ M x , )
-------'--------- < t j  2
For a < [0 ,1] , define the set
m
£ F^(Tj x )H j(T J x)
• ? = ■ < « * >  S ^ T - ----------------------- ‘  * t>
I
J-0  1
and le t
A^ : ■ ( «  «  A j  I  q(B^) * 1 -  *t ) .
(6 .66 )
(6.67)
(6 .68)
than by aquation (6.66) and tha choice o f the sat A(
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L(AJ.) > l  -  at  .
We have now chosen X^ , x® fo r i  < [0,1] , n(  and , and thus 
completed step t  of the Inductive construction.
Let us define the set A by
A : -  H  A i , 
t-1 1
then by the choice of the sequence • the set A has positive
Lebesgue measure« and 1s thus uncountable. For each a < A , we have an 
associated sequence (x“ ,n t ,mt ) t l j  • that de^ nes 8 measure
p° : ■ n p® , 
k—  K
via the equations (6.40), (6.41), (6.42), (6.43), and (6.44). This
I
measure pa possesses a l l  the properties used 1n T. Hamachl's calculations 
(see CHa]).
The construction 1s now complete.
□
6.10. THEOREM. (Ref. [Ha;Theorem 2])
Let T be the s h if t  on the product space X , then with respect 
to any of the uncountable In f in i t y  of measures pa , fo r a < A , T Is 
non-singular, ergodlc, and admits no o-f1n1te Invariant measure equivalent 
to p® . For a,9 < A , a j* 0 , the measures p® and p* are mutually
singular.
- 161
Proof.
The f i r s t  part of the theorem 1s proved by noting that by construction, 
1f a c A then we can Immediately use T. Hamachi's calculations fo r the 
measure pa . To prove that the measures are a ll mutually singular, suppose 
a,0 c A and a j* e . By applying Remark 6.5, the following calculation
6.11. Remark.
Let p® , a « A c [0 ,1 ] be a p robab ility  measure obtained from 
Construction 6.9, and le t  A denote the past o-algebra corresponding 
to the s h ift  T , that 1s the product o-algebra generated by the co-ordinate 
maps X1 , fo r 1 a 0 . I f  C denotes the o-algebra generated by the 
co-ordinate maps , fo r t < 0 , then we can calculate the Information
cocycle with respect to both A and C (using the measure p®) as In 
Section 5. By doing th is  one obtains:
n. A
Implies that p i p .
•  i i 2
a z (— —  -  — U r) .n«. ; by equations (6.41) and (6.40)
i* ia 1
■ • ; using Inequa lity  (6.55).
The proof o f Theorem 6.10 1s complete.
□
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J 0(A ,T )(x )  ■ -lo g  Pq (Xq ) -  log 2 ,
and
J a(C .T )(x )  -  -lo g  2 -  log 4e!_  (*) * 
P dp T
fo r  x ■ (xn) « X .
Since there exis ts  no o-f1n1te T Invariant measure equivalent
to p° , and -lo g  (dpa/dpaT )(x )  1s a recurrent cocycle (because T
1s conservative with respect to p° )»  the cocycle J (C ,T ) 1s not
P
«homologous to a constant.
The two cocycles J (A .T) and J a(C ,T) are thus fundamentally ' 
Pa Pa
d iffe re n t; one 1s constant, and the other cannot even be «homologous 
to a constant.
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On a Bernoulli shift with non-identical 
factor measures
Abstract. There exists a Bernoulli shift with non-identical factor measures for which 
no invariant rr-finite equivalent measure exists.
1. Introduction
Our purpose is to give an example of a Bernoulli shift T acting on an infinite 
product measure space
is non-singular, i.e. P ( A ) -  0 if and only if P (T A ) -  0 for A € 9  -  ^
such that T is ergodic and there exists no shift-invariant rr-finite measure equivalent 
to the infinite product measure P -  (!-«<»«*> f t -  where P* is a probability measure 
on the set {0 , 1) and is the smallest rr-algebra which makes the fcth coordinate 
uik of w e d  measurable.
This problem was raised by U . Krengel at the symposium on Ergodic Theory at 
Obcrwolfach 1978. He gave in [3] an ergodic Bernoulli shift without finite invariant 
measure.
In 1 2 we give non-crgodic Bernoulli shifts which are dissipative. In 8 3 we give 
an ergodic Bernoulli shift without (/-finite invariant measure.
2. Dissipative Bernoulli shifts
Let f l  -1 1 -*« *« »  (0. 0 .  and T be the shift on 0 . i.e.
T O S H IH IR O  H A M A C H I  
Department of Mathematics. Kyusliu University, 
Roppomnatsu, Chuo-Ku, Fukuoka 810, Japan
I Received 4 June 198 U
such that the shift T,
(Tto)k m tot* i fo rw *(w i)-« < k < » t
(7w)*
Take a probability measure
p- n-«<*««
with
P * ( 0 ) - P * ( l ) - 1  ( * * 0 )  
0 < P * (0 )< 1 ,  P * ( l ) « l - P i ( 0 )  (fc <  0).
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It follows from Kakutani's theorem on the equivalence of infinite product 
measures [2] that T  is non-singular if and only if
I  / ,4 - i ( 0 )/’l (0 )((/»t - , ( n / / ,» -.(0 )), - IP » (l) / /» l l0 ))l )J< ® . ( 1 )
- 00< A < 0 0
In this case we have that the Radon-Nikodym derivative JPT/dP of the measure
PT,
(PT)(A)~P(TA) fo rAef, 
with respect to the measure P is given by
(dPT/ dP)(<o)m n  Pk-iM/PkiUk) (2)
- • < ¿ < 0 0
for a.e. o>, where the infinite product converges almost everywhere. In [3] Krengel 
claimed that the shift T is dissipative if
P t ( l) /P t ( 0 ) - 3  (k < 0 ).
In fact, more generally we have:
Theorem 1. Lei /**(01 — /**(I> — í (k a 0 | and let /**(I )//**(0) — A (A is a constant 
>0) (k <0). //A * 1 then the shift Ton f l « fl-*<*i* {0, 1} is dissipative.
Proof. The non-singularity condition (1) for the shift T,
l / \ _ i ( 0 ) / \  (0 )((Pfc _i( 1 ) /P * - , (0 ))* — (/** (1 >//** (0 ))* )*
-  p .  ,(0 )P„(0 M (P., ( i )/p . .to»1 -  (Pa  i  )//»o»0 ))‘ i1
■ (A* — 1 )*/(2(t A))
<ao
is satisfied, and we have from (2 )
(dPT“/dP)(ui)m i2 / ( l  + A ) I " A ( « s i ) .
where A'„(«u)» <»„ + wi + • • • + o»„ i.
What we are going to prove is that the infinite scries
v  (2/(1 + A))"A*"'“ '
N ■ 1
converges a.c. to. Take 0 <  0 <  J, then a standard fact says that
lim (S , (« ) -J / i ) /(m/4 )1** *>0 a.c. a*.
We assume A >  I .  For any t  > 0  and for a.e. ui, all but a finite number of n satisfy 
-t < (5 . (« ) -J » i) /(« /4 ) , * ’ < f .
Then we have for all large it
(2/(1 -i A ))"A exp {fl log (2/(1 +A)) + « log (A )/2+ r log (A nn/4)'**) 
“ cxp{/tl(log(2A1/U A On* + r  log (A )(«/4)*)}.
Since for all large n
274 T. Hanuichi
log (2A1 /(1 + A tin1 + r log (A)(«/4 )* < -! ,
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we have for all large n
Since the series
275
(2/(1 + A))"A - < c x p (-n  ).
E e x p t-n 1)
n • 1
converges, the theorem is proved if A > 1 . If A <  l ,  it is enough to see that for 
a.e. at and for all large n
12/(1 4-A ))"A *•'“ '<  exp {«'tllog (2A tyd  + A ) )n * -e  log (A )(«/4)*]}. □
3. Bernoulli shift without rr-finite invariant measure 
We arc concerned with a class of infinite product measures
P -  H Pk-<irt<4<«0
given by
where
n -  n {0. i>
H if k a  0 ,
i>, U-N,<k S -A /. - i ,
M i f-M,<kx-N, ( f i s l ) ,
N, “  Mi-1 + nh Mi “  Ni + m,, Mo *  1, 
n, and m, arc positive integers, and
•',(0)-1/(1+A,), *,(1)-A,/(1+A,),
Ai> A j> - • • > At> 1 ( f i l ) .
We shall also consider the measure
0- n o*-«<*<»
with Ok “ M (A e Z). The non-singular condition (1) for the shift T on (fi, P) defined 
above is equivalent to the condition
E (log (A, » ’ coo. (3)
1- i
What we are going to do is to give inductively a sequence (A* /i„ wi,),m  such that 
the shift T is non-singular, crgodic and admits no invariant cr-finite measures 
equivalent to P.
3.1. Construction. Take sequences (pdimi and (iti)i»t such that
V p p,-*0(as/ - * « ) ,  £  p ,“ ®,I -  1
(4)
f l  > f j >
«1
• • * > 0 . £  » i < * . (5)
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and write
276 T. Hamachi
Vim Z t*
i*i
(6)
Let A i be an arbitrary positive number > 1 , r»i be an arbitrary integer >1 and 
mi be an arbitrary integer >1 + /i |.  Let
M, i « l ,  N,-A/o + rti, A/i“ N| + wt|.
We assume that (Xu, nM m„), u -  1 , 2 , 1  with A « .|> A 14> 1 , mu>N„ 
(1 s u s  /  -  I )  are chosen.
First step: Choice of A„ Take A, such that
and
Take p, > 0  such that
Second step: Choice of n,. Take c, > 0  such that
1 <  A, < A ,-i
(2A^(1+A ,))h - ' < a “ ' ‘ <exp(e ,). (7)
l< ( A , ) 1M- '< ( A , ) Pl. (8 )
1— t  exp<—s */2 ) ds »/>,.
l2rr)'
It follows from the central limit theo m that one can obtain a large integer n, >M,..\ 
such that
I  / , ( * > s jp „
where
and
u , -n,Vl i
1-2  p,< I  /i(k)s 1 — è p„
/ , ( * ) -  (1 /(1  + A ,))"*‘ (A,/(1 +  A,))‘ (J ') .  
u ,  *  « ! a !c, / ( i + a ,)
(9)
(10i
for k -  0 , 1, . . . .  ih.
By (9 ) and (10) we have
l Mk)>\p, (ID
Lust step: Choice of m„ We write 
2
F ,(« *)- Il ( r ~ r )  “(A J“". -, (12)y*I\1TAy/
and for R < S
Him) -  *i*.sitw i + <!»: +  ••• + »„,) 
for <j e f l. It follows from llirkholl's ergodic theorem that 
i r .„ F , ( 7 ’,a . ) / / ( r ,w ) £ „ (F ,H )  
I “ oFATm) “  E„iF.) '
(13)
( 14)
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After some preparation we shall prove this theorem.
3.2. Radon-Sikodym density {dPT/dP)(tu). The sequence (A,), , i  in ji 3.1 satisfies 
the non-singularity condition (3)
£  (log a,)! <  V gf (by (7)) 
i« i i- i
<oo (by (5)).
Thus the shift T constructed in $ 3.1 is non-singular.
Lemma 1. Let Tbe the shift in $3.1 and put 
then we have
-K,Aa,)x n  ^ T T  ifO*i<Nh dr k--N,»x PkiiUk)
and
W..1* •*“ M„.,l
xF,(T‘'n'u ) if N,si< m,
for P-a.e. w, where F,(to) is tlu random variable defined in (12). 
Proof. For 0 <  / <  N, it follows from (2) that
dPT\ •  f * V *  / ft-,U>»)\  / f t -
x n1 Pk-duk)
ft(<<**)
- n ( í^ ) <x(A1,)•,“«•>!♦ i (V 2 /
x ( ~ - )  x < a, *,*"‘*<*
‘J  f t -(<■>*>
I Pk(tOk)
for P-a.e. u.
For S,-&i< m„ the second factor of (23) is
ri ( ri I “ f t "
f t i « * ) r  “ t U J A . . .  f t« -» )/
-  n j ( ^ )  " a .
(23)
(24)
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dPT'
i  ^ 1 . .<■*, ar
. . . .  , L " ,i 'f i< r 4- * W . ( r i« )IlMo»)« ----- ^ a- T - 7 - ,-v - - ------ .
..........  L " i*  FATi~ * * M -m r- \t) )x g { rm )
IV,(W)-------------------- ----------------------------------------- •
when is the random variable defined in (17). Then we have
lim I,(w) = lim ll,(a») -  lim IIl,(u»> = lim IV,(a>) = PiE)
I-CU I—A 1-9. I-JQ
for P-a.e. w.
Proof. We already mentioned in (26) that the limit of ( I , ) ,ai exists (or P-a.e. u>, and 
is equal to the constant /* (£ ) . Since
%'dPT‘
I  ~Jp~^  
|1, ( w ) - l l ,  M < 2 x f f U g a -
r<-n, dr
s 2 x i----- 7 7 — -A ' V (by (23) and (251)(m ,-A 7 ,)exp (-rj,.,)A | '
< * ,  (by (2 2 )).
we have
lim I,(o»)* lim II,(w )n% —00 m—*D
(or P-a.c. ui.
It follows front (24) that
Since 
we have
Thus
II,(o»)
/c,.,(o»)f,(7-l V o » ) ^ ( r ,o»)
I7:s, K . J u W ' u , )
exp(-tj,.i)<JC i,i(a*)<exp (n t» i).
exp ( - 2 » |,.i)< 11,(0»)
111,(0») < c x p( 2 n>.i)-
lim II,(o») M lim 111,(0»)14« t — Xi
for P-a.e. 0».
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Let us reconsider the set A, defined in (21). Since this set is VSkV ^-measurable, 
we have
PiA, ) » Q ( /U >  1 -<!•
Since
E p i a c, ) x  v f ,<  * ,
i- i i - i
by the Borcl-Cantelli lemma tin the general casei, it holds that P-a.e. to is in A, 
for all but a finite number of t. This means that for P-a.e, a> and for all large 
numbers t
LVv ! i
<2p„
Since p, converges to 0, we have that for / ’-a.e. u>
............. . .. i:^F,ITi-N‘a,)HAr-su,)XE(T,to)....................Iim III,tori “  h m -------1----- _ ,*4,- 1 ’ _, _v--------------------lim IV ,(« )i -® Ft / 'on <-*
■ lim IV ,(«). □
3.4. Recurrence
Propo sition  2. Let T he the shift constructed in § 3.1. For an'/ measurable set E 
with PlE)>0, there exist for P-a.e. <o an infinite number of t such that T'ui e E for 
some i, tf,zi< m„ and that for such i, either
exp
dr
iiPTi
— - (w) < (A, )‘ lM' -1 exp (»1,. I)
dr
holds.
Proof. We define a set B, by
B, ■ Jwe Í1: 1 /,+ 2p,<íl»-^,.|+w-N,♦2 + • • • +  +
(27
By (11) we have
P(B,)>\p,.
Since the set B, is ^ r meMuratlle' ,he ,et* B\,Bt,... are independen
with respect to the measure P. It follows from the Borel-Cantelli lemma (in th< 
independent case) that for P-a.e. u there exists an infinite number of t such (ha
w«0,.
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for all i 6 Z and P-a.c. w. that is. the functions [JPT'vldP\iu>\, i s Z, have a uniformly 
positive lower hound and a uniform upper bound, where 7> is the induced 
transformation on the set E  of T. However, this contradicts proposi­
tion 2 . —
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